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______________________________________________________________________________

Welcome to our first auction of 2018!

We are proud to offer another fantastic selection of philatelic and other collectible items.  As our 
company has continued to grow, the quality and quantity of our offerings has grown with us.  With 
over 40 diverse consignments, there should be something to interest every collector.  

This auction is loaded with US and foreign singles, sets, covers, specialty items, smaller 
accumulations and many larger boxlots.  With low start bids and a competitive buyer's premium 
(15%), we believe it makes our auctions appealing to both collectors and dealers.

Highlights include:
 The continuation of the Dr. Aeneas Constantine's consignment featuring Iran, Turkey and 

much more. Sales benefit the Harrisville Institute for Cultural Learning and are identified by 
the initials HICL at the end of each related lot description.

 A nice philatelic reference and literature consignment.
 A specialized consignment of Algeria split into single lots and smaller accumulations.
 A selection of USA and foreign individual covers and lots including flown Zeppelins.
 A specialized USA air mail and back of book collection.
 Many better USA singles, including Columbians and Zepps. Many small, medium and large 

lots and accumulations including intact country collections.

Please enjoy reviewing the lots in this catalog or online at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com or 
through www.stampauctionnetwork.com.  

In-person viewing is also available the week prior to the live auction. Please check days and times 
listed on the auction bid sheet in this catalog.

We look forward to meeting your philatelic needs!



 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE 

PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY 
 

1. BIDDING - Bid by lot number as printed in catalog or online. All bids are handled competitively, and all lots are sold at one 

bid increment over the next highest bid. If submitting by mail, fax, or phone, your full bid will not be used unless competition 

makes it necessary. The placing of a bid will constitute acceptance of the conditions of sale.  The auctioneer shall regulate the 

bidding and in the event of a dispute, the auctioneer's decision will be final.  The auctioneer shall not be liable for errors and 

omissions in executing instructions to bid.  The auctioneer shall not be liable for floor bids that are unintentionally missed or 

obscure.  In the event of a tie bid, the earliest non-internet bid will be chosen as the winner of the lot.  This is due to 

programming restrictions using online software. 

2. CREDIT - Successful bidders, unless prior arrangements have been made with Sterling Kingbrook Auctions, are 

expected to make payment in full before the lots are shipped/delivered.  Payment may be made by check, money order 

(US banks only), Visa, Master Card, PayPal or cash. Do not send cash through the mail. All lots must be paid for within 

seven (7) days of receipt.  All lots remain the property of Sterling Kingbrook Auctions until paid for in full and must not be 

sold to pay for your invoice without our permission. All lots must be returned intact to Sterling Kingbrook Auctions upon 

request if your account becomes delinquent. Interest on delinquent accounts will be assessed after thirty (30) days from 

invoice date. A 3% late charge per month will be added to all accounts that exceed thirty (30) days past due. Any checks 

returned for insufficient funds will necessitate charging the buyer a fee of no less than $30. 

3. BUYER'S PREMIUM - A buyer's premium of 15% will be added to the hammer price for all lots purchased over the 

internet or on the floor on auction day.  

4. POSTAGE AND INSURANCE - Handling, insurance and posting charges will be added to invoices for material that is 

shipped with a minimum charge of $5. Michigan residents will have a sales tax of 6% added to their invoice as well unless 

exempt status with documentation has been provided prior to sale. Shipping weights for larger, bulkier lots are added to the 

lot description for reference. Please note that customs declarations will not be altered per request of winning bidder. 

5. RETURNS - Any lot which is incorrectly described may be returned within ten (10) days of receipt and must be returned in 

the same condition as was originally sent. The exception is for lots containing more than ten (10) stamps, lots described as 

large lots or “AS IS” lots - these are not returnable for any reason. We must receive notification in writing within fourteen 

(14) days of the date of the sale if you are planning to have a stamp expertized. Only lots containing single catalog numbers 

are eligible for expertizing. Acceptable authorities for expertizing purposes are the Philatelic Foundation, American Philatelic 

Society, and the Professional Stamp Experts, Inc. Others may be used but we must be notified of who they are before an item 

is sent. This is especially true of overseas expert opinions. We will not be responsible for any charges incurred by the buyer 

unless the opinion states that the items do not match the description given in our catalog, in which case we will pay the actual 

cost of the opinion or up to $50. We will not accept returns for any reason after six (6) months has passed from the sale date. 

Any lot which has a certificate issued within the last five (5) years is sold in accordance with the certificate. It is not 

returnable for any reason, including an opinion obtained in a new certificate after the sale.  

6. SHIPPING OF LOTS - Shipping costs will be included on your invoice and we will be shipping the items directly to you. 

Every attempt will be made to arrange for shipping with some form of tracking at the least amount of expense to you as 

possible. Any bidder wishing to pick up their winning lots should inform Sterling Kingbrook Auctions in advance of the 

auction.  International shipments are sent registered mail, Global Priority Mail (USPS) or FEDEX. Other shipping methods 

must be discussed with Sterling Kingbrook Auctions before placing a bid or will be utilized when proper insurance is 

required. 

 

7. BIDDING INCREMENTS 

Bids    Increase 
up to $50.00   $2.00 

$50.00 to $100.00   $5.00 

$100.00 to $300.00   $10.00 

$300.00 to $500.00   $25.00 

$500.00 to $1500.00  $50.00 

$1500.00 to $3000.00  $100.00 

Over $3000.00   $250.00 
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Sterling Kingbrook Auctions 
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Office: 810-220-6000 

Cell:  248-320-3680 (Mark) 
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Email ______________________________________________________________________ 
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These bids represent the highest I will pay for each lot. By signing this bid sheet, I understand that this is a legal contract and will abide by 
the terms of sale. Please note: All bids received that do not comply with posted increments will be reduced to the next increment. 
 

Methods of payment accepted: Personal Check or Money Order (US Banks Only), Visa, MasterCard, 
American Express, Discover, PayPal or Cash in Person. 
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Lot # Scott # Min Bid

OTHER COLLECTIBLES

Currency

1 1934-A $1000 Chicago ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR BILL -  Serial # G00037835A, this Federal Reserve 

Note features the portrait of President Grover Cleveland at center. These high denomination 

notes were last printed in the 1940's and are extremely popular with all collectors. This attractive 

note features a vivid lime green seal. VF but nick at bottom and folded several times. (Est $1500-

2000)

P 1200

2 1934-A $1000 New York ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR BILL -  Serial #B00046562A, this Federal 

Reserve Note features a light green seal, St Louis bank branch handstamp. VF,folded several times 

and several tiny pinholes. (Est $1500-2000)

P 1200

3 1934-A $500 Chicago FIVE HUNDRED DOLLAR BILL - Serial # G00055825A, this Federal Reserve 

Note features a light green seal. VF-XF, previously folded. (Est $1000-1500)
P 650

4 1/18th Scale Automobiles - Nice group of 14 collectible cars made by companies like Ertyl, 

AutoArt, Maisto, Road Legends. All in excellent and "manual" operating condition. Mostly 1/18th 

scale with just a couple smaller scale models. Here's a chance to own your first Edsel, along with 

several muscle cars. (shipping wt. 28#)(Est $150-200)

75

5 1/64th Scale Automobiles - Beautiful group of 40 collectible cars made by companies like Round 

2, Castline, Johnny Lightning, Auto World. Also included are several parts for the cars (stands, 

axles, wheels). Everything seems to be in mint condition. A chance to own cars you could only 

dream to own in the past. (Est $100-150)

60

6 Hollywood Movie Promotional Photo Stills - 19 different black and white movie promotional stills 

from the 1930's and 1940's. Stars include Shirley Temple, Spencer Tracey, James Cagney, Fred 

Astair, Will Rogers and more. Famous movies, including Gone with the Wind, seen. Stills came 

from the Boulevard Theater in Detroit, per handwritten note. Some toning and faults from display 

and handling. Movie buffs will enjoy! (Est $75-100)

36

7 Worlds First Stamps -Sterling Silver Proofs, Franklin Mint - 34 different pieces depicting stamps, 

plated in 24kt gold over sterling silver. Not complete, in two display cases. Some tarnishing. 

Examine. (Est $150-200)

60

OFFICE PICK-UP ONLY

8 Consignment Remainder in a Large Box - Over a dozen elementary collections, worldwide and 

US, the best being a worldwide Comprehensive with the Coronation set and later wedding sets, 

and a US Scott National with Scott 730, 735, 704-15, 617-9, 731, 859-93. Other not so better 

include a Gibbons Windsor Volume 2 Great Britain, some UN, couple empty albums or sparsely 

filled one. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY! (Est $50-100)

10

9 Consignment Remainder in 2 Boxes - Mostly Office Supplies - Several boxes of sheet protectors 

that were never used, used black stocksheets, some mounts, a like-new Scott National Binder, 

couple empty stockbooks, album pages, a box of coin envelopes, more.  ONLY PICKUP ONLY! (Est 

$50-100)

10

10 Consignment Remainder in Two Boxes - several stockbooks holding mostly used foreign stamps, 

stocksheets holding more foreign stamps, loose stamps, sorted stamps, some UN, some smaller 

collections, souvenir cards, and more, all from a local estate. Anything possible. Take a look! 

OFFICE PICK UP ONLY! (Est $100-200)

24

1 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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Lot # Scott # Min Bid

OFFICE PICK-UP ONLY (cont'd)

11 Large Supply Lot in 6 Boxes - Interesting mix that includes stock books, glassines, interleaving, 

albums, sheet protectors, FDC albums with dust covers. Also includes a fluorescence lamp and a 

few dozen catalogs (Michel Germany, Durland, plus more). Much to see and worth a look. OFFICE 

PICK UP ONLY! (Est $50-100)

10

12 Large Tub Filled with USA and Worldwide - Large tub with a couple Scott Internationals, a couple 

binders with stamps mounted to homemade pages, smaller box with odds and ends. Likely a 

couple 1000 stamps throughout. Examine as there are a few better items. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY! 

(Est $100-200)

20

13 Two Large Boxes Filled With Collections  - Two large boxes loaded with 15 albums and a couple 

of folder lots. Many 1000's of familiar stamps throughout. Included are a couple of Scott Junior 

albums, some approvals in binders, homemade pages, some stockpages in binders. Lots to go 

through. OFFICE PICK-UP ONLY! (Est $100-200)

50

14 USA Consignment Remainder in 2 Tubs and a Box - Box with covers, some FDCs, commercial 

mail, events, etc; tub with postal stataionery, older year sets, used stamps; a large tub with used 

in stock books, postal cards, and so much more. Mixed condition throughout. OFFICE PICK UP 

ONLY! (Est ??)

24

15 Worldwide in 4 Boxes and a Tub - Enormous amount of stuff to go through. Mostly foreign. 

Several A-Z collections, other collections, stockbooks, box of covers.  OFFICE PICKUP ONLY! (Est 

$200-300)

50

UNITED STATES STAMPS AND COLLECTIONS

USA Stamps

16 o 1 Used, F-VF, red cancel, with 2 large side margins, other two margins just touching design, and 

light red grid cancel. At right there is a 2mm tear just into design. Despite the minor flaws along 

with a hinge remnant, the stamp has good color and presents well. (SCV $375)

P 95

17 o 1 Used, pen cancel, 4 margins, nice appearance, upper right corner crease, a paper fiber inclusion at 

bottom. (SCV $200)
P 75

18 o 1 Used,  pen cancel, 3 margins, tiny flaws consisting of tiny tear at top and pressed out crease. (SCV 

$200)
P 50

19 o 17 Used pair, 3 adequate margins, but tight at right side, sound, F-VF for issue. (SCV $575) P 250

20 o 17 Used, 3 ample margins, just touching at bottom. Tiny, negligible fault when dipped. Nice stamp, F-

VF for issue. (SCV $250)
P 50

21 * 19,22 Rarely seen 1c type Ia, IIIa unused vertical margin pair. 2017 PFC states "it is genuine, unused, 

with part O.G., disturbed, the Scott 19 with a nick at top, the selvage with a tear at bottom. 

Position 86, 96L4." There is one short perf at left of the top stamp, horizontal perfs joining the 

pair are very weak. Centering is fair-fine. (SCV $50,000)

P 6000

22 o 37 Used, F-VF for issue, red cancel, nice appearance but with a 3mm tear at right. Nice face-free red 

grid cancel. (SCV $465)
P 30

23 (*) 71 Unused, no gum, fine for issue, 2017 William T Crowe cert states "it is genuine, unused and 

without gum. The stamp reperforated at the bottom." Couple "shorter" perfs. nice vibrant color. 

(SCV $950)

P 250

24 o 72 Used, VF, couple tiny edge faults and slight soiling. (SCV $600) P 95

25 (*) 78 Unused, regummed, with several short perfs along left side, otherwise sound (SCV $950 as MNG) P 40

26 o 90-91, 97 Used, avg-fine, 12c and 15c "E" grill, and 12c "F" grill, with tiny faults. (SCV $1275) 75

27 * 97 Unused, avg-fine, 12c "F" Grill, 2017 William T Crowe cert states "it is genuine, unused, with 

partial Original Gum." Centered average-fine for issue. (SCV $2800)

600

2 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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USA Stamps (cont'd)

28 o 97 Used, F-VF, "F" Grill, nicely centered stamp, slightly heavy cancel, pulled perf at left. (SCV $250) P 28

29 o 98 Used, fine,  "F" Grill,  with light cancel,  just touching design at left, otherwise nice stamp with a 

face-free cancel. (SCV $275)
P 38

30 * 150 MHR, avg-fine, 2017 William T Crowe cert states "it is genuine, with original gum and a hinge 

remnant". Cert fails to mention pencil marks on back. (SCV $2000)
P 300

31 o 155 Used, just fine, 90c Perry, perfs just touching at right. Couple rough perfs at top. (SCV $325) P 46

32 ** 230 1c Columbian block of 25, MNH, o.g. with Inscription and double plate # in selvage,  gum curl, 

toning, weak perfs & some severe perf separations affecting plate block, few with small fault, 

mostly F-VF centering. Interesting multiple with double plate number. SCV $1602 as plate block of 

8 + 17 singles. (Est $200-300)

100

33 ** 230 1c Columbian block of 20 MNH, o.g. with inscription and double plate # in selvage, with gum curl, 

toning, weak perfs & some perf separations, few with small fault, mostly F-VF centering. 

Interesting multiple with double plate number. SCV $1440 as plate block of 8 + 12 singles. (Est 

$200-300)

100

34 ** 237 MNH, F-VF, 10c Columbian, nice stamp but with an inclusion and a short perf at bottom right. 

(SCV $250)

46

35 * 242 MH, fine+, $2 Columbian, couple perf inconsistencies, otherwise fine+, o.g. (SCV $1050) P 190

36 o 242 Used, fine, $2 Columbian, "Chicago Board of Trade" cancel. Slightly faded, otherwise sound. (SCV 

$525)
P 95

37 * 274  MH, fine+, 15c Clay clear watermark, very shallow thin from hinge removal, otherwise vibrant 

color, o.g. (SCV $210)
P 38

38 * 292 MH, F-VF, $1 Cattle in the Storm, tiny thin, light toning, small corner fault, shorter perf at bottom 

center. (SCV $1400)
P 120

39 (*) 293 Unused, regummed, fine+, some shallow thinning appears in fluid. (SCV $825 as no gum) P 150

40 * 313 Unused, faulty spacefiller, $5 Marshall, perf 12, with a nasty horizontal crease. Full o.g. with a 

hinge remnant. (SCV $2000)

50

41 o 365 Used, F-VF, bluish paper with 2008 PSE that states "it is genuine used, with a black double oval 

cancel." (SCV $4000)

1250

42 ** 369 MNH, F-VF, Lincoln Blue Paper (SCV $300) P 60

43 * 397-400A Unused, complete set, Pan-Pacific perf 12, fresh set with good color, couple hinge remnants, 

mostly fine or better. (SCV $366)
P 65

44 ** 399 MNH, fine. (SCV $150) 22

45 * 423 MHR, F-VF, clear double line watermark (SCV $450) P 70

46 ** 517 MNH, VF-XF, with a light fingerprint on gum mentioned for accuracy. Choice centering! (SCV 

$110)
P 28

47 o 599 & 599A Used, setenant joint line pair, F-VF (SCV $1000) P 250

48 ** 630 MNH, F-VF, White Plains sheet, couple gum bends, an internal paper crease affecting 4 stamps, 

some slight soiling (mentioned for accuracy). Centered F-VF. (SCV $600)

75

49 ** 630 MNH, F-VF, White Plains sheet, "Dot in S" variety some typical gum bends, no perf separations. 

(SCV $650)

190

50 ** 649-50 MNH, VF plate blocks of 6, Scott 649 side plate block #19680 with staple holes as usual. Scott 650 

bottom plate #19661. Both with minor gum wrinkles and slight toning. (SCV $89)

18

51 (*) 730, 731 Quantity 2 each, both no gum as issued. F-VF. (SCV $85) 20

52 (*) 756-765 Unused, imperf plate blocks, complete set National Parks, all F-VF or better, issued without gum, 

no hinge marks. (SCV $274.25)

60

53 ** 1053 MNH, F-VF, plate block, fingerprint affecting one stamp, mentioned for accuracy. (SCV $220) 30

3 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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USA Stamps (cont'd)

54 * 1053 MH, VF, plate block, hinging affects top two stamps. Nicely centered. (SCV $220) 30

55 ** 1053 MNH, F-VF (SCV $50) 12

USA Airmail Stamps

56 * C7-C9 MH, F-VF, plate blocks of 6, Scott C7 top plate #18246, Scott C8 side plate #18747, Scott C9 top 

plate #18891. Gum toning and/or gum disturbance seen on each plate block. Diagonal gum 

creases. (SCV $145)  

24

57 ** C10 MNH, F-VF, plate block of 6, plate #19008,  with a couple diagonal gum creases. (SCV $130) 26

58 C11 Specialized Collection/Accumulation Of Stamps And Covers - 1928 5c carmine and blue, "Beacon 

on Rocky Mountains" specialized grouping. 21 covers that include First Flights, Air tours, Model 

Airplane Tournament, Airport Dedications plus a July 25, 1928 First Day Cover (SCV $50). Stamps 

include a MH plate block of 6, a MH plate number single, a mint block of 4, a MH "Open Door" 

variety and mint & used singles. Collector specialized in identifying vignette shifts, (high, low, left, 

right and combinations). Interesting lot. (Est $220-300)

110

59 * C12 MH, F-VF, plate block of 6, with  top center stamp hinged. Plate #19944,  tiny pencil mark on back, 

slight gum toning. (SCV $130)

22

60 ** C12 MNH, F-VF, plate block of 6,  late plate #20188 (Durland catalog value for this later plate number 

is $450), some minor diagonal gum bends as usual. (SCV $180)

50

61 * C13-C15 MH Complete Set - Zeppelins, Scott C13 has a tiny facial scuff at left; C14 has a hinge remnant as 

well as a few shorter perfs at left; C15 has a tiny inclusion. Overall decent appearance, F-VF 

centering. (SCV $1105) (SCV $1105) 

P 425

62 * C13  MH, VF, plate number single #20080, minor toning and gum skips. There is also a small fault that 

affects front and back, (small area above "e" in Zeppelin). (SCV $180)
P 36

63 * C14 MH, F-VF, Graf Zeppelin $1.30, slight toning and diagonal gum crease that does not affect face. 

(SCV $400) (SCV $400)
P 90

64 * C15 MLH, F-VF, Graf Zeppelin $2.60, natural gum skips and a shallow thin above the "l" in Zeppelin. 

Does not affect the face. Nice, deep color. (SCV $575)
P 130

65 * C16//C94 Airmail Plate Blocks - Mostly MNH accumulation with better items including  C16, (shallow hinge 

thin in selvage), C17, (lightly hinged in selvage), C19 MNH, C31 MNH and C46 MNH. Later material 

could go in your collection or be used for postage. Lot also includes 8 covers with mixed, used 

examples and a C43, MNH sheet of 50. F-VF and better. (Est $100-140)

48

66 * C18 MH, F-VF, bottom plate block of 6 #21172, with three top stamps hinged, there are gum skips 

other gum disturbance noted on bottom stamps and into the selvage. Staple mark in selvage. 

(SCV $500)

90

67 ** C18 MNH, VF, 50c Baby Zeppelin (SCV $75) P 20

68 */C C20-C22 Complete set of plate blocks plus Covers - Scott C20 top plt #21474 with a few gum skips and a 

couple perf seps; Scott C21 bottom plt #21626; Scott C22 top plt #21624. C21 and C22 have 

natural gum wrinkles. Lot includes a C20 (x3) FDC/FFC, a C21 FFC and a C21 & C22 FFC to Hong 

Kong. A very attractive grouping. (Est $100-150)

50

69 ** C20-C22 Complete Set of Plate Blocks - MNH, F-VF, some typical gum skips and gum is short to selvage on 

Scott C21. Nice, well-centered multiples. (SCV $283) 

38

70 */C C23 Specialized Collection/Accumulation Of Stamps And Covers - Large, specialized grouping of mint 

and used along with 29 covers. Examples of vignette shifts well identified on both stamps and 

covers. Included are many cacheted First Flights, First Day Covers, National Air Mail Week, a 

German censored cover plus much more. Stamps include many mint and used blocks, a mint top 

plate block of 6, a perf error pair and signed items. Generally F-VF and better.  (Est $200-250)

100

4 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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USA Airmail Stamps (cont'd)

71 ** C23a MNH, VF, vertical pair imperf horizontally with 1993 Philatelic Foundation cert states "Unused OG 

Vertical Pair, Imperforate Horizontally. It Is Genuine, Never Hinged." Beautiful example. (SCV 

$300)

P 65

72 */o/C C24 MNH and used plate blocks, both plt #22381, MNH block small gum skip (SCV $120);  used block is 

cancelled with a  May 16, 1939 New York CDS (first day of issue). A single example, used on a 

Trans Atlantic FFC is also included. (Est $60-90)

30

73 ** CE2a MNH, XF, imperf single w/2004 PSE cert stating "It is a genuine unused, o.g., never hinged, left 

margin single (previously hinged in ungummed selvage only). Grade: XF 90, Mint, OGnh" SCV for 

horizontal pair, imperf between is $5250. (Est $400-800)

P 190

Other Back of the Book Stamps 

74 * E7 MH, VF-XF, beauty! (SCV $65) 16

75 Special Delivery Cover and Stamp Collection - Scott E1//E15, a group of 39 covers with E1 (x2 

covers), E2, E3, E7 (x2 covers) and others all on cover. Nice variety of uses, some advertising, 

auxiliary markings. Lot includes several plate blocks and a few mint and used singles. Also 

included are Scott CE1 and CE2 on covers. Cover condition issues throughout that include soiling, 

folds, repairs. Considerable catalog value. Worth consideration but viewing recommended. (Est 

$500-750)

250

76 (*) PR103 Unused, F-VF, imprint margin pair without gum, sound, rarely seen as an imprint pair. (SCV $180 

as singles)

50

Revenue Stamps

77 R80c  Perf, avg-fine, $1.90 Foreign Exchange, tiny fault UR corner, very tiny thin. (SCV $200) 28

78 o R89a Used, imperf, XF, $5 Conveyance, large margins all around (SCV $50) 12

79 R142 Used with 1872 CDS, fine+ (SCV $140) 22

80 Revenues Group - 9 different items all identified on sales pages, somewhat mixed condition, 

some imperfs questionable. Examine. (Est $100-200)

40

81 * RVB1-2 MH, F-VF, 1960 Boating Stamps (SCV $82.50) 20

Federal Hunting (Ducks) Stamps 

82 ** A Flock of All Different Duck Stamps - Clean lot of 30 different MNH stamps, Scott RW38//RW73. 

Scott RW64 has short perfs at bottom, others F-VF or better. (Face $343)

180

83 ** Group of Plate Blocks  - complete run of 14 diff MNH. The 1979 issue has a spot in the selvage, 

the 1982 issue has a gum adhesion affecting one stamp. Otherwise F-VF. (Face $500)

230

84 ** Singles and Panes Complete - 1998-2016  mounted to Scott Specialty pages. MNH, F-VF or better. 

(Face $610)

325

85 ** RW65A-76A Self Adhesive Duck Panes - Group of 8 different spanning 1998 to 2009 (RW65A//RW76A). Tiny 

fault on RW76A upper left corner, otherwise F-VF. (Face $120)

60

86 ** JDS13-24 Junior Ducks MNH, F-VF 2005-2016 Complete (Face $60) 26

State Hunting Stamps 

87 ** Alaska State Hunting Scott 2-5 MNH, VF, 1986-1989 (SCV $40) 10

88 State Hunting and Fishing Stamps - group of 23 different state hunting and fishing stamps and 3 

federal ducks on state licenses. Includes CA, IL, KA, MI, NE, NJ, TN, TX, VA, and WY. Some mixed 

condition, but a nice diverse group. (Est $100-200)

40

5 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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US Booklets/Booklet Panes

89 ** Large Mint Booklet Accumulation - around 75 different booklets (Scott BK128//BK270) all on 

identified on dealer sales pages. Some duplication, usually up to 4 at most, with a couple better 

scattered within. All mint, ready for retail. (Face $497)

240

90 ** Mint Booklets/Self Adhesive Pane Accumulation - cigar box loaded with well over 100 mint 

booklets and a couple self adhesive panes to the 29c era. Good variety, good condition. (Face 

$450)

220

91 Locals & Carriers Accumulation - 38 different, likely reprints, fakes or forgeries. Nice variety of 

companies and cities. All are hinged and VF, a few with faults. A good reference for comparison or 

close examination good reveal a gem. Worth a look. (Est $50-100)

24

US Proofs/Essays/Specimens

92 (*) 243P4 VF, $3 Columbian proof on card (SCV $225) P 50

93 (*) J23P4-J28P4 VF proofs on card, but there are hinge remnants on the back. (SCV $102) 20

94 (*)  PR5P4-PR7P4 Set of 3 different plate proofs on card. Major back issues from mounting. The 25c value shows 

mounting method bled through to front. Some slight discoloration from mounting on 5c value. 

Please examine. (SCV $195)

38

95 (*) 19th Century Trial Color Proofs - Group of 4 diff consists of Scott 156TC4a, 158TC4a, 159TC4a, 

and 179TC4a. All well centered but the last having large margins also has some bends. (SCV $117)

18

E.F.O.

96 ** 2870 "Recalled Legends" sheet in blue folder, which has been previously opened.Sheet is VF-XF. (SCV 

$190)

50

97 ** 3138 "Bugs Bunny" full sheet with die cut missing one stamp , MNH, VF(SCV $175) 38

98 ** 3320c "Aquarium Fish" full sheet with overall tagging. Normal sheet included for comparison. MNH, VF. 

(SCV $350+)

60

99 ** EFOs, Misperfs, Imperfs, Inking Errors Group - 18 diff unique items (mostly), including some Scott 

listed imperf pairs. The misperfs are all pretty radical (note Prexie booklet pane), with a couple 

inking errors included, all highlighted by an imperf pair of the "H" coil. All MNH except for booklet 

pane and FDR misperf. (Est $75-150)

26

US Postal Stationery

100 UO15-16 Cut squares, unused/used, nice margins all around, both on amber paper. Scott UO15 is unused 

heavy hinged, UO16 has a very light cancel and light toning. Both have pencil marks on back. (SCV 

$200)

30

101 * Box of USA Postal Stationery - Medium box filled with several 100 mostly mint stationery - 

envelopes and postal cards. Spotted values to 29c, but included are a few non-profit, official use 

only, and a couple first days. A F-VF lot with just a bit of occasional toning and duplication, but 

worth a bid if this is your thing. (Est $80-100)

24

102 Dealers Stock Of Mint/Used Postal Cards and Post Cards - a Bankers Box with 3 slide-out card 

holders housing many hundred postal cards. Much is sleeved and identified. Includes a large, 

clean grouping of unaddressed FDC's,(UX27//UX119, UXC1//23 and UY13//38). Used Postal Cards 

along with several hundred mint and used picture postcards (mixed condition). Please examine. 

(Est $75-120)

P 34

PICTURES and SCANS  FOR ALL LOTS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR 

WEBSITE: STERLINGKINGBROOKAUCTIONS.COM
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US Possessions

103 ** Trust Territories Mint Collection to 2000 - huge collection of Palau, Marshall Islands, and 

Micronesia all in mounts going to 2000 on Harris pages in 2 albums. Clean, almost complete, plus 

there are large glassines filled with post-2000 issues that need pages. Stamps, sets, booklets, 

souvenir sheets, and some full sheets are present. Instant collection that needs a little TLC or new 

specialized albums for remounting. Huge face and catalog value here, looks MNH, and mostly F-

VF. (shipping wt. 19#)(Est $1500-2000)

550

Canal Zone

104 * Canal Zone Unused Selection - mostly MHR Scott 74-77, 97-99, and 100-104, all mint, o.g., 

various levels of hinging but most with hinge remnants. Average to F-VF centering. (SCV $236.75)

46

105 ** Canal Zone Accumulation - stamps, part sheets, blocks, coils, booklets, more and in page sleeves 

and glassines. Duplication with nothing real special, but could likely help a dealer stock on the 

lower end. Mostly MNH, F-VF. (Est $50-100)

24

Ryukyu Islands

106 * 5a Unused, F-VF block of 4, first printing, magenta, rough perfs, dull color, yellow gum, somewhat 

disturbed. F-VF centered. (SCV $200)
P 24

107 ** Full Sheets in Mint Sheet Folders - 6 different mint sheets folders. Good variety, minor 

duplication; What we looked at was MNH, F-VF or better, but there is alot here. Collector's old 

SCV $1500, but likely lower now. F-VF. (Est $150-200)

100

108 FDC Early First Day Covers -  4 diff inc Scott 14 (block of 4), Scott 18 pair, Scott 44-53, and Scott 51a-

52a, with the first two FDCs being addressed. All clean, except Scott 18 has a small spot and some 

minor wrinkling. SCV $207 for singles on first days, multiples likely higher. (Est $50-100)

26

109 Consignment Remainder -  consists of a somewhat picked over Scott Specialty album (over $1000 

SCV remains) but with several better items including unused Scott 1-15 , 5a block of 4, 18, 44-52, 

C1-C30, E1, and used Scott 53 block of 24, couple first days, and some postal stationary cards. 

Also included is a small box with some better spotted in glassines, sales pages, etc. Included is a 

part I and II Handbook of Postal Stationary by Melvin Schoberlin. Album still contains over SCV 

$1000. Clean, mostly F-VF throughout. (Est $200-250)

100

110 C Cover/Postcard Lot - cigar box containing 130 postcards, first day covers, mostly sleeved. Spotted 

some better including Scott 14 FDC blcok of 4, Scott 27-28 FDCs in blocks of 4, C14-8 FDC. Mostly 

different including a couple of metal cachets adding spice. Clean overall. (Est $75-125)

34

US Covers

111 C 1834 Stampless Folded Letter Bronson, Michigan Territory - dated May 18, 1834, extremely rare 

(R9), "Free", sent to Lucius Lyon (member to US House of Representatives 1843-1845) in 

Washington DC. Bronson became Kalamazoo Michigan. F-VF condition. (Est $600-800)

P 300

112 C 1838 Stampless Folded Letter Jacksonopolis, Michigan - very rare DPO (R8), Jackson County, 

Michigan. Paid cancel, letter dated 1838, sent to Silisbury, Massachusetts. Fine condition. (Est 

$300-400)

P 130

113 C 1 "Dot in S" variety, on 1949 folded address sheet with 2010 PFC  cert stating "single, blue "Philada 

PA 5" town and matching "5" in a circle cancel on folded address sheet to New York". Also states 

"it is genuine usage, the stamp with dot in "S" in upper right corner and a horizontal file crease 

across Franklin's head." Stamp has near even margins all around and sharp color. (Est $300-500)

P 190
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US Covers (cont'd)

114 C 1 Cover sent to New Jersey, 2010 PFC states "single, pre-printing vertical paper fold, blue integral 

rate Philadelphia town cancel on cover to Mount Holly NJ." also states "it is genuine usage, the 

stamp is oxidized, the cover toned." Despite this, the stamp has 4 adequate margins. (Est $250-

350)

P 150

115 C 158v Double paper variety on official IRS cover tied by a Westfield, MA - CDS and fancy cancel. A tiny 

hinge piece is attached to the corner of the stamp to allow for lifting the edge and showing the 

paper layers. Interesting to find on cover. F-VF. (Est $70-100)

34

116 C 503 Pair on airship Los Angeles 1925 Lakehurst-Bermuda flight (LZ126) flight, violet private postal 

marking indicating route. Appropriate cancel and and receiving mark. Minor envelope 

faults.(Sieger 20N €85)

24

117 C C4, C6 Two covers with boxed purple "Via Air Mail, On first trip of through schedule involving night flying 

on Transcontinental Air Mail Route". Both with winged US Air Mail markings also. C4 cover has a 

Kimball, Nebr., July, 1 1924 CDS. The C6 is tied with a Reno, Nev., July 1, 1924 CDS. Both stamps 

are FVF. (Est $60-100)

30

118 C C13, C14 Scott C13 (x2) and C14 on 1930 First Europe Pan-American Zeppelin Flight. Stamp combination 

pays round trip rate. Appropriate Special Confirmation postmarks (Type I) and faint receiving 

postmarks on back. Stiff, dark envelope in excellent condition. (Est $450-600)

P 240

119 C C14 First Europe Pan-American Zeppelin Flight. Return flight. Special Confirmation postmark, (Type II). 

Some minor envelope soiling and a small tear at envelope bottom. (Sieger 64G €650)
P 180

120 C C15 First Europe Pan-American Zeppelin Flight. April 29, 1930 Varick St. Sta. CDS. Clearly struck Special 

Confirmation postmarks. Graf Zeppelin depicted on the face of the envelope. A few minor 

envelope faults and a tiny tear at the top that do not detract. (Sieger 64C €900)

P 250

121 C C18 Century of Progress 1933 Graf Zeppelin Miami to Chicago flight. Appropriate Special Confirmation 

and receiving postmarks. Attractive example with an interesting Zeppelin related Miami Chamber 

of Commerce backstamp. Gum line toning on back. F-VF (Sieger 242B €175)

42

122 C C18 Century of Progress 1933 Graf Zeppelin Chicago to Akron Flight. Attractive cachet of the "German-

American Group of the Chicago World's Fair Welcomes Dr. Eckener and his Graf Zeppelin". Proper 

special confirmation postmark and receiving CDS on the back. Cover has small tears at the top 

and is repaired with tape on the back. Small portion on tape can be seen on the face. Baby Zepp 

stamp is F-VF. (Sieger 244A, €200)   

14

123 C C18 Century of Progress 1933 Graf Zeppelin Chicago to Friedrichshafen flight. Special Confirmation 

postmark and receiving postmark. Minor toning on back. (Sieger 244C €175)
P 38

124 C K1 Pair on 1922 cover sent to Washington DC, 1922. VF. Stamp(s) on cover unpriced in Scott. P 150

125 C USA Civil War "Flag Of Truce" Prisoner Covers - four covers each with a Scott 65 tied by Old Point 

Comfort, VA CDS's and cork fancy cancels. All sent to the same person, Mrs. Thos. E. Wolfe, 

Mystic River, Conn. On each letter, there is a manuscript notation of "Prisoner Letter By Flag of 

Truce". This system was the only legal way to move mail from North to South and vise versa 

during the war. Mail had to be received and cancelled through specific, designated cities before it 

could move on. Interesting piece of history and a great opportunity for further research. Covers 

has some minor faults and soiling. (Est $800-1200) (Est $800-1200) 

P 400

126 C Confederate States Scott 5 on Cover from Salem VA sent to Madison County, VA. Stamp has been 

roughly cut from sheet at right and is in poor condition but shows part of stamp on right. Cover is 

worn with back flap missing, but dark postmark strike ties a scarce stamp to cover. (Est $250-500)

75
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US Covers (cont'd)

127 C Early Horse Related Advertising Cover Lot - Five late 1800' and early 1900's advertising covers 

with horse images. Companies include breeders, horse sales and cable fencing manufacture. Four 

of the five are Michigan companies. Faults and soiling and the cable fencing cover is front only. 

Please examine. (Est $40-75)

20

128 C Michigan Town Cancel Dealer's Stock - 200+ sleeved and priced covers that have not been 

available for sale for over 30 years. Older material with a nice variety of towns, big and small. 

Many interesting usages and cancels seen. Some town duplication, (heavier with a couple). Good 

potential for finding some sleepers. Mixed condition. Viewing recommended. (Est $300-450)

190

129 C Large Box of Covers with Michigan Town Cancels - Many 100's of covers, mostly commercial 

mail, mostly modern era, all having Michigan cancels on stamps. There is also some meter mail. 

Somewhat sorted alphabetically. Some mixed condition. Time to brush up on your Michigan 

geography! (shipping wt. 17#)(Est $100-200)

50

US Mint Sheets

130 ** 4801 Complete set of imperf sheets with all 5 different sheet margin designs. "Made in America" issued 

2013. Slight curl to the sheets, otherwise F-VF. (SCV $350)

55

131 ** Mint Sheet Lot - Mostly 37c to 44c Values, Some Higher - Clean lot of about 100 different mint 

sheets, with some minor duplication. Lots of topical content throughout. MNH. (Face $750+)

375

132 ** Mostly Modern Mint Sheets  - several dozen full sheets up to 42c face value era, with a couple 

Trans-Miss reissue $1 sheets, some still in PO packaging. Also a couple Birds and Flowers sheets, 

two sets of Celebrate the Century sheets, and a couple part sheets (mentioned for accuracy). 

Clean, MNH lot (Face $460+)

230

133 ** Mostly 2c Red Time Period Mint Sheets - about 30 sheets within a mint sheet file with inventory 

noted along with condition issues in front. Some better sheets (several sheets of 100) include 

Scott 649, 657, 680, 682, 688, and 689, among others going to Scott 902. There are 4 airmail 

sheets also. Some mixed condition as noted, but Owner's SCV is over $2100. Examine. (Est $200-

300)

100

134 ** Mint Sheets, Mostly 3c to 10c, With Airmails - a pair of mint sheet files containing over 150 mint 

sheets with some duplication. There are some selvage issues and and other minor problems on a 

few. F-VF, MNH overall, spotted several better issues. (Face $380)

180

US Postage

135 * USA Mint Blocks and Plate Blocks in 2 Massive Binders - Two very heavy industrial binders filled 

with multiples (mostly blocks and plate blocks) all in mounts on black pages within page holders. 

Mostly 3c to 22c era plus some scattered higher values within and airmails at the end. Condition 

may be an issue especially on the older issues due to lengthier storage in mounts, but no 

shrinkage was noted, later issues seem to be generally F-VF. (shipping wt. 24#)(Face $900+)

375

136 ** USA High Value Postage Lot - plate blocks and more, all $1 - $5 values, all MNH, duplication, 

mostly plate blocks, couple souvenir sheets, and a PNC5. (Face $563)

290

137 ** USA High Value Postage Lot - all $1 and up plate blocks, singles, and a couple express mail 

booklets. All mint with gum. (Face value $525)

270

138 ** USA Postage Lot with Higher Value in Full Sheets -  values range from 50c-87c,  mostly self 

adhesive. Some duplication. VF lot. (Face $460.40)

230

139 ** USA Postage Lot - All 37c In Full Sheets and Booklets -  some duplication. Many good topical 

sheets. VF lot. (Face $384.80)

190

140 ** USA Postage Lot - All 33c In Full Sheets and Booklets - some duplication. Many good topical 

sheets. VF lot. (Face $356.40)

170
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US Postage (cont'd)

141 ** High Value USA Postage Lot  - about 100 stamps, all MNH, with values from $1 to $14. (Face 

$326)

170

142 ** USA High Value Postage Lot - consists of express and newer issues, all $1+ mostly different with 

going into 2017, and just a few water-activated. Clean, MNH, F-VF. (Face $310)

170

143 ** Postage Lot of Sheets, High Values, Scrap  - diverse lot of higher value full sheets (face $147 with 

many 37c and up), high value $1 up (face $79), and scrap (face $70 with many 44c plus some 

Forevers). Total face is $296.

150

144 **
USA Postage Lot - All 32c, Mostly In Full Sheets and Booklets - Some duplication with just a few 

partial sheets and strips. Some good topical sheets. VF lot. (Face $240.64)

120

145 ** USA Mint Sheet Lot and More with Values to 29c  - several dozen mint sheets, MNH, along with 

3 sets of Ameripex and 3 sets of Bicentennial souvenir sheets. Values to 29c era with duplication. 

Clean and useful. (Face $239)

100

146 ** USA Postage Lot - All 37c -  mostly full sheets, booklets, blocks and strips. Some duplication. 

Many topical subjects. VF lot. (Face $181.30)

90

147 * Large Pizza Box Filled with US Postage - many plate strips, singles, coils, all with values to the 29c 

era, but spotted higher values. No permit required stamps. Bring your calculator or just make a 

guess! (Est ??)

100

USA General Collections/Boxlots

148 */o USA Collection in 4 Scott National Albums to 2010 - all mounted in Scott/Showgard black 

mounts. Starts with a used Scott 1 and several high catalog items into the 1920's but many have 

faults. Note many 90c banknotes, Scott 261 unused, 278 used, $1 Columbian, White Plains sheet, 

and so much more - but most with faults. Pretty much complete after 1925 with mostly mint 

throughout, resulting in enormous face right to the "forever" stamp time period. Airmails include 

C1-6 (mixed mint/used), C18 (unused, avg, faults) and complete to National Parks issue, then E's, 

Q's, JQ's, QE's complete (mint/used), modern era officials, a nice selection of used/mint Ducks 

(RW23, RW26, RW29 are MNH, then mint RW43-64), and some Confederate States. Overall an 

intact collection offered as received. Please take some time reviewing. (shipping wt. 27#)(Est 

$2500-3000)

1500

149 */o USA 1851-1970 Collection in Minkus All-American - a well-filled and beat up album with many 

mint and used on duplicate pages, includes several dozen 19th century issues in somewhat mixed 

condition with a couple unused no gum, Columbians to the 50c used, Scott 229 used (x3), K-N 

used; Scott 399, 834, 1053 unused, some Farleys, souvenir sheets, and some face. The back of the 

book includes Scott C2-C5 unused, as well as C2-C6 used, nice selection of used special deliveries, 

and much more. Mixed condition requires inspection but huge catalog value likely exceeding 

$15K. (Est $2000-2500)

1300

150 * USA Plate Block Collection in 3 Albums into the 1970's - Three matching Harris plate block 

albums loaded plate blocks all in mounts to 1991. Starts with a few better early issues from the 

1920-30's, Prexies and Famous Americans are not complete and the Scott 1053 is lacking, most 

everything else seems to be there. Many high value plate blocks included (up to $14 face stamps). 

The back of the book is represented by Scott C7-9, C46 and more, and then there are special 

delivery and modern officials that follow. A nice collection to continue with some decent catalog 

value along with face value over $800 in last two books, not including airmails. Generally F-VF. 

(shipping wt. 19#) (Est  $800-1000)

500

THERE IS A 15% BUYER'S PREMIUM

ONLINE BIDDING ENDS AT NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM
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USA General Collections/Boxlots (cont'd)

151 o USA Mostly Used Collection in Hingeless Scott Platinum to 1934 - beautiful mostly used 

collection featuring a nice representation of 19th century used such as Scott 7, 9-11, 35-7, 68-71, 

75-7, and several grill issues. The 1869 Pictorial issues consist of Scott 112-7 and 119, then several 

large banknotes including Scott 155. Then notables used are Columbians to the 50c, Scott 276, 

Trans-Miss to the 50c, Pan-Ams complete, a suspect Scott 315, Louisiana Purchase and 

Jamestown complete, a completely reinforced White Plains sheet, and then mostly mint to 1934. 

The collection also has a back of the book section with mostly common mint airmails and a small 

selection of special delivery, dues, and officials. All in all, you will find many sound stamps 

throughout, along with the opportunity to add to or extract from an expensive album which is still 

in excellent condition although there are some stains on some of the back of the book pages. 

Examine. (Est $750-1000)

500

152 o USA Used Collection in 2-Volume Heirloom to 1999 - All Michigan Cancels! -Fabulous collection 

featuring stamps with Michigan town cancels throughout. Includes a Scott 10 with a green 

Corunna cancel, but sparse otherwise in this time period. Picks up in the late 19th century with 

several regular issues, a nice 30c Columbian and 10c Louisiana Purchase among many others. 

Note many pre-cancels and sometimes multiple stamps in one space, the Lex-Concord set in strips 

of 3. In the later years, there are full sheets and multiples. The back of the book features a few 

early issues in the airmails among the modern, special deliveries, postage dues, parcel post 

(almost complete lacking 50c), special handling, and more. Definitely worth considering and 

continuing. Mostly F-VF throughout with occasional faults. Enjoy viewing! (shipping wt. 12#)(Est 

$500-1000)

300

153 */o USA Collection in 3 American Heirloom Albums to 2000 - 3 volume collection (Mystic publication) 

with couple 1000 mint and used stamps. The first volume contains nothing of real value, just 

plenty of common mint and used stamps. The two next volumes have over $450 face value but 

everything is hinge mounted. Nice clean collection to expand on or pick from. Mostly F-VF with 

occasional fault. (shipping wt. 17#) (Est $400-500)

200

154 */o USA Collection in a Harris Liberty Album to 1991 - likely a couple 1000 mounted stamps early 

mostly used, then later mint going to 1991. Plenty of face value along with a nugget or two of 

value in the early issues. Condition varies, but the modern era is clean. Back of the book has a 

Baby Zepp used, a couple of mint $15 duck stamps, some revenues, and more. Inspect. (Est $150-

200)

75

155 * Dealer Stock in 6 Red Boxes, Mostly Mint - mostly unused stock all on 102 cards, neatly typed, 

cataloged, and priced all in 6 red boxes. Most of the early mint are hinged (some HR's and 

problems), highlights include Scott 207 (X5), 212, 222, 225, several lower value Columbians to 8c, 

253 strip of 3 with plate #/inscription, 284, 399 (MNH), 666 (MNH), and several more with values 

over $100. Many W-F, 2c Red time period, with several MNH, then followed by 3 red boxes filled 

with mint to the 37c time period (much face value here!). The back of book fills 1/2 red box and 

includes a Scott C1 MNH, C1 and C6 MH, C18 MNH and MH, E7 MH, E11 NH, Q11 and JQ2 both 

MH, and much more. The used portion of this dealer stock starts with several nice early issues 

with varying degrees of soundness and centering namely Scott 9, 24, 68, 69 (x2), 75, 78 (x2), 112 

pair, and more. There is a nice selection of US Possessions also filling almost a 1/2 box. This dealer 

stock is by no means a super-powerful stock, but it has its scattered better, it's clean with a good 

amount of face value, and could be readily integrated into an existing stock or picked from for 

your collection. Take some time to examine as there is some mixed condition in the early time 

period. (shipping wt. 23#) (Est $1000-2000)

500

PICTURES and SCANS FOR ALL LOTS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR 

WEBSITE: STERLINGKINGBROOKAUCTIONS.COM
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USA General Collections/Boxlots (cont'd)

156 */o USA Dealer Stock on Pages - Mostly Plate Blocks - several 100 dealer sales pages within 11 dealer 

binders. Half are filled with mostly unused plate blocks starting with Scott 551 (some souv sheets 

also like Scott 735, 750, 7510) followed by some 2c red and 3c plate blocks all the way to Scott 

3179. Also included, a stuffed binder with mint booklet panes (many unfolded), a binder of PNC's, 

a couple binders of se-tenent blocks, a binder of back of the book (airmails, spec delivery, and 

postage dues), and a binder of used blocks. There is a set of Famous American plate blocks with 

many extras to add to the value, and a bunch of face value to ring up on your calculator. Some 

mixed condition, but mostly F-VF throughout. (shipping wt. 17#)(Est $900-1200)

450

157 o USA 19th Century Lot, Mostly Used  - couple 100 stamps on 3 stock pages, largely different, 

variable condition. Includes a nice selection of back of the book. Examine. Owner's SCV $9800. 

(Est $600-900) 

280

158 */o Huge Box With Years Sets, Covers, Cards, and Much More! - Box packed with mostly USA post 

office collateral like several year sets, many souvenir cards, a Scott National, etc. Then there is an 

accumulation of covers (several interesting) in a garment box, a bunch of UN and a small 

smattering of foreign along for the ride. Lots of value in the year sets, but some of the bulk might 

be hiding a nugget or two also. Offered cheaply so take a look! (shipping wt. 39#)(Est $200-400)

100

159 */o Interesting USA Mint/Used Accumulation to the 1930's in a Pizza Box - several 1000 mint/used 

in glassines. Much from the 19th century with stamps into the 1930's, includes some back of book 

also. Very high catalog value if properly organized. Recommend viewing since there is some mixed 

condition among the better nuggets. (Est $200-300)

100

160 ** USA and Trust Territories Face Lot - the USA portion has $202 face which includes 4 sets of 

Columbus souvenir sheets in envelopes as issued, some other souvenir sheets, and then mostly 

22c-33c values. the remaining $203 is in the Trust Territories (Marshall Is, Palau, Micronesia) and 

the pretty topicals they have to offer. Appears to be MNH and mostly F-VF or better. (Face $405)

75

161 ** USA Commemorative Panel Accumulation - about 400 mostly different Clean accumulation filling 

a bankers box, most still sleeved in original plastic from USPS. High original cost. Face value is 

slightly over $380. 

190

162 */o USA Consignment Remainder in a Large Pizza Box - box filled with postage (some in USPS 

packaging), stockbook of older mostly used, souvenir sheets, lots more. Needs organizing and a 

calculator. Mostly F-VF. (Est $150-200)

60

163 * USA Mint Accumulation of Mostly Plate Blocks - nice variety of issues, including singles of Scott 

309 (regum), C6 MH, Scott 730-1 (730 damaged at bottom). Then plate blocks of the Prexies to 

the $2 value all MNH, many Famous Americans, and then a smattering of 2 cent red and airmail 

plate blocks. Mostly MNH, couple faults, couple with perf seps. Take a look! (Est $100-200)

50

164 */o USA Back of the Book Accumulation with many Revenues - accumulation on album pages, sales 

pages, and other formats, includes official modern singles, coil pairs, and plate blocks, an airmail 

collection of mostly mint, a nice selection of first issue revenues, and several loose in glassines. 

Lots of go through. Some mixed condition. Examine. (Est $100-200)

50

165 * USA Plate Block Collection in 3 Albums into the 1970's - two White Ace albums and a Scott 

album containing several 100 mounted plate blocks. Mostly different, with several better than 

postage plate blocks in the 1930's. Mostly MNH, F-VF. (shipping wt. 14#)(Est $100-200)

50

166 */o USA Stockbook Filled with a Variety of Mint/Used  - a 32 page stockbook filled with old airmails 

used, a bunch of more modern mint airmails with a good representation of National Park issues. 

Then a bunch of very new issues into 2016 with some presort, higher denominations. Finally some 

dues, mint modern officials, special deliveries. Plenty of face value makes this a worthwhile peak. 

Mostly F-VF. (Est $100-150)

48
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USA General Collections/Boxlots (cont'd)

167 */o USA Plate Blocks, Blocks, Mint and Used, Some Back of Book - a large priority mail box with 

many hundred of mint plate blocks, blocks, singles and some used scattered all in glassines. 

Mostly lower denominations, but there seems to be alot of it. Some revenues highlight this boxlot 

with panes of 12 of the 2 lb and 50 lb potato tax stamps. Examine. (shipping wt. 37#)(Est $75-100)

44

168 */o Old Metal Cracker Box Filled with USA Stamps - an old British metal box containing postage, 

EFO's, and more. Some scattered better items. Some mixed condition. (Est $50-100)

24

USA Cover Lots

169 C USA Scott C1-C6 Cover Accumulation  - six different, attractive examples of the first USA air mail 

stamps. C1 and C2 covers are also special delivery with appropriate markings and additional 

postage. Other interesting markings noted. Some minor envelope faults, creases and toning. 

Please examine. (Est $150-200)   

75

170 C USA Scott C1//C6 Air Mail Cover Accumulation - six covers (C1x3, C3x1, C4x1, C6x1). Cancel dates 

range from 1918 to 1927. Covers include a couple first flights , a hotel advertising, an Aerial 

League of America cover, plus others. C1's have usual oxidation, C3 and C6 envelopes are creased, 

C3 and C4 are #10 envelopes. Stamps are generally FVF, (C6 has a SE). Viewing recommended. 

(Est $100-150) 

50

171 C USA Old Dealer's Better Cover Accumulation - cover consignment of 220 covers that has not 

been seen for over 30 years. A very wide variety of covers including advertising, better First Days 

and First Flights, stampless, fancy cancels, interesting markings plus much more. 90% sleeved, 

identified and priced. Very mixed condition so please examine. Many gems to be found. (Est $600-

900)

290

172 C Late 1920's & Early 30's Air Mail Cover Accumulation - a diverse group of 15 all different Air Mail 

covers.  Many with great cachets and markings. Items include National Aircraft Show, First Voyage 

of the S.S. Manhattan (with air mail), Airport dedications, New York to North Pole plus more. 

Generally FVF with some minor soiling and wear. (Est $80-100) 

40

173 C 1920's & 30's First Flight Cover Accumulation - small accumulation of 18 earlier, mostly US, First 

Flight covers. All different with interesting cachets and franking. A few foreign noted including 2 

Cuba flights. Clean, FVF lot overall with a few faults seen. Worth a look. (Est $75-100)

36

174 C USA Cover Accumulation, Much Postal Stationary, Early 20th Cent - Interesting large group of 

mostly turn of last century covers (postal stationery and stamped). Likely over 1000 covers, some 

mixed condition, some are organized, some are not. There is a group of more modern mint postal 

stationary as well as covers. Take a look! (shipping wt. 16#)(Est $100-150)

40

175 C U.S.S. Macon and Akron Small Accumulation  - small accumulation of 7 different, (5 Macon, 1 

Akron, 1 Sunnyvale Navel Air Base with Airship cachet). All with attractive cachets and postage 

combinations. Cancels from 1932 to 1935(Macon memoriam cover). Training flight, christening, 

registered first flight, plus more. Generally FVF with some toning noted. Take a look. (Est $100-

130) 

48

176 C Civil War Patriotic Cover Lot, 5 Different with Illustrated Cachets - each cover is unique in its 

own right, including flags, shield, soldier, and eagle. All covers show considerable wear and in 

mixed condition. As a group, an interesting mix of cachets, postal markings, and destinations, 

Examine. (Est $75-150)

26

177 C Spanish-American War Patriotic Covers (6) with Illustrated Cachets - each cover bears a different 

flag illustration including one with all-over 45 star flag (back flap missing). Other illustrations 

depict USA and Cuban flags, shield, eagle. Variety of destinations, postmarks, and destinations. 

Very mixed condition, but generally in good condition. (Est $75-100)

P 26
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USA Cover Lots (cont'd)

178 C USA Naval/Ship Related Cover Accumulation - two large binders holding about 340 Naval/Ship 

related covers in black stockpages. Many different ship cancels, mostly addressed, going from the 

1930's to the 1980's. Couple extra unrelated at end. Mostly F-VF throughout. Nice lot if this is 

your collecting area. (shipping wt. 15#)(Est $150-200)

75

179 FDC First Day Cover Lot - 1930's to 1990's with Airmail - owners count of 672 almost fill two cover 

boxes with a nice variety of first days all identified in glassines. Most are cacheted and 

unaddressed, and there are several modern sets. Very minor duplication with some of the earlier 

covers not cacheted. Spotted Scott 839-47 (uncacheted) and a Scott 1909. Clean. (Est $200-300)

40

UN Collections and Lots

180 ** 38 MNH, F-VF, First Printing Souvenir Sheet (SCV $75) 10

181 **/ 

FDC

38 Souvenir Sheet and First Day Cover Accumulation - 1955 UN Tenth Anniversary souvenir sheet 

accumulation of 1st and 2nd printings. Scott 38, 5 copies MNH and 6 copies on FDC's. Scott 38d, 1 

copy used and 2 on FDC. Of the 8 FDC's, 4 are unaddressed. Clean and VF. (Est $140-200) 

70

182 ** United Nations MNH Early To Modern Accumulation In Glassines - very clean accumulation of 

MNH NY/Vienna/Geneva singles, sets, blocks and sheets running to the mid 1990's. Many popular 

sheets seen. Flag series appears complete. Some duplication. VF overall lot. Worth a look. 

(Owner's SCV $3250) 

150

183 */o Massive United Nations Collection to 1996 in Two Large Boxes - Collection in singles and blocks 

of 4 in 8 binders, souvenir cards, some year sets, all filling two boxes. Stamps are mostly hinge 

mounted to specialty White Ace type album pages, but then there are stock books and page 

holders also filled with mint stamps, sheetlets, and souvenir sheets - likely MNH. Spotted an Anti-

Malaria album also. Take a look to find out how much is here. (shipping wt. 59#)(Est $200-300) 

50

184 FDC United Nations First Day Cover Conglomeration in Two Boxes - About a dozen cover albums and 

binders filled with first day covers to the 1990's. Many 100's. Some addressed, some not, but 

mostly cacheted. Mostly New York, but spotted some 1990's Vienna and Geneva. Fills two large 

boxes. (shipping wt. 63#)(Est $100-200)

28

185 */   

FDC

United Nations Flag Series Accumulation Of Stamps and Covers - a photo box full of stamps, 

sheetlets and FDC's in presentation folders, glassines and plastic sleeves. A FVF+ lot with some 

duplication. (Est $60-90)

30

186 C United Nations Mostly Mint Postal Stationary Accumulation - 3 large boxes with an 

accumulation of thousands of postal stationary items in various formats. White Ace and Scott 

albums, file boxes, shoe boxes and binders hold envelopes, post cards, airletter sheets and First 

Day covers can be found. Nice, FVF+ selection with obvious duplication. (shipping wt. 60#) (Est 

$120-175)  

60

Canada Stamps and Collections

Canada Provinces

187 o New Brunswick Scott 2 Used, F-VF, 1851 6p olive yellow on blue paper. Light cancel. (SCV $1250) 180

Newfoundland

188 * 163-171 MH, mostly F-VF, complete set, 1929-31 unwmk'd issue (SCV $162) 38

189 * C6-C8 F-VF, Scott C6-C7 NH with some gum disturbance, C8 MH. (SCV $116) 20

190 * C9-C11 MLH complete set, watermark set, toning gum side on Scott C10, otherwise fine or better. (SCV 

$151 as MH)

24

191 o C12 Used, F-VF on piece with St. Johns, N'FLD CDS (First day cancel, May 19, 1932). Very nice example. 

(SCV $275)
P 55
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Newfoundland (cont'd)

192 */o Newfoundland 1868-1948 Collection - about 250 mint and used singles and sets hinged to album 

pages. Mixed condition and centering, however, some better and nicer items seen in the $50-100 

range. Please examine and see for yourself. (Est $250-350)

120

193 o Nova Scotia Scott 2 Used,  sound, 4 adequate margins, tiny pencil mark on back (SCV $250) P 60

Canada Stamps

194 (*) 20 Unused, no gum, avg-fine, good color (SCV $300) 30

195 * 50-60 A run of Jubilees to the 50c value, all with various levels of hinging, including regums. Mostly 

sound group, fine or better centering. Examine. (SCV $1837.50 as hinged).

100

196 * 59 MLH, F-VF, 20c vermillion Jubilee. Attractive stamp with nice color. (SCV $275) P 50

197 * 61 MH, Fine+, $1 Jubilee, tiny thin. (SCV $1000) P 80

198 * 63 MHR, F-VF, $3 Jubilee, nicely centered, couple short perfs at bottom. (SCV $1400) P 140

199 * 93 MH, VF, King Edward VII 10c brown lilac. Nicely centered stamp. (SCV $425) P 85

200 * 96-103 1908 Quebec Tercentenary complete set, acceptable appearance, but most with small faults or 

hinge remnants. (SCV $998)

80

201 * 104-122 MNH/MH complete set, all relatively well-centered. Some of the key values ... 10c plum value is 

regummed, 20c value MNH, 50c and $1 values are MH. Examine. (SCV $1200 as hinged)

95

202 ** 113 MNH, F-VF, good color. (SCV $180) P 30

203 * 149-159 Complete set, MH. Scott #158 has a very shallow thin from hinge removal. Mostly F-VF. (SCV 

$749.40)

75

204 * 158 MH, F-VF, Bluenose (SCV $225) P 50

205 * 162-177 Complete set of 18, mostly MH set (couple MNH), mostly fine or better centering. (SCV $519.25) 50

206 * 214-245 MH, VF complete set, all hand picked for centering (SCV $149) 16

207 * 249-262 Complete set, MNH (except a couple of the lower values). All nicely centered. (SCV $127.85 as 

MH)

18

Canada Back of Book

208 * E1-E11 Complete run, with E3, E5-9, E11 all MNH. Scott E4 is regummed, the remaining hinged. Mostly 

fine or better. (SCV $580.50)

48

209 ** MR1-MR2 MNH, Fine+, in blocks of 16, hinged in selvage, some perf separation but only affecting selvage. 

Rarely seen multiples. (SCV $1920)

300

210 * Canada Officials Scott O1-O45, CO1 complete, all MNH except O36 (cheap stamp). All F-VF or 

better. (SCV $608.70)

75

211 * OX1-OX4 1879-1913 Officially Sealed and Dead Letter Office stamps. OX1 no gum, POB, OX2 no gum, face 

scrape, OX3 MH disturbed gum, OX4 MH disturbed gum and toning. Please examine. (Unitrade CV 

$710)

P 110

Canada Collections

212 */o Canada & Newfoundland Collection to 1960 - several 100 mostly used hinge mounted to Scott 2-

post home made album pages. Most of the value is pre-1940 Canada and 19th century 

Newfoundland with many nice copies throughout. Spotted Canada used Scott 66-73, 74-84. 99-

100, and 158-9.  Worth mentioning are the airmails, and special delivery issues. Some mixed 

condition but some decent pickings await. Owner's SCV is $3110 with about a third being 

Newfoundland. (Est $350-450)

200
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Canada Collections (cont'd)

213 * Canada Accumulation of Mostly Mint in a Pizza Box - filled with many better on dealer cards, on 

stock sheets, postage (likely over $150 in face), Millennium Sheets (not complete but with some 

duplication), folder with revenues (few better). Some fun to get you through the rest of the 

winter. Mostly sound, some mixed condition. (Est $200-300)

100

214 */o Canada Boxlot with Mint New Issues, Older Blocks, Used - the best is a smaller box filled with a 

booklets, sheets, couple quarterly packs as recent as 2017, habitat booklets; a binder with 1960-

70's issues in mint blocks mounted on pages; unopened 1997-1998 year sets; and finally a 

stockbook filled with mostly used Canada in somewhat mixed condition. Take a look. (shipping 

wt. 15#)(Est $100-150)

50

215 * Canada Accumulation of Couple Dozen Mint on Stock Page - all different, presentable, mostly 

sound, previously hinged unused stamps. Note several $1 values in the group. (Owner's SCV $608)

75

Worldwide Stamps, Covers and Collections

216 * Aden Scott 1-10 MVLH, F-VF Dhows, missing high values.(SCV $238) 34

217 * Aitutaki Mint Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 2016 - several mint mostly hinged sets (some 

no gum) in the early years to the late 1970's, then a bit of a gap after in the middle and missing 

pages. Then pages start up in 2010 then pretty much complete MNH from 2011-15 where most of 

the value is with sets and souvenir sheets. Spotted Scott 37-47, 82-95, 581-92, 593, 600-11, 612, 

and O1-16. SCV well over $800. Maybe a couple faults in the early issues, but very clean, generally 

F-VF. (Est $175-250)

110

Alaouites

218 E C5-C8 Essays, complete, mentioned after Scott C12. MH, F-VF but Scott C5 has a crease. (HICL)(SCV 

$400)
P 55

219 * J7a MLH, F-VF with black overprint (HICL)(SCV $150) P 18

220 */o Alaouites Mint/Used Accumulation in Glassines - couple dozen glassines holding likely a 100 or 

so mint and used, sometimes in mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very 

knowledgeable advanced collector. Some highlights include Scott 31b (unused and used), then 

unused Scott C1-4 (x2), C5-8 (x3), C9-12 (x3), C17-9 (x2), C18a, C22 (x2), J1-5, and more, with a 

few in multiples. There is also a set of Scott C5-8 essays (see note in Scott), but the C5 has a thin. 

Old SCV is about $2500 (much higher now) and our estimate takes into account condition and 

duplication, but mostly mint and generally F-VF throughout. (HICL)(Est $250-350)

130

Alexandretta

221 ** C1-C8 Complete Set, MNH, F-VF, in margin pairs (HICL)(SCV $450) 55

222 */o Alexandretta Mint/Used Accumulation in Glassines - couple dozen glassines holding over a 100 

mint and used, sometimes in mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable 

advanced collector.  Pretty much the whole country is represented with Scott 1-22, 13-7, C1-8 

and J1-6. Old SCV is about $1000 (much higher now) and our estimate takes into account 

condition and duplication. (HICL)(Est $150-200)

80

Algeria

223 ** 49b MNH, VF imperf variety, 50c blue imperf single. 3 even margins with the top having full sheet 

selvage. Gum toning and a few small toning spots in the selvage. (SCV $125)
P 18
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Algeria (cont'd)

224 ** 54a MNH, fine imperf, 75c carmine imperf single. 3 wide margins and cut close at bottom. Top has 

sheet selvage. Gum toning. Signed on back. (SCV $125)

18

225 ** 131f MNH, F-VF inverted surcharge, 1939-40 1Fr on 90c crimson (Type of 1926 Surcharged in Black). 

Bars 7mm. Bottom selvage attached. Small offset spot and signed on back. (SCV $95) 
P 18

226 ** 136b MNH, F-VF inverted surcharge, 1941 50c on 65c ultra with bottom selvage. Signed twice on back. 

(SCV $90)

18

227 ** 187var MNH, F-VF, 1944 30c surcharge on 15c orange brown. Three unlisted varieties that includes a 

single with a double surcharge, a vertical pair with a double top stamp that appears to have had 

the precancel added after the stamps were joined and a horizontal pair with the right stamp 

surcharge over inked (considerable offset on the back also). Some gum disturbance. (Est $50-80)   

24

228 ** 187a MNH, F-VF corner block inverted surcharge, 1944 precancelled with 30c surcharge on 15c orange 

brown, (Scott 38 surcharged in black). Upper right corner block with all 4 stamps having an 

inverted surcharge. Signed twice. Pencil notations in the selvage. (SCV $260)

44

229 * B1-B13 MNH/LH ,F-VF, 1927 complete set of surcharges (SCV $90.10) 16

230 * B14-B16 MHR, F-VF complete set, 1930 semi-postals (SCV $153) 24

231 ** J27b MNH, F-VF pair with double surcharge, unique variety. Weak horizontal perfs with a couple 

separations. (SCV $140) 
P 20

232 Algeria 1930 Unlisted Imperf Centenary Sheet In Presentation Folder - 1930 issues (Scott 78 and 

B14-26) printed on card stock and affixed in a presentation folder. Proof-like quality with rich 

colors. Printed on card, "Centenaire De L'Algerie, Emission Speciale De Timbres-Poste, Institut De 

Gravure Et D Impression Papiers-Valeur. 37, Rue Violet, Paris". Interesting collateral item. VF with 

some minor folder wear. (Est $150-250)

75

233 */o/C Algeria Advanced Mint, Used And Cover Collection - an interesting collection neatly mounted to 

quadrille pages. Includes mint and used, corner plate blocks, blocks, imperfs, proofs and errors. 

Twelve proofs (250, 252, 253, 255 plus Air Post and Semi-Postals). Many errors and imperfs that 

were printed in low quantities. Eight covers and partial sheets of 25 also seen. FVF and better. (Est 

$450-650)

220

234 */o Algeria 1924-1955 Collection - impressive "complete" mounted collection with all spaces filled to 

the spaces on the album pages. Includes BOB (Air Post, Precancels, Postage Due and Telegraph). 

Some mixed and used throughout. Better seen, B1-13 MH, B14-26 MH and B28-31 MNH. FVF 

overall. Toning spots on pages and some stamps. Viewing recommended. (Est $250-350) 

130

235 */o Algeria Collection/Accumulation In Large Stockbook - 50 page stockbook that starts with Scott 1-

350 and is fairly comprehensive and then spotty to 1980. Mint (much NH) and some scattered 

used. Identified and cataloged by Yvert. Many hundreds with duplication. Better includes Scott 1-

32, B12-13, B14-26 plus more. FVF overall. (Est $250-350)

120

236 */o Algeria Consignment Remainder From Advanced Collector - accumulation of mint and used in 

folders and 2 stookbooks. Material covers the years 1924 to 1975. Singles, multiples and margin 

corner blocks seen. A total of a couple thousand stamps to sift and sort. Mixed condition. (Est 

$200-300)  

95

237 */0 Algeria Advanced Collector's Back-Up Accumulation - Small 8 page,(2 sided) stockbook with early 

mint and used. Many hundred singles and sets to go through. Some duplication. Noticed a couple 

dozen gutter pairs. Nothing expensive but a nice collection builder of earlier material. Generally 

FVF. Take a look. (Est $150-200)

70

238 */o Algeria Accumulation Of Independent State Issues - small accumulation of  "EA" overprints (ETAT 

ALGERIEN). Includes mint 286-90, J49-53 and variations of 286a and 287a. Also seen, multiples of 

286a, 287a, 288 and 289. FVF lot. Nice grouping for the specialist. (Est $75-100) 

P 34
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Algeria (cont'd)

239 */o Algeria Mint Parcel Post Collection On Album Pages - mounted collection of 80 Parcel Post 

stamps, (Colis-Postaux). Listed in Maury catalog. A great start for this specialized area. Toning 

spots on album pages that affect some stamps. FVF. Viewing recommended. ($50-80) 

24

Argentina

240 */o Argentina Massive Accumulation in Glassines - Several 1000 glassines holding tens of 1000's 

mint/used to the 1970's, in somewhat mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very 

knowledgeable advanced collector. All in 6 glassine boxes. Spotted many $20+ items with better 

including unused Scott 26 (x), 34, 62 (x3), 67 (x3 with problems), 139E, 452, and used Scott 3 

(questionable?), 13 (x3), 27, 30 (x4), 31, 32 (x4), 390 (x4), and 470-2 (x2), a couple unused Zepp 

overprinted airmails, about 100 glassines with Official Dept stamps, a grouping of revenues and 

seals. Our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. Viewing recommended. 

(shipping wt. 14#)(HICL)(Est $600-900)

325

241 C Argentina  Earlier Accumulation Of Covers and Postal Stationery - A medium box completely 

filled with a variety of covers, post cards, postal stationery and a large grouping of WWII censored 

covers. Noted some seldom seen mint and used wrappers. Material ranges from the late 

1800's/early 1900's to about 1950 with a few modern thrown in. Many hundreds in mixed 

condition. (HICL)(Est $120-160)

60

242 * Ascension Scott 23-32 MH complete set, several with gum toning, but still nice appearing, 

generally F-VF. (SCV $161.10)

30

Australian States

243 o New South Wales Scott 19 used, fine, 2 margin, cut close at right and bottom. Small toning spots. 

(SCV $425)

60

244 (*) Queensland Scott 77-78 unused high values, avg-fine, perf faults, and apparently regummed. 

Difficult stamps. (SCV $925)
P 50

245 o Australian States Used Collection On Album Pages - about 200 stamps from New South Wales, 

Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia. A nice mix of all states in singles and partial sets (a 

couple full sets seen). Mixed condition but considerable catalog value and some good items for 

your collection. Damaged material identified but not counted. Please examine. (Est $500-750)

250

246 */o Australian States Mixed Lot of Stock Pages and Scott Specialty Pages - several 100 stamps hinge 

mounted to Scott Specialty 2-post pages and 5 stockpages, each containing up to about 100 

stamps set up by individual State. Appears to be a nice variety but with potential, although light, 

duplication. Mixed condition as always with a group of this size. High catalog value estimated low. 

(Est $150-300) 

75

Australia

247 o 132 Used, XF, 5/- Sydney Bridge, good color, partial Melbourne cancel. Nice stamp! (SCV $350) P 60

248 ** 147-149 MNH complete set in gutter pairs with John Ash imprint, VF. (SCV $212++) P 75

249 * J86-J95 MH, F-VF complete set, 1958-60 postage dues (SCV $179) 26

250 * M1-M7 Complete set, MH (except M7 is MNH), F-VF (SCV $209.50 as hinged) 38

THERE IS A 15% BUYER'S PREMIUM

ONLINE BIDDING ENDS AT NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM
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Australia (cont'd)

251 */o Australia Collection In 3 Scott Specialty Albums - a very comprehensive, neatly mounted, mint 

and used collection in 3 clean Scott albums. Sets, singles souvenir sheets and some booklets from 

1913-2015. Used early and turns mostly mint after the early 1960's. Mostly MNH after the 1970's. 

Many better seen including Scott 98-99, 188, 124 (all mint) plus a massive amount of catalog 

value in modern material. Some pages added for items not included on pre-printed pages. A great 

collection to build on. FVF and better. (shipping wt. 27#)(Est $1500-2000) 

750

252 * Australia Dependencies Mint Collection In Scott Specialty Album - nearly complete, mounted 

collections for Australian Antarctic Territory, Cocos Islands and Christmas Islands. Earliest material 

for each mint, then turning to MNH. Each starts with Scott 1 and ends with the year 2015. Much 

beautiful material from these popular countries. F-VF and better. (Est $600-750)

300

253 ** Australia & Dependencies MNH Modern Accumulation - Australia, AAT, Cocos Is., Norfolk Is. and 

Christmas Is. lot of many hundred. MNH, modern stamps, sets and souvenir sheets from the early 

2000's to 2017. Most still in post office packaging. Considerable catalog value and very useful for 

a collector or dealer. A small handful of first day covers also seen. Mostly VF. (Est $300-400)

200

254 * Australia Mostly Mint Modern Accumulation - Many hundred sets, singles, strips and souvenir 

sheets mounted neatly to pages in two 3 ring binders. Material ranges from the early 1980's to 

the mid 2000's. Spot checking found all MNH. A page of earlier used material also included. FVF 

and better lot. (Est $250-350)  

120

255 */o Australia Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 1960 - couple 100 mint/used hinge mounted to 2-

post album pages. Most of the value is pre-1940 with a couple better singles and sets. Some 

unused include 95a, 147-9, 163-5, 184-7, and used include Scott 18, 52-3, 142-4, 159-61, and 179. 

Some back of book including airmails included.  Some mixed condition. Owner's SCV is $1050. (Est 

$150-200)

70

Austria

256 * 70-85 MH/MHR,  F-VF complete set, 1899 Franz Joseph (SCV $287.25) 42

257 * Austria Mint Lot on Dealer Cards - accumulation of apparently all MNH stamps and mostly 

complete sets on dealer cards. Many in blocks of 4, so there is duplication. 1940's-1950's time 

period. Clean lot, mostly F-VF. Owner's SCV $564 (Est $100-150)

60

258 */o Austria - Offices in Turkish Empire Accumulation - over 100 glassines filled with likely a 1000 mint 

and used, in sometimes mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable 

advanced collector. Many better items throughout like used Scott 2 (x6), 2a (x3), and 8 (x4) and 

more as there is a good representation of many different issues here. Old catalog value exceeds 

$3500 but likely much higher in today's catalog. Our estimate takes into account condition and 

duplication. (HICL)(Est $400-600)

180

259 * Bahrain Scott 1-14 MLH, F-VF complete set issues 1933 (SCV $488.50) P 75

260 ** Barbuda Scott 857-864 MNH, F-VF complete set - World Wildlife Fund (SCV $298.25) P 40

261 * Basutoland Scott 18-28 MH, F-VF complete set issued 1938 (SCV $76.15) 18

PICTURES and SCANS  FOR ALL LOTS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR 

WEBSITE: STERLINGKINGBROOKAUCTIONS.COM
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Belgium

262 o 10-12 1858-61 issue...Huge accumulation for cancel pickings, includes about 230 copies of Scott 12 (SCV 

$150 each). Some pairs included. SCV likely over $35K. Mixed condition. Examine. (HICL)(Est 

$1500-2000)

900

263 C 295 On small WWII Nazi censored cover addressed To New York. Censored during German 

occupation. Brussels CDS. Red censor marking with eagle and Swastika along with other markings. 

F-VF with some soiling and a back crease. (HICL)(Est $20-30) 

10

264 * B114-B122 MH complete set,  appears F-VF, but major toning and other back faults. High value seems to be 

sound. Examine. (SCV $573.85 as hinged)
P 50

265 C B179 1936 Charleroi souvenir sheet  on cover sent registered airmail to Great Britain 1936 with expo 

cancels and other affixed adhesives also canceled. Pencil marks on back, otherwise F-VF. 

(HICL)(Est $50-100)

20

266 C B208 Souvenir sheet on cover sent to Austria on first day of issue. Neatly opened at top. Clean. 

(HICL)(Est $30-50)

10

267 ** B458a Anseele (1948) souvenir sheet, MNH, VF, tiny gum nick, mentioned for accuracy. (HICL)(SCV $200) 30

268 ** B534a Complete booklet with pane of 8, predominantly French. 1953 Red Cross. MNH, VF, fresh. 

(HICL)(SCV $80)

14

269 * B605a Antarctic Expedition MH souvenir sheet. F-VF. (SCV $175) 26

270 ** B662a MNH, VF, 1960 souvenir sheet (HICL)(SCV $85) 16

271 * Q341-Q342 MH, F-VF complete set - 1953 Electric Trains (SCV $475) P 70

272 Belgium 1955 Rotary International Souvenir Sheet & FDC Card - Scott 479-81 imperf souvenir 

sheet, light pencil mark on back as well as very lightly hinged. First day card with stamps also 

included. F-VF. (HICL)(SCV $200+)

34

273 */o Belgium Massive Accumulation in Glassines - Several 1000 glassines holding tens of 1000's 

mint/used to the 1970's, in somewhat mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very 

knowledgeable advanced collector. All in 6 glassine boxes. Starts with several 100 used copies of 

Scott 6 and 7, then Scott 8 (x30) used (cancel hunters take note), 172-84 unused, then back of the 

book includes a B605a MH, and C12 (x2). Our estimate takes into account condition and 

duplication. Viewing recommended. (shipping wt. 14#)(HICL)(Est $400-600)(Est $400-600)

190

274 C Belgium Early Postal History Lot - incredible holding of 35 mostly folded letters mostly to London 

(few covers) mostly mid-19th century in varying condition. Mostly Scott 12 imperf affixed to 

letters to London but included are other adhesives into the late 1800's as well as a couple two 

color adhesive letters. Appropriate markings and receiving cancels make for enjoyable viewing. 

Varying condition. Examine. (HICL)(Est $600-900)

200

275 */o Belgium Large Mint and Used Accumulation - a very clean, organized grouping of singles, sets, 

souvenir sheets and booklets on black 2 sided stock sheets, DAVO and Schaubek album pages and 

a presentation folder. Stamps start with Scott 6 and run to 2154. Almost all early material is used 

with many better seen. This accumulation will fill many holes or beef up a dealers' stock. FVF and 

better with some condition issues early. Please examine. (Owners 2017 SCV $4495)  

650

276 C Belgium Early to 1950's Covers, Postal Stationery, Post Cards And More! - Interesting grouping 

of about 700 items. A wide variety of picture post cards, commercial and private mailings, 

censored mail and much, much more. A nice pocket of Brussels 1910 Expo cancelled material 

spotted. Well worth your review. Mixed condition. (HICL) (Est $140-200)

70

277 o Bermuda Scott 53 used F-VF, tiny HR and a few nibbed perfs at lower right. Very attractive stamp. 

(SCV $425)
P 60
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278 ** Bosnia & Herzegovinia Mint Modern Accumulation - mostly MNH stamps, blocks and sheets in a 

three ring binder (1993-7). Material is on manila and black stock sheets with some in glassines. 

Clean, useful lot with considerable catalog value ($900+). Mostly VF, with some duplication. (Est 

$180-250)

90

279 ** British Antarctic Territory Scott 1-15 MNH, F-VF complete set issued 1963 (SCV $169.55) P 34

280 * Burma Officials Scott O43-O55 MLH, F-VF complete set issued 1947 (SCV $236.75) 50

281 o Burundi Scott 601, 601a used VF, 1983 Hyena 85f high values with and without WWF overprint. 

(SCV $625)
P 95

Bushire

282 C N5 on 1915 cover, faults, cut at bottom, opened at left. Examine. (HICL) (Est $50-100) P 20

283 */o Bushire Accumulation - more than a dozen, mostly unused in very mixed condition with 

duplication. Includes a used pair of Scott N3 (SCV $300). Sold "AS IS".  SCV $3525 if genuine 

(HICL)(Est $200-300)

95

284 ** Cambodia 1975 Musical Instruments unissued complete set. Scott notes that this set, without 

surcharge, was printed just prior to the fall of the government in April, 1975. Set is MNH, 

however, there are gum faults and toning. Two stamps, (7r & 9r), with face scrapes. Seldom seen. 

(SCV $500)  

P 75

Cape Juby

285 * 70-85 MNH/MH complete set issued 1937, F-VF. (HICL)(SCV $360.40) P 60

286 * Cape Juby Mostly Mint Accumulation in Glassines - several dozen glassines with a mostly mint 

stamps all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. Includes some 

better like unused Scott 19, 28, 90-105, 106-19, 130-40, B1-13, C1-10, and a few others. Generally 

F-VF, with a few faults. (HICL)(Est $75-125)

38

Cape of Good Hope

287 o Cape of Good Hope Used Triangles Selection - 17 somewhat presentable copies, some with 

minor faults, two margins, etc. Duplication. Examine. (HICL)(SCV $5235)

280

288 */o Cape of Good Hope Accumulation in Glassines - several dozen glassines holding likely several 100 

or so mint and used, in very mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable 

advanced collector. Starts with a couple dozen used triangles including Scott 3 (x2), 3A (x4) , 21 

(x2) but condition is an issue. There are a couple glassines holding stamps with "traveling post 

office" cancels and well as a dozen glassines set up by town cancel.  Several Scott numbers 

represented here in mint and used. Old SCV is about $8000 (likely much higher now) and our 

estimate takes into account condition and duplication. (HICL)(Est $600-800)

280

289 C Cape Of Good Hope Early Postal Card, Wrapper And Cover Accumulation - Small group of 50 

mint and used mostly late 1800's items. Port Elizabeth Museum related postal card seen. Lot 

made up mostly of wrappers with heavy duplication (many only fronts). Mixed condition with a 

number of faults. Viewing recommended. (HICL)(Est $40-75)  

18

THERE IS A 15% BUYER'S PREMIUM

ONLINE BIDDING ENDS AT NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM
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China/PRC

290 */o ROC and PRC Mostly Modern Accumulation - small plastic container with several ROC modern 

year sets mostly still in new issue packaging...Several 100 MNH stamps, souvenir sheets, little bit 

of postal stationary, a post card set. Then most of the value is in the 1970's mint PRC sets with 

SCV well over $300. Also a large envelope with mostly used PRC that contains a good variety of 

1960-1980's used stamps with some still on paper. Some minor duplication. Used stamps in very 

mixed condition. Worth a look. (Est $200-300) 

90

China

291 o 9 Used, fine+ (SCV $650) P 150

292 */o China 5 Different 1885-1894 - Used are Scott 10, 11 (faults), and 18. Unused Scott 12 (no gum, 

rough perfs) and 16 (MHR, o.g., pencil mark on back). Centering fine or better. (Est $150-250)
P 75

293 * 173 MH, VF, some light gum disturbance (SCV $100) P 26

Republic of China

294 (*) 984-987 Unused, F-VF, complete set, no gum as issued but previously hinged - 1949 Flying Geese (SCV 

$240)
P 50

295 (*) 997-1006 Unused complete set, no gum as issued (but previously hinged), mostly F-VF or better. 1949 

Surcharges (SCV $94.25)

24

296 (*) 1012-1024 Unused complete set, no gum as issued (but previously hinged). Fine or better centering with tiny 

rust spot on Scott 1015, crease on 1024. (SCV $467.75)
P 70

297 (*) 1037-1040 Unused complete set, no gum as issued (but previously hinged). F-VF, with high value having a 

horiz crease, 1951 Allegory  (SCV $195)
P 40

298 (*) 1064-1069 Unused complete set, no gum as issued (but previously hinged). F-VF, with slightly rounded corner 

on Scott #1067, 1963 Chiang Kai-shek (SCV $366.05)
P 85

299 (*) 1077-1091 Unused complete set, no gum as issued (but previously hinged). F-VF. (SCV $509.25) P 100

300 (*) 1091a Unused intact souvenir folder without gum as issued, cover with minor edge nicks and small 

faults, and wear especially at top and bottom at folds, otherwise F-VF, 1953 Chiang Kai-shek (SCV 

$600)

P 120

301 (*) 1092-1095 Unused complete set, no gum as issued (but previously hinged). F-VF. 1954 Silo Bridge Issue (SCV 

$370)
P 90

302 (*) 1095a Unused intact souvenir folder without gum as issued, cover with minor edge nicks, upper right 

corner crease, and wear especially at top and bottom of staples, otherwise F-VF.  1954 Silo Bridge 

(SCV $2100)

P 375

303 (*) 1096-1097 Unused complete set, no gum as issued (but previously hinged). Plate number corner singles. F-

VF. 1954 Forest (SCV $143.50)

30

304 (*) 1114a Unused, souvenir sheet, no gum as issued, never hinged with selvage at right. Several lower left 

corner creases, light pen mark in selvage. Otherwise F-VF (SCV $325)

40

305 (*) 1126a Unused, souvenir sheet, no gum as issued (but previously hinged in 3 places, 2 with tiny hinge 

remnants). F-VF (SCV $180)

30

306 (*) 1135-1136 Set of 2 different souvenir sheets, unused, no gum as issued, without any hinge marks. F-VF (SCV 

$120)

28

307 (*) B14-B16 Complete set, no gum as issued (but previously hinged). Inclusion on Scott B14, otherwise F-VF. 

1954 Refugees. (SCV $217.50)
P 50

308 (*) C65-C67 Unused blocks with gutter, complete set, no gum as issued (but previously hinged on top two 

stamps). F-VF. 1954 Airmails (SCV $180++)
P 50

PICTURES and SCANS  FOR ALL LOTS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR 

WEBSITE: STERLINGKINGBROOKAUCTIONS.COM
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People's Republic of China

309 ** PRC Ornate Books - 4 small stockbooks (one duplicate) containing 9 diff MNH complete sets as 

follows: Scott 1389-98, 1519-24 (x2), 1530-9, 1547-54, 1557-72, 1574-81, 1618-25 (x2), 1632-5, 

and 1636-9 (x2). All generally F-VF or better. (SCV $765.50) 

100

310 ** PRC Accumulation of Postcard Sets - small accumulation of 31 postcard folders in mint condition 

from the 1990's. Some mild duplication, each folder contains several postcards with great topical 

appeal. Generally F-VF or better. (Est $50-100) 

20

311 */o Cilicia Accumulation in Glassines - several dozen glassines filled with mint and used, in sometimes 

mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. Spotted 

some better singles and Scott 41 pair with one stamp having a double overprint. Old catalog value 

exceeds $1800 but likely much higher in today's catalog. Our estimate takes into account 

condition and some mild duplication. (HICL)(Est $200-250)

95

312 * Cook Islands Mint Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 2015 - Several mint mostly hinged sets 

(some no gum) in the early years to the late 1970's, then a bit of a gap after in the middle and 

missing pages. Then pages start up in 2001 then pretty much complete MNH from 2011-15 where 

most of the value is with sets and souvenir sheets. Spotted Scott 48-60, 61-6, 84-90, 101-2, 116-

24, 131-40, 148-58, 179-91, 1367-81, 1381a,  1389-90, 1412a, 1416-7, 1460-71, 1471a, 1491-502, 

1503, 1509-11, C1-9, O88-102, and O103-117. SCV well over $1700. Maybe a couple faults in the 

early issues, but very clean, generally F-VF. (Est $400-500)

220

313 ** Cyprus Scott 183-197 MNH, F-VF complete set - 1960 overprints (SCV $147.15) 28

314 o Denmark Scott C1-5 used, F-VF complete set 1925,-29 Airplane and Plowman 10o-1K. 50o have a 

couple perf thins. Nice set. (SCV $847.50)
P 120

315 */o Eastern Rumelia Accumulation in Glassines - several dozen glassines filled with mint and used, in 

sometimes mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector. Many better items throughout, including the South Bulgaria, like used Scott 6 (x6), 9 

(x5), 20, 24 (x2), 25, and 36. Unused there is Scott 22 (x4), 29, 33. There are many $50+ stamps in 

addition. Old catalog value exceeds $7500 but likely much higher in today's catalog. Our estimate 

takes into account condition and duplication. (HICL)(Est $700-900)

375

Egypt

316 */o Egypt - For Use in Palestine Accumulation in Glassines -a small box holding about 100 glassines 

with several 100 mint/used into the 1960's, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable 

advanced collector. Includes unused Scott N1-19, N20-38, NC1-12, NC13-24, NC25-30, and more. 

Mostly F-VF with few faults. (HICL)(Est $150-200)

80

317 */o Egypt Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 1957 - clean collection of a couple 100 mint/used 

stamps hinge mounted to Scott Specialty 2-post pages. Included are Scott 1 (unused), 3-4 used, 

105-7 used on piece, 108-13 (unused), 114 used, and more. There is a nice selection of back of the 

book including airmails and Scott O60-8 unused. Mostly sound throughout except for maybe a 

few faults in the early issues. Nice collection to add to and complete. Owner's SCV $765. (Est $100-

150)

50
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Egypt (cont'd)

318 Egypt Interesting Lot - Newer Issues, Proofs, Artist's Sketches, Etc. - Interesting lot containing 8 

small stockcards loaded with newer issues from the 1990's-2000's, Scott 47 proof block of 16, and 

some used. The best items are the two signed artist's sketches dated 1989 and 1999 and Scott 

O14a (SG O88a) MNH margin block of 4 inverted overprint with 1995 Charles F. Hass certificate. 

Most everything is F-VF or better. (Est $150-200)

75

319 */o Eritrea Selection on a Stockpage - several dozen stamps, nice variety with very minor duplication. 

Some mixed condition, examine. Owner's SCV $1190. (Est $150-200)

90

Falkland Islands

320 * Falkland Islands Scott 1//MR3 Mostly Mint Collection - a small mostly mint, hinged and mounted 

collection running to the mid 1980's. A mix of singles early and complete sets in later years. 

Several better items ($50-85) seen on the first page. F-VF and better on average. Worth your 

consideration. (Est $240-300) 

120

321 ** 128-142 MNH, F-VF complete set, 1960 Birds (SCV $195.75) P 34

Fiji

322 */o Fiji Scott19//MR2 Collection On Album Pages - mint and used singles and a few sets hinged to 

album pages (85 stamps total). Some very nice items in the $25-90 range. Material stops at 1940, 

with a couple War Tax stamps rounding out this lot. Clean, FVF lot with a few faults seen. (Est 

$180-250)

90

323 * J12-J19  MLH, F-VF, complete set issued 1940 (SCV $97) 20

Finland

324 o 7, 13 Very mixed condition. Scott 7 (x15) used, Scott 13 appears unused, without gum. All others used. 

(SCV $2840)

100

325 o 57 Used, nice stamp, laid paper, couple tiny perf flaws, otherwise F-VF. Signed Piroth. (SCV $550) P 36

326 */o Fiume Scott 3//P3 Collection - mint and used collection of about 150 stamps hinged and 

mounted to album pages. Singles and sets that run from 1918 to 1924 and include some Semi-

Postal, Special Delivery, Postage Due and Newpaper. Lot contains overprinted material that Scott 

notes may be forgeries or counterfeits. The lot has a high catalog value and due to potential for 

suspect stamps it is being sold "As Is". The start bid reflects this potential. Please examine. (Est 

$150-200)

75

France

327 o 37, 37d used with thins, Scott 37d has a tear at top. Both have tiny perf faults. Fine centering for issue. 

(HICL)(SCV $1650) 

80

328 C 58b Tete-Beche on 1874 folded letter to Switzerland, Ceres issue, "BM" (mobile post office), and "PD" 

handstamps. Proper receiving cancel on back. Upon examining under high magnification, the pair 

is free from faults and well centered for issue. The letter has some splits at folds, otherwise it is in 

VF condition. Signed Diena next to pair. Rare opportunity! (HICL)(SCV $9000)

P 1900

329 C 197 Clean 1923 Expo cover, neatly opened at top. Stamp is centered fine. (SCV $650 on cover) P 160

330 * France Scott 247, 247B, 250, 251A, all MH, F-VF or better, couple tiny tone spots on gum side of 

Scott 247B. (SCV $528.50)

75

331 * C1, C2 MHR, fine centering, Scott C2 has a couple light gum creases. (HICL)(SCV $400) 75

332 o C8-C14 Used, F-VF complete set, with high value being VF-XF. 1936 Airmails (SCV $374.50) P 46
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France (cont'd)

333 */o France Accumulation Sorted in Glassines - several 1000 glassines holding many 1000's of mint 

and used to the early 1970's, in somewhat mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very 

knowledgeable advanced collector. Mostly common stamps with an occasional nugget of value or 

interesting item (like mint gutter pairs and blocks of Scott 238). Several Scott numbers 

represented here (no back of book) in mint and used. Old SCV is over $5700 with much not 

counted (likely much higher now) and our estimate takes into account condition and sometimes 

heavy duplication. (shipping wt. 12#) (HICL)(Est $400-800)

190

334 o France Early Mostly Used Accumulation in Glassines - about 100+ glassines holding a couple 

1000 mostly used to Scott 100, in very mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very 

knowledgeable advanced collector. Plenty of pickings here for cancels, varieties, and more. Old 

SCV is about $17,000 which is by chance about the same today, and our estimate takes into 

account condition and sometimes massive duplication. Please review. (HICL)(Est $750-1250)

500

335 */o France Back of Book Accumulation in Glassines - about 1000 glassines holding a couple 1000 

mint/used to the 1970's, in sometimes mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very 

knowledgeable advanced collector in two smaller boxes. The first box includes semi-postals (note 

B249-54 unused), airmails (note C5 mint block of 4), dues, and other Scott listed. The second box 

holds a nice assortment of revenues, labels, some expo labels, and slogan cancels on piece.  Old 

SCV is about $4300 and our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. Please review. 

(HICL)(Est $400-600)

200

336 o France-Massive Town Cancel Accumulation - many 1000s all set up in about 2,000 glassines 

alphabetically by town. Many better stamps spotted throughout, all filling four smaller boxes. 

Typical mixed condition, please examine. (shipping wt. 11#)(HICL)(Est $300-500)

150

337 C France Advanced Collector's Better Cover Accumulation  - Outstanding, organized cover and card 

accumulation of early French material. 246 mint and used items that include Paid To Destination, 

Mail Carrier handstamped, Mobile Post, Pneumatic, early Expositions, Mourning covers, Balloon 

Mail postal stationery, stampless, Dead Letter, Telegram, post cards and much more. Great 

variety of usages, destinations and markings. Some mixed condition. Don't let this one get away! 

(HICL)(Est $650-900)

325

338 C France Earlier To Modern Cover, Card And Telegram Accumulation - 500+ covers, cards, post 

cards and telegrams. Nice variety of eras and usages to sort through. Appears to range between 

the late 1800's and the 1950's. Careful viewing will be rewarding. Mixed condition. (HICL)(Est 

$120-170) 

60

339 C French Covers Sent to Mrs Gerald Ford in 1940's - 6 mostly airmail covers sent from Paris, France 

to Mrs Gerald Ford in Grand Rpaids, Michigan. No contents and dated 1946-9. Two are mourning 

covers. Some opened roughly, including a couple missing backflaps. (Est $50-75)

20

340 */o France & Colonies Collection In Scott Album - early 1900's to about 1940 mint and used France 

and French Colonies. Hinged and mounted on Scott pages in a Scott Specialty album with dust 

cover. Singles and sets with better items cataloged lightly in pencil. FVF and better overall. Pages 

and album in very nice condition. Much useful material or a collection to build on. (Est $700-950)

350

French Offices

341 C French Offices in China Hoi Hao - Cover with Scott 32-43  in gutter pairs affixed to unaddressed 

cover, postmarked Nov 2, 1906. Rare item. F-VF. (Est $400-500)
P 220

342 */o French Offices Abroad Collection - mint ant used singles and partial sets hinged to album pages, 

(about 275 stamps). Offices include China, Crete, Egypt, Turkish Empire and Zanzibar. A nice mix 

with the majority found in the Offices in China. Some nice cancels seen also. Condition, FVF on 

average. Well worth a look. (Est $220-300)

110
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French Colonies

343 */o French Morocco Scott 1//Q11 Collection - mint and used collection of 200+ stamps hinged to 

album pages. Many complete sets along with a nice mix of singles issued between 1891 and 1940. 

BOB  includes Semi-Postal, Air Post, Semi-Postal Air Post, Postage Due and Parcel Post. FVF and 

better material with a few faults noted. (Est $160-220) 

80

344 * French Polynesia Scott 126-135 MHR ,F-VF, complete set, back faults and pencil mark on back. 

Small thin on the 10fr. (SCV $378)

55

345 ** French Southern & Antarctic Territories Scott 28 MNH VF - Albatross (SCV $350) P 60

346 ** French Southern  &Antarctic Territories MNH Accumulation - Nice selection with values to $140, 

all MNH but some gum toning from previous storage, mostly F-VF. (SCV $838)

95

347 o French Sudan Scott 2 used, F-VF on piece (SCV $1700) P 250

348 o Gabon Scott 8 used, fine, SON cancel. Signed Diena. (SCV $325) P 44

Gambia

349 * Gambia Scott 5//138 Mint Collection  - mint singles and sets from 1880 to 1938. A very clean 

group of 62 stamps, hinged to album pages. Better items include Scott 12-19, 58, 61 plus more. 

Most appear to be in the FVF range. Nice lot! (Est $100-150)

50

350 * 87-96 MH, fine or better centering, complete set wmk 4, couple blunt perfs on Scott 93-4, erased pencil 

mark on Scott 96. MH,  (SCV $139.10)

26

German Colonies

351 */o German Colonies Accumulation on Stockpages - several 100 stamps, mint and used, some used 

on piece, mostly Kaiser Yacht type. Many nice cancels on the used, couple mint multiples, all 

presented on front and back of 3 black stockpages. Mostly sound. Owner's SCV $1390. (Est $200-

250)

120

352 o German Cameroun Cancel Accumulation- several dozen stamps, several with distinct 

cancellations, some still on piece. Mostly sound, few faults. (Est $50-100)

26

Germany

353 o B33 Souvenir sheet Exhibition cancelled, VF but repaired tear at bottom left, toning spots and a couple 

other tiny faults. (SCV $1600)

160

354 C German Zeppelin Covers - Three different Hindenburg Zeppelin flight covers (LZ129) from 

Germany to USA, each franked with Germany Scott C57, C58, and originating from different cities 

(Stuttgart, Frankfort, Idar-Oberstein). Some cover faults and stamp toning, but still presentable. 

(Est $75-125)

26

355 C German Cover Lot, Mostly 1930-1950's - group of 70 covers, mostly 1930's-50's, includes 

commemoratives, regular issues, multi-franking, along with some originating in Berlin. Several 

nice postmarks, with many sent to the USA. Generally very good condition but examine. (Est $100-

150)

26

356 C German and Related Covers/Cards - a group of 8 different items, the most interesting being the 

Heligoland. There is also a prisoner of war letter (Stalag XII-D Trier) in rough shape, a German 

local, and more. Examine. Condition varies. (Est $50-100)

24

357 ** Germany and Berlin MNH in Yearbooks, 1960's-80's - 5 yearbooks with MNH holding about 100 

stamps overall. Mostly complete sets, but a few missing. Clean, MNH, generally F-VF or better. 

Owner's SCV $257.75 (Est $50-100)

30

358 o Berlin group of 22 different used, F-VF, including Scott 9N40, 9N80, and 9N94-8. Mostly F-VF. 

(SCV $301.50)

34

359 ** German Occupation of Belgium COB E49-Cu2 MNH, printed both sides, MNH, overprinted on 

front. Corner margin copy, rough perfs. F-VF. (COB €275)
P 40
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360 */o Gibraltar Scott 1//118 Collection - mint and used singles and sets from 1886 to 1938, hinged to 

album pages. 86 stamps total in this collection, (includes 1918 War Tax stamp also). Several better 

seen in the $50-150 range along with some very nice cancels. Generally FVF with some catalog 

values and faults noted. Worth the time to examine. (Est $250-350)

120

361 * Gilbert & Ellice Islands J1-J8 MH, F-VF complete set, couple with hinge remnants. (SCV $103.75) 26

362 * Grand Comoro Islands Scott 1-29  MH, fine complete country  - Neatly hinged to album pages and 

includes detailed information on differentiating counterfeits from originals. Some stamps with 

HR's and disturbed gum. Seldom seen complete. (SCV $485)

75

Great Britain

363 o 1 Used 3 margin on piece, Red Maltese Cancel (SCV $320) P 44

364 o 124 Used, F-VF, beautiful stamp (SCV $800) P 120

365 * 249-251A MH, F-VF complete Set (SCV $213.50) 36

366 BC2 Complete mint booklet with 4 panes of stamps and a pane of airmail labels. Edition 362. Some 

light wear and a little soiling. Otherwise F-VF. (SG £140)
P 32

367 o Great Britain 19th Century Used Accumulation in Stockbook- several 100 used stamps, including 

a couple Penny Blacks, in a 16 page stockbook. Good for plate number or cancel pickings, noting 

some wing margin stamps. Very mixed condition and offered cheaply. Owner's SCV $25,000. (Est 

$500-1000) (Est $500-1000)

250

368 */o Great Britain and Offices Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 1960 - A hinge mounted 

collection of several 100 on Scott Specialty 2-post pages starts with a used Penny Black with tight 

margins, several nice Victoria issues, Seahorses, then changes to mint/used into the QE2 era. 

Middle East Forces complete unused, followed by a selection of mint and used Offices. Some 

mixed condition mostly in the early issues are followed by a nice sound selection. Owner's SCV is 

$10,000+. (Est $750-1250)

375

369 */o Great Britain And Offices 1841-1940 Collection - 250+ mint and used singles and sets hinged and 

mounted to album pages. Includes Postage Due and a few Officials. Offices include China, 

Morocco and Turkish Empire. Considerable catalog value throughout. Estimate takes into account 

defects and faults identified in pencil along with catalog values. Centering is mixed. Viewing is 

recommended. (Est $600-800)

290

370 */o Great Britain Offices in the Turkish Empire - several dozen glassines filled with mint and used, in 

sometimes mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector. Spotted some better singles including unused Scott 7 (x3), 11 (x2), 12 (x3), 14 (x4), 15-

24, 26-31, 40-5 (x2) and used Scott 64. Many $30+ items here. Old catalog value exceeds $2300 

but likely much higher in today's catalog. Our estimate takes into account condition and 

duplication. (HICL)(Est $200-300)

100

371 * Greenland Scott 28-38 MH complete set, low value tiny fault, F-VF. (SCV $120.05) 18

372 o Grenada Scott 5Df (SG 17a) used, F-VF, double impression variety, 2016 Sismondo 2016 Cert 

states "genuine in all respects, postally used. The stamp is well centered and is in sound 

condition...". Scarce variety. (Est $1000-1500)

P 375

373 ** Guadeloupe Scott 6 MNH block of 9, Fine, 5c surcharge, lower left stamp affected by some gum 

toning, some perf separation, otherwise fine for issue. (SCV $130.50)

10
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374 ** Honduras 1997 Butterfly Issue - Imperfs, Color Proofs, Misperfs, other Freaks - Interesting group 

of 10 different items related to the butterfly issue of 1997. There are color proofs, misperfs, 

imperfs, color shifts, etc. High original retail, and great lot for the butterfly topical collector. F-VF, 

MNH. (Est $100-200)

P 34

Hong Kong

375 * 121 MVLH, F-VF, wmk 3 (SCV $180) P 50

376 * 122 MHR, fine, wmk 3 (SCV $275) P 60

377 ** 168-173 MNH, F-VF complete set - Centenary Issue (SCV $80) 16

378 ** 249-250 MNH, F-VF, complete set, 1969 Year of the Cock (SCV $51.50) 12

379 ** 253-254 MNH, F-VF, complete set, 1970 Year of the Dog (SCV $63.50) 16

380 ** 237//269 Nice run of complete sets (1968-72), just missing Scott 259 to be complete. All MNH, F-VF or 

better. (SCV $367.40)

50

Hungary

381 FDC B94, B97 1938 souvenir sheets, (B94, 1 MLH sheet, B97, 1 MNH sheet and 1 with First Cay cancel). One FDC 

for each sheet is also included. Some faults, pencil notations and toning on the covers. Centering 

on the souvenir sheets is VF. Some light POB on 2 sheets. (HICL)(Est $100-150)  

50

382 FDC B198D, CB1Ca Two different FDC's, with some soiling and wrinkles. Each has some additional cancelled/tied 

postage to the back. POB. Centering for the sheet stamps are VF. (HICL)(Est $100-150)

50

383 * C81 MHR, VF souvenir sheet of 4, a couple tiny toning spots on lower right face. (HICL)(SCV $525) 90

384 * C81 MHR, VF imperf variety souvenir sheet of 4 (HICL)(SCV $600) P 100

385 ** Hungary 1949 UPU complete booklet with 3 different panes inside as issued... Scott 859a, 860a, 

C63a. Booklet is mint VF. (HICL)(Mi €210)

28

386 */o Hungary Massive Accumulation in Glassines to the 1970's -  Likely 10,000 glassines holding tens 

of 1000's mint/used to the 1970's, in somewhat mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a 

very knowledgeable advanced collector. All in 15 glassine boxes. Starts with used Scott 4, 12 (x5), 

and several perf varieties in the early issues, then we spotted unused Scott 64, 996 block of 4, 

1189, along with scattered imperfs, all in the first 10 boxes. The back of book through the 

occupation issues fill 4 more boxes and include some decent semi-postals, unused airmails like 

Scott C1-2, C63a, C67 sheet of 4, C80, C81 (x5), C81 imperf, C95, C128 (x3), C157 (x2), C166 (x2), 

then occupation like Scott 11N28 (x2), and non-Scott, such as cut squares, labels, and revenues. 

The last box is loaded with glassines filled with town cancels set up alphabetically. Our estimate 

takes into account condition and duplication. Viewing recommended. (shipping wt. 39#)(HICL)(Est 

$1000-2000)

500

387 ** Hungary MNH Imperf Souvenir Sheets - 6 different, Scott 2239, 2268, 2666, 2816, B328, and 

C362. All fresh and MNH VF. (SCV $356.50)

22

388 C Hungary Earlier Cover And Postal Stationery Accumulation - medium Box stuffed with many 

hundred covers, postal cards, post cards and other postal stationery. A really nice variety of 

mostly used, earlier material. Many beautiful post cards and interesting usages seen. Good lot for 

the cancel hunter too. Generally a FVF lot. A few condition issues and mild duplication. (HICL)(Est 

$100-150) 

48

389 */o Hungary WWI Occupation Accumulation in a Stockbook - miscellaneous accumulation of several 

100, mint and used, some duplication, all lined up in a stockbook. Appears mostly sound, but 

expect some faults, and some questionable overprints. Sold "AS IS" but priced accordingly. 

Owner's SCV $4700. (Est $400-600)

250

PICTURES and SCANS FOR ALL LOTS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR 

WEBSITE: STERLINGKINGBROOKAUCTIONS.COM
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Iceland

390 ** 232-235 MNH, F-VF, complete set, 1940 New York World's Fair (SCV $300) P 44

391 * O40-O49 MH, F-VF, complete set (SCV $302.50) P 44

India

392 * 203-206 MLH, F-VF, complete set - Gandhi (SCV $307.25) P 75

393 * O67-O71 Complete set, MH, F-VF. Scott O71 has a tear at top. Scott O71 with double overprint is stated to 

be of clandestine origin. (SCV $51.50++)

14

394 */o India Accumulation in a Stockbook - several 100 mint/used stamps, including some complete 

sets, nice variety with minor duplication, includes some classic material, souvenir sheets, labels, 

and a group of 9 HUNDIs. Some mixed condition. Owner's SCV $2375++ for listed items. (Est $400-

500)

250

Iran

395 * 59 Unused (x8), all F-VF, sold "AS IS" as this issue has been known to be counterfeit. All previously 

hinged with gum, couple very minor faults on a few, some with hinge remnants, otherwise F-VF. 

(HICL)(SCV $1200)

P 60

396 * 445 Unused (x4), all F-VF, MH, gold frame a bit discolored on these, one stamp is MNH. (HICL)(SCV 

$660) 
P 40

397 ** 560, 570 var MNH, F-VF, rarely seen inverted centers of the 1ch and 24ch values, with some slight gum 

disturbance as typical. (HICL)(Est $100-200)
P 40

398 * 754, 756,           

758-9

MH, F-VF, higher value engraved issues, all MH, 5K value has pencil mark on back. (HICL)(SCV 

$600) 
P 60

399 * Iran 1939 Reza Shah Pahlavi Unused Sheets of 4 - Over 20 sheets of 4, all mint, with many MNH, 

and mostly imperf, without any complete set as per note in Scott. The two perf sheets have hinge 

remnants, the imperfs are a mix of hinged, hinged with remnants, and MNH. Note there is a 1R 

violet and a 2R orange. Examine as there are wrinkles, toning, and other tiny flaws on a few of the 

imperfs. Rarely seen sheets. (HICL)(Est $1000-1500)

P 280

400 ** 910-914 Complete set issued 1949. MNH, F-VF. (HICL)(SCV $105) 20

401 * Iran Scott 910//1133 Unused Commemorative Complete Sets - nice appearing accumulation of 

28 different mint sets on the front and back of a black stockpage. Many are MNH, some hinged 

with remnants, some with the typical brown gum. Mostly F-VF. (HICL)(SCV $1477)

140

402 ** 2008-2018 Islamic revolution 1979 issue, complete, MNH, F-VF (HICL)(SCV $87.25) P 20

403 ** B22-B27 Complete set, MNH with typical gum issues. The high value has a couple wrinkles, otherwise F-VF. 

(HICL)(SCV $170)

24

404 * C15-C16 MH, F-VF, both perf 11-1/2, but sold "AS IS" since counterfeit overprints are plentiful. (HICL)(SCV 

$550)
P 28

405 * C34-C50 MH, F-VF, complete set issued 1930, nice set, the engraved stamps have some slightly crackly 

gum. (HICL)(SCV $415)

80

406 * C51-C67 MH, mostly F-VF, complete set issued 1935, few with remnants. (HICL)(SCV $515) 80

407 * C79-C82 MH, VF complete set issued 1953. (HICL)(SCV $200) 36

408 * Iran Unused Scott Unlisted Officials and Postage Dues - interesting group of a couple dozen 

unused items, some duplication, also including a sheet of 25 of the 15ch postage due issue. Some 

mixed condition, some no gum. Examine. (HICL)(Est $50-100)

24

409 */o Iran Early Collection to 1939  - a very clean collection of 425+ mint and used stamps, hinged to 

"Persia" album pages. Singles and sets from 1880 to 1939. Also includes Air Post, Officials, 

Newspaper and Parcel Post pages and stamps. Most material FVF. Estimate takes into 

consideration the likelihood of forgery, counterfeit and reprint potential in the earlier stamps. 

Please examine carefully. (Est $200-300) 

110
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Iran (cont'd)

410 */o Iran Large Accumulation in Glassines to Scott #722 - an accumulation of several 1000 in all 

identified in glassines and cataloged in the 1980's. This is the "suspect" time period of Iran where 

many counterfeits exist, but we wouldn't be surprised if there were some legitimate stamps in 

this holding...so specialists take note. Some mixed condition and heavy duplication at times. 

(HICL)(Est $1000-1500)

500

411 */o Iran Large Accumulation in Glassines Scott #722 to the 1980's - several 1000 in all identified in 

glassines and cataloged in the 1980's. Set up in 4 smaller boxes, starts after "suspect" era and 

ends in the 1980's where much of the more modern is MNH. Several $20+ items mostly in the first 

box including commemorative singles and sets. Catalog value is enormous, and our estimate takes 

into account the some occasional mixed condition and extreme duplication. (HICL)(Est $600-800)

300

412 */o Iran Back of the Book Accumulation - several 100 glassines all identified by Scott filled with 1000 

of mint and used back of the book stamps. Includes semi-postals, airmails, officials, parcel post, 

and postal tax. Spotted unused Scott B16 (x3), B28-30 (x2), C18-21 (genuine?), C34-50 (x2),  C68-

78, C79-82 (x4), and a used C65. There are a few of the Scott unlisted postage dues and in the 

officials, there are about qty 20 of the 1881 unissued set, then some other unissued mentioned in 

Scott after Scott O40, as well as many of the handstamped regular issues mentioned in Scott prior 

to parcel post Scott Q18 - all among the listed officials and parcel post. Huge catalog value overall, 

some faulty, typical gum issues, but many nice copies throughout. Examine. (HICL)(Est $400-600)

180

413 */o Iran Way Back of the Book Accumulation - about 100 glassines holding 100s of stamps identified 

as postal stationery (cut squares), seals, labels, local post, money order stamps, registration 

labels, revenues, and more.  Another interesting lot for the specialist. Mixed condition, examine. 

(HICL)(Est $100-200)

40

414 o Old-Time Iran Cancel Accumulation - several 100 glassines holding likely over 1000 canceled 

stamps all identified by town.  Later in the bunch is a group of several 100 fiscal cancels identified 

as money order stamps, other revenue cancels, and a glassine with about 100 stamps canceled in 

Bouchir (Bushire). Great lot for the cancel collector as the work is mostly done - it just needs to be 

presented differently. Some mixed condition. (HICL)(Est $200-400)

100

415 C Iran 1902 Lion Provisional Handstamp Overprint Issue - a dozen covers from 1902... 4 are Scott 

250-251 tied to exploded, identified, and mounted on pages and 8 others are sleeved with 

condition issues. Also included are 3 covers circa 1910-1 with Scott 451 tied with Bushire cancels. 

Examine. (HICL)(Est $50-100)

24

416 C Iran 1911-21 Ahmad Shah Issues on Cover  - around 2 dozen exploded covers presented on pages 

with write-ups showing the various rates to several locations. Nice lot for the classic Iran 

enthusiast. Some minor condition issues with covers. Examine.(HICL)(Est $100-200)

50

417 C Iran Ahmad Shah Issues on Cover (1911-25)  - over 90 apparently domestic use covers. Nice 

variety featuring Scott 481//680, but some have condition issues from opening. (HICL)((Est $100-

200)  

50

418 C Iran/Persia Airmail Covers from 1920-1930's and More - 12 very nice covers, many with wax 

seals still intact due to neatly opening. There are 5 airmail, several being registered to London or 

France. A couple railroad and a first flight cover is also included. Great condition. (HICL)(Est $200-

300)

100

419 C Iran Postal Stationery Accumulation - mint/used early to modern includes aerograms, post cards 

(couple unsevered reply cards), envelopes, and wrappers. Mostly unused, over 160 items with a 

few in mixed condition. Some duplication also. (HICL)(Est $100-150)

50
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Iran (cont'd)

420 C Iran Cover Remainder Accumulation - small box of 40+ covers includes airmail, Ahmad Shah 

Qajar and Reza Shah Pahlavi issues on cover. Much in mixed condition. Examine. (HICL)(Est $50-

100) 

26

421 */o Iraq 1923-1973 Accumulation - mint/used singles, sets and souvenir sheets on album pages from 

two separate collections. The first runs from 1923 to 1938, the second from 1923 to 1973. Minor 

duplication early. Material is hinged and mounted. Overall a FVF lot. (Est $130-200)

65

422 * Ireland Unused Collection in Hingeless Lighthouse Album to 2004 - extremely nice collection in 

two non-matching (except for color) Lighthouse albums with slipcases going to 2004. Many better 

sets throughout with the majority being MNH (a few earlier sets might be hinged), with very high 

face value especially in the latter years. Perhaps 90% complete from Scott #96 to into the 21st 

century. Without the Seahorses and a few of the more modern issues, this nice collection begs to 

be completed. Noted MNH Scott 1-8, 9-11, 15-18, 16b, 19-22a, 44-55, 106-17, 175-6,  J1-14. 

Hinged is Scott 23-35, 26b. Mostly F-VF or better throughout. (shipping wt. 16#)(Est $600-800)

450

Israel

423 * Israel Better Mint Accumulation in 5 Binders. - includes identified booklets, panes, souvenir 

sheets, full sheets, multiples, postal stationery items, all filling a Bankers Box. Also included is a 

White Ace binder of early envelopes mounted to Minkus pages. Another binder with Tribes, 

Coins, Zodiac, Towns and more noted. Spotted some better items so take a look. Mostly F-VF. 

(shipping wt. 38#)(Est $400-600)

200

424 */C Israel Mint Accumulation Of Stamps and Covers - a bankers box full of mint material in 3 shoe 

boxes. Lots of items to sort through to expand your collection. Many hundreds of singles, 

multiples and souvenir sheets in glassines in two of the boxes. The third box has postal stationery 

items and First Day covers identified by Bale (100+ items). Mostly F-VF. (shipping wt. 14#)(Est 

$200-300)

100

425 */o Israel Accumulation of Collections - a large box containing 7 binders of various types of 

collections. Earlier to more modern material that includes full sheets, coil strips, strips, landscape 

blocks and singles, framas, revenues plus more. Worth a look. Mint and used, mostly F-VF+ 

(shipping wt. 28#)(Est $150-200)

75

426 */o Israel Accumulation in Glassines - likely 1000 glassines holding many 1000's mint/used to the 

1970's, in somewhat mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable 

advanced collector, all in 2 glassine boxes. Starts with Scott 7-9 (unused, MH), 16 (x2, one MNH, 

both with tiny flaws), Stag booklets (x3), Scott 35-36 with tabs signed by stamp designer Arthur 

Szyk, and J1-5 (unused). No big ticket stamps with tabs here, just a lot of clean, many times NH, 

with many of the later issues in this lot having tabs. A good representation of all Scott numbers 

present, our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. Viewing recommended. 

(HICL)(Est $200-250)

95

427 */C Israel Mostly Mint Stamp and First Day Cover Accumulation - a large box with a shoe box of 

plate blocks, (Scott 46//569) and 2 shoe boxes with First day covers (Scott 192//772 plus some air 

post), generally FVF. Many hundred with mild duplication. (shipping wt. 15#)(Est $100-150)

50

428 C Israel Mostly Modern Cover Accumulation - medium box packed with many hundred covers, First 

Day covers and letter sheets. Mostly more modern but lots to sift and sort. Some nice cachets and 

some registered items seen. A FVF and better lot. (HICL)(Est $50-80)

28
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Israel (cont'd)

429 */o Israel Accumulation of JNF Labels in Glassines  - a couple dozen glassines holding 100+ mostly 

unused Jewish National Fund labels from the 1940s-50s, with a few earlier. Mostly sound 

condition, all identified in glassines by year by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. Some 

duplication. (HICL)(Est $50-100)

24

Italy and Areas

430 ** 427-438 MNH, F-VF, complete set in blocks of 10, Fresh, but with typical gum toning. (SCV $115) 16

431 ** 495-506 MNH, F-VF complete set, rich colors. Slight gum wrinkle on the 5L. (SCV $405) 60

432 ** B30-B33 MNH, F-VF complete set, some minor disturbed gum and slight toning. (SCV $113.50) 16

433 ** Italy-Trieste Scott Q10 MNH Fine (SCV $575) P 36

434 */o Italy and Areas Accumulation on Stockpages - close to 200 mint/used stamps from Italy, 

colonies, and other areas (Fiume, Ethiopia, AMG) all presented on two stock pages. Appears 

mostly different, much is fine or better, with a few faults. Examine. Owner's SCV $1544. (Est $200-

300)

100

435 * Italy Accumulation of All Different Mint Sets -  accumulation of more than 100 mint complete 

sets as issued between 1950-1970's all neatly lined up on two stock pages. Mostly F-VF, with 

many MNH. (SCV $380)

24

436 * Italy Back of the Book Unused Accumulation - lot with minor duplication, featuring semi-postals, 

airmails, special deliveries, postage dues, and parcel post. Mostly sound, some minor gum 

problems (as typical), mostly Fine or better. (Owner's SCV $774)

65

437 */o Italy Offices in Turkish Empire - several dozen glassines filled with mint and used, in sometimes 

mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. Spotted 

some better singles including used 13 (x6), 14 (x4), 15, and unused include Scott 14 (x14), 15 (x5), 

16 (x6), 20B (x4), 20E, 23 (x4), 24 (x4), 50 (x2), etc. Then Constantinople used J1, and J2. Spotted 

some mint multiples also and some Smyrna. Rarely will you see an assemblage of this size for a 

popular area like this. Old catalog value exceeds $4000 but likely much higher in today's catalog. 

Our estimate takes into account condition and some mild duplication. (HICL)(Est $500-750)

250

438 */o Italian Colonies Collection on Album Pages - mostly mint collection of 200+ stamps hinged and 

mounted to album pages. A nice selection of singles and some complete sets for the following; 

General Issues for all Colonies, East Africa, Somaliland, Cyrenaica and Tripolitania. BOB pages and 

some stamps for the colonies are also included. A good collection to extract from or to build on. 

Generally F-VF. (Est $300-425) 

150

439 * Jamaica Scott 106-108 MH, F-VF complete set issued 1932 (SCV $84.25) 16

Japan

440 * 509-521 MNH/MHR F-VF, 1950 Definitives, 80s-50y. Higher values are hinged. Some minor gum issues and 

toning spots. Please review. (SCV $651.50)

95

441 * Japan Mint Full Sheets from the 1940's -  10 different full sheets of 100, Scott 325//389, and one 

half sheet of Scott 335. All in sheet protectors, but some scattered wrinkles and gum disturbance. 

Mostly F-VF, examine. Owner's SCV $530+ (Est $75-125)

40

442 */o/C Japan Mint Lunar New Year Exhibit  1950-1996 - collector's 44 page exhibit titled "History of 

Zodiac Animals on Stamps in Japan" on White Ace pages. Exhibit includes mint stamps, lottery 

prize sheets, post cards (hand drawn) and covers. Better items seen, Scott 498 (gum creases), 

522, and 594). F-VF and better. (Est $100-150)

50
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Jordan

443 ** 352-367 MNH, F-VF complete set of 16 - 1959 King Hussein (SCV $103.90) 18

444 * Jordan 1920 Partial Reconstruction of Arabic Overprint on Palestine - consists of Scott 1-11 

overprinted on Palestine compromising of perf 15x14 in a partial reconstruction, 211 positions 

out of the sheet, one portion duplicated by overlapping multiples (blocks, pairs, and strips), all 

mint, all mounted on four sheets. There is an additional group on pages with different perfs and 

types to research. Mostly F-VF. Interesting group! (HICL)(Est $150-200)

75

Korea

445 (*) 203var Michel Block 61 souvenir sheet issued 1954, mint no gum as issued. Excellent condition! (Michel 

catalog value €400)
P 38

446 (*) 204-5var Michel Block 73-74 souvenir sheets (2) issued 1954, mint no gum as issued, without any hinge 

marks. Superb condition. (Michel catalog value €800)
P 80

447 (*) 206-8var Michel Block 75-77 souvenir sheets (3) issued 1954 showing Presidents Rhee and Eisenhower 

shaking hands. Mint no gum as issued and MNH, Scott unlisted. Sheets each have lower right 

creases, otherwise this is a nice clean set. (Michel catalog value €1350)

P 100

448 (*) 218-9var Michel Block 85-86 souvenir sheets (2) issued 1955, mint no gum as issued. Excellent condition 

but there are a couple minor diagonal bends on 40h value, mentioned for accuracy. (Michel 

catalog value €840)

P 75

449 ** 132-173 MNH VF imperf souvenir sheets, 21 different, one of the two Italy varieties not included. "Korean 

War Flags" (SCV $1300)
P 240

450 ** Michel Block 110-119 complete set of mint souvenir sheets, some faults mostly from previous 

mounting in corners, and some toning. Examination recommended. (Michel €1400)
P 70

451 ** 286a MNH, F-VF souvenir sheet - 1958 UNESCO (SCV $175) 32

452 ** 287a-289a MNH, F-VF souvenir sheets (3), issued 1958 for Christmas and the New Year. (SCV $210) 36

453 ** 290a MNH, F-VF souvenir sheet - 40th Anniv Independence issued 1959 (SCV $120) 20

454 ** 664-83,                  

664c-683c

MNH, complete set, stamps and souvenir sheets, some slight toning on the souvenir sheets but F-

VF overall. Fable Issue (SCV $235.50) 
P 36

455 */o Korea Accumulation in Bankers Box - large accumulation of identified singles, sets, souvenir 

sheets and sheetlets in 2 boxes of glassines and 2 binders. Thousands overall with some better 

spotted in the $25-75 range. Generally, FVF. Duplication especially in the glassines. Also included 

are a 2 volume Minkus album set with pages (no stamps). (shipping wt. 19#)(Est $250-350) 

120

Latakia

456 * C1-C11 MH/MNH, F-VF complete set - Airmails (HICL)(SCV $150.50) 26

457 */o Latakia Accumulation in Glassines - couple dozen glassines holding likely a 100 or so mint and 

used, sometimes in mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector. Pretty much the whole country is represented with Scott 1-22, C1-11, and J1-2. Old SCV 

is about $1000 (much higher now) and our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. 

(HICL)(Est $150-250)

80

Lebanon

458 */o Lebanon Scott 1//J31 Collection - 150+ singles and sets to 1940. Includes BOB (Semi-Postals, Air 

Post and Postage Due). Better cataloging early issues and Air Mails seen. Clean, generally F-VF 

collection. (Est $130-200)

65

459 ** C149a Souvenir Sheets - perf, imperf, imperf on card all with same design. Perf and imperf on card MNH, 

other imperf sheet MLH. Couple gum creases, otherwise F-VF. (HICL)(SCV $400)

55

460 * J41-J43 MNH/MLH, F-VF complete set (SCV $96) 18
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Lebanon (cont'd)

461 */o Lebanon Accumulation in Glassines - likely 1000 glassines holding a couple 1000 mint and used, 

sometimes in mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector. Highlights include a nice selection of pre-independence, unused Scott 108-13, B1-12, 

C75-8 in blocks, CB1-4, CB5-9, and J42. SCV about $2700 and our estimate takes into account 

condition and duplication. (HICL)(Est $300-400)

130

462 C Lebanon 1940's To 60's Cover Accumulation - nice mix of usages on 100+ covers. Mostly private 

mailings with a few First Days and First Flights seen. Spotted some Syria also. Clean lot waiting to 

be sorted. On average, F-VF with some occasional faults. (HICL)(Est $40-75)

20

463 * Leeward Islands King George V Mint Sets 1912-22 - a pair of complete sets mounted to an cut 

down album page. Scott 46-57, 58-60, with some having hinge remnants and several having pencil 

marks on back. Mostly F-VF for issue. (SCV $397.90)

55

464 * Liechtenstein Scott O1-10 MHR, F-VF complete set, some minor gum toning. (SCV $575.50) 85

Luxembourg

465 ** 217 MNH souvenir sheet issued 1939 signed in margin by Jean, Grand Duke of Luxembourg, born on 5 

January 1921, the son of Grand Duchess Charlotte and of Prince Félix of Bourbon-Parma. Among 

his godparents was Pope Benedict XV. Upon reaching maturity, on 5 January 1939 he was styled 

'Hereditary Grand Duke', recognizing his status as heir apparent, and finally served as Grand Duke 

from 1964-2000. Sheet has a lower left corner crease, but MNH. (HICL)(Est $100-200)

P 26

466 o B121-B125 Used, F-VF complete set, Scott B125 has a small thin. (HICL)(SCV $165.20) 28

467 ** B151 MNH, VF souvenir sheet, minor gum wrinkles and a few tiny tone spots. (HICL)(SCV $100) 18

468 */o Luxembourg Scott 49//NB9 Accumulation In Glassines - mint and used accumulation of several 

100 sets and singles, all identified in glassines and cataloged in the 1980's. Small sections of BOB, 

Cinderella and cancelled material identified by city. Estimate takes into account some mixed 

condition issues and duplication. A good number of $10-20 sets seen. Please examine but worth a 

look. (HICL)(Est $80-110)

40

469 C Luxembourg Early To Modern Postal Card And Cover Accumulation - a lot of 100+ mostly used 

items that start in the late 1800's with a very nice variety of early postal cards. Registered modern 

along with a WWII Nazi censored cover included. A couple First Flights noted. A few presentation 

folders and stamps, just because. Mixed condition. (HICL)(Est $40-75)

20

470 ** Macao Modern Lunar New Year Accumulation - mostly 1980's and 90's Lunar New Year singles, 

blocks, souvenir sheets, booklets and a Scott 804 Commemorative Folder. Many $20-45 items 

seen. Better include Scott 485a, 522a, 540a, plus more. Lot is on 3 black, 2 sided stock sheets and 

the folder. Mostly MNH, F-VF or better, minor duplication. (Est $150-200)

75

471 * Madagascar Scott C15 MLH gutter pair, F-VF, previously hinged on gutter only, some perf 

separation, some toning on gum side. F-VF. (SCV $55 as singles) (SCV $55+)

10
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Malaya

472 (*) 11 Unused, , no gum, F-VF, light corner crease and faint pencil mark on back. (SCV $210) 30

473 o Malaya - Japanese Occupation - Perak SG J248b used, F-VF, with 2013 Ceremuga Cert stating 

"Genuine in all respects. Only 1 or 2 sheets believed printed".  Issued 1942, "Dai 

Nippon/2602/Malaya" overprint on Sultan 8c overprint double, one inverted.  (SG £275)

P 75

474 * Malaya Sungei Ujong Scott 4 MHR fine (SCV $400) P 60

Malta

475 * 116-129 MH, mostly F-VF, complete set with "POSTAGE" overprints. Noted some pencil marks gum side on 

a few. (SCV $141.50)

P 24

476 * 148-166 MH, mostly F-VF complete set, with a couple remnants and pencil marks on gum side. (SCV 

$248.50)

P 40

477 * 208-222 Complete set issued 1948, MH, F-VF. 1948 KGVI  (SCV $91.45) 18

478 Malta Scott 263//826 MNH Organized Accumulation In Glassines  -a couple hundred stamps, 

complete sets, souv sheets identified by year and Scott catalog numbers. The years span 1964 to 

1993. Majority is F-VF and better. A nice grouping for those who need to fill some holes. (Est $130-

180) 

70

Mexico

479 896a, C234a Souvenir Sheets Scott 896a MH VF and C234a MNH VF. Sheets catalog for $135. Lot includes 

FDC's with all six issues from each sheet. Some minor condition issues with each of the four items. 

(Est $40-60)

14

480 */o Mexico 1856-1940 Collection - aneatly hinged collection of many hundred. Singles and sets with 

good BOB coverage. Somewhat sparse early but picks up well around 1874-80 issues. A very 

diverse collection to build on. Some condition issues early but them becomes mostly FVF. Several 

sets with catalog values in the $30-60 range seen. (Est $250-350)

130

481 * Middle Congo Scott 65-88 MHR, F-VF complete set with some gum toning. (SCV $188.25) P 28

Monaco

482 */o Monaco Accumulation in Glassines  - several 100 glassines holding likely a 1000 mint and used, 

sometimes in mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector. Nothing real special but there is a nice selection of back of the book included with the 

regular issues and we did spot trial color proofs of Scott 412-5, 419-21. Then there is Scott B6 MH 

($175) and C1 (x3 used). SCV is about $1800 and our estimate takes into account condition and 

duplication. (HICL)(Est $150-250)

75

483 C Monaco Early To Modern Covers, Post Card And Postal Stationery Accumulation - small group of 

70 mint and used items with a nice variety of post cards, letter cards, envelopes wrappers and a 

few cut squares. Most material is pre 1900 material with the post cards much more modern. A 

very clean lot. (HICL)(Est $50-75)

24

484 */o Mongolia Scott 1//210 Small Accumulation  - mostly earlier singles and part sets. Better items 

include Scott 4 used, 7 MH, 80 used, 88, 89, 101 and 102 used. 25 stamps in lot. Generally F-VF 

with a few minor faults seen. Worth a look. (Owners 2015 SCV $232)

34
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485 C Montenegro Mounted Postal Stationery Collection - interesting group of around 115 envelopes, 

wrappers, letter cards, and post cards, all mounted on quadrille pages using mostly corner 

mounts (couple are glassine sleeved). Collector notes identify each item by Higgins and Gage with 

several varieties noted. Majority are unused, and the few used have no cancels. Nice offering of 

seldom seen items to add spice to the Montenegro portion of your collection. Mostly F-VF. 

Examine. (Est $150-200)

75

486 * Nauru Scott 17-30a MH, F-VF complete set  - Freighter set (SCV $222.60) P 36

487 (*) Nepal Scott 119 unused sheet of 32, imperf, issued 1959, 12p King Mahendra,  on paper maker's 

watermarked paper "Lovely Bond/Made in Sweden". Ungummed. (SCV $6400)

200

Netherlands and Areas

488 */C 332-335,           

336-339

2 sets each MNH and MH issued 1952. Scott 336-339 included the ticket price for admission to 

the International Postage Stamp Centenary Exhibition. 2 tickets included with the lot. Also 

included is a registered cover with 332-334. Stamps FVF+. (SCV $199.20)

20

489 */o Netherlands and Colonies in Scott Specialty Album to the Early 1980's - clean two-post collection 

with most of the value is in the album itself and some of the complete mint regular and semi-

postals sets of the 1980's in black mounts. Now it's your turn to fill the rest of the spaces. (Est $50-

100)

16

490 */o Netherlands Massive Accumulation in Glassines - several 1000 glassines holding tens of 1000's 

mint/used to the 1970's, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. All 

in 4 smaller boxes the best being the box with the first issues (much mixed condition) and the last 

box as it contain the back of the book, much non-Scott, such as labels, revenues, numeral and 

town cancels all set up alphabetically. Our estimate takes into account condition and sometimes 

extreme duplication. Viewing recommended. (HICL)(Est $200-300)

100

491 C Netherlands  Mostly 1930's to 60's Cover And Postal Card Accumulation - about 650 covers and 

cards (mint and used) in a medium box. Many different usages with some nice cancels and 

markings spotted. A handful of post cards and more modern items also seen. Mostly non-

philatelic. Many hours of sorting fun. Mixed condition. (HICL)(Est $100-150)

50

492 */o Netherlands Indies Accumulation/Cancels in Glassines - several dozen glassines holding many 

100's mostly canceled stamps set up by town. Other interest may lie in the mint and used cut 

squares. Some mixed condition and minor duplication and our estimate takes this into account. 

Viewing recommended. (HICL)(Est $100-150)

40

493 * New Guinea Scott 31-44 MH, F-VF, couple hinge remnants, missing high value - Bird of Paradise 

(SCV $186.50)

P 30

494 * New Hebrides, British Scott 1-6 unused complete set, mostly fine or better for issue, couple hinge 

remnants, pencil mark on back of high value. (SCV $213.35)

P 36

New Zealand

495 * 83 MH, F-VF, high value of set. Some oxidation on face. Small toning spots and tiny HR. Owner or 

expertizing mark on back. (SCV $400)

P 60

THERE IS A 15% BUYER'S PREMIUM

ONLINE BIDDING ENDS AT NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM
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New Zealand (cont'd)

496 */o New Zealand Collection In 3 Scott Specialty Albums to 2016 - a very comprehensive, neatly 

mounted, mint and used collection in 3 clean Scott albums. Sets, singles, souvenir sheets and 

booklets from the beginning to 2015. Sparse in the very early (mostly used) but then picks up 

quickly around 1910 turns mostly mint after 1930, and mostly MNH after the 1960's. Couple 

better 1930's mint sets and then a massive amount of catalog value in modern material. Both 

semi-postals and Ross Dependency are complete to 2015 along with "Best Of" series souvenir 

sheets. A great collection to continue with the new issues while adding the early issues. Mostly F-

VF and better. (shipping wt. 26#)(Est $1750-2250)

950

497 */o New Zealand Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 1959 - several 100 mint/used hinge mounted 

to 2-post album pages. Most of the value is pre-1906 with many nice copies throughout. Spotted 

several $20 and higher items. Worth mentioning is the semi-postals, airmails, and other back of 

book issues. Some mixed condition but a worthy candidate to add to. Owner's SCV is $4100. (Est 

$500-600)

250

498 */o New Zealand Accumulation in Binders, Box - early to Modern   - a banker box holding two 

binders with many 100's mostly mint mounted singles, sets, and souvenir sheets on black pages. 

Binders are somewhat duplicated and include Ross Dependency. There is a plastic container 

holding modern newer issues to 2017 which the collector still needed to mount. There is also a 

hardcover book "Victoria Cross" with pages containing stamps issued 2011. Lots to go through, 

and with some organizing, will help add to your dealer stock or collection. Lots of catalog value 

here, mostly F-VF or better. (shipping wt. 12#)(Est $350-500)(Est $350-500)

180

499 * New Zealand Mint Fish and Game Stamps/Souv Sheets to 2016- accumulation in mounts on 

Scott pages from 2003-2016. The first few are neatly signed (not included in face value). One FDC 

included also. Very clean lot. (Face NZ$160)

40

500 Doc Nicaragua 1898 Mosquito Reservation Supreme Court Document With Revenue Stamp - 

interesting and seldom seen Mosquito Reservation (Mosquito Coast) 10c black on blue, 

manuscript date cancelled stamp on "Office Supreme Court, Bluefields Nov. 24, 1892" document. 

Shows paid revenue for "one (1) Brl whisky 38 gal" Some toning but otherwise VF. (Est $150-200)

75

501 * Niue Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 2015 - several mint mostly hinged sets in the early 

years to the late 1970's, then a bit of a gap after in the middle and missing pages. Then pages 

start up in 2000 with a few MNH sets and then pretty much complete MNH from 2011-15 where 

most of the value is with sets and souvenir sheets. SCV well over $500. Maybe a couple faults in 

the early issues, but very clean, generally F-VF. (Est $130-180)

65

502 * Norfolk Islands Collection In Scott Specialty Album 1947-2015 - mostly MNH (first page with 

some MH) mounted collection in Scott Specialty album. Appears to be missing only 6 items to be 

complete to the printed Scott pages. Bookshelf ready for any philatelic library. (Est $800-1200) 

400

503 * North Borneo Scott 208-222 MH, F-VF, 1945 complete set overprinted "BMA". (SCV $142.95 as 

MH)

P 30

504 o Norway Early Classics with Town Cancels - selection of 13 stamps, Scott 2//34 (one duplicate) 

with socked on the nose cancels - generally F-VF for issues, but a couple tiny faults and several 

with pencil marks on back as well as hinges. (SCV $1460)

80
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Pakistan

505 C Pakistan Small Accumulation Of Cards, Covers And Interesting Parcel Bag - small box with 37 

items including envelopes, postcards, air letters plus a franked cotton parcel bag with interesting 

markings. Generally a FVF lot but some faults here and there. Take a look. (HICL)($40-60) 

18

506 * Pakistan - Bahawalpar Scott 2-15 MH, F-VF complete set issued 1948 (SCV $198.75) 32

Palestine

507 */o Palestine Accumulation in Glassines - likely 1000 glassines holding many 1000's mint/used (1918-

42), in generally fine+ condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector, all in 3 glassine boxes. Many varieties noted throughout not listed in Scott along with 

multiples of many. A good representation of all Scott numbers present like Scott 15-25, 15b-17b, 

15c//24c, and much more. The back of the book is interesting as it contains several 100 foreign 

revenues (also sorted in glassines by country) for use in Palestine, and some Russian offices. Our 

estimate takes into account for occasional mixed condition and sometimes heavy duplication. 

Great lot for the specialist. Enormous catalog value. Viewing recommended. (HICL)(Est $900-

1200)

450

508 */o Palestine Compact Accumulation on Stockpages - fabulous small accumulation to 1940's of mint 

and used on black stocksheets, almost complete per Scott major numbers, with many multiples. 

Includes Scott 1 used, 2 mint/used in singles and multiples, 15-25 unused, and much more. Some 

small faults abound, but generally F-VF. (HICL)(Est $300-400)

150

509 C Palestine And Related Cover Accumulation - small box of about 100 covers, post cards and First 

Days. Palestine Scott 1//11 on cover make up about half the lot. The remainder is more modern 

First Day covers and picture post cards. A small group of related such as a couple Canada items to 

Palietine. Mixed condition. (HICL)(Est $50-90)

24

Papua New Guinea

510 * 41-48 MLH, complete set issued 1910, couple scattered blunt perfs, generally F-VF or better. (SCV 

$157.50)

P 30

511 * 50-57 MVLH, mostly VF centering, completee set (SCV $83) 20

512 */o Papua New Guinea 2 Volume Collection - impressive, advanced collection in 2 clean Scott 

Specialty albums. Collection begins with 1915 N.W. Pacific Islands issues, 1925 New Guinea issues 

and then with Papua New Guinea, Scott 1 through the year 2015. Very comprehensive, especially, 

with more modern issues that have considerable catalog value. Numerous sets in the $10-50 

seen. Mint and used early with newer issues MNH. FVF to VF overall. Well worth a look. (shipping 

wt. 15#)(Est $800-1200)

400

513 * Papua New Guinea Scott 137//1048 Mint Collection  - 1952-2002 collection of singles, sets and 

souvenir sheets. Stamps are on Lindner hingeless pages. Spot checking found nearly all material is 

MNH with VF centering on average. Many nice complete sets with beautiful topical appeal. Much 

in the $10-25 range. Add binders and this is a fantastic collection to build on. Some pages have 

minor corner bends. Catalogs at over $900. (Est $375-475)

180

514 * Penrhyn Island Mint Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 2015 - several mint mostly hinged 

sets in the early years to the late 1970's, then a bit of a gap after in the middle and missing pages. 

Then pages start up in 2011 and then pretty much complete MNH from 2012-14, including a few 

better early unused, then Scott 509-11, 512-4, 514e, 521-32. SCV well over $600. Maybe a couple 

faults in the early issues, but very clean, generally F-VF. (Est $160-200)

75

Consignment deadline for June 16th auction is March 1st
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515 */o Philippines Collection 1863-1940  - includes U.S. Administration collection, hinged and mounted 

to album pages. 225+ singles and sets including BOB pages and stamps. A few better seen in the 

$20-40 range. Mixed condition and centering but much FVF and worth a look. (Est $80-140) 

40

Poland

516 o 1 used (x12), varying condition. A couple are still on piece, some faded, some with faults, mostly 

Warsaw cancels. Examine. (HICL)(SCV $3000)

200

517 * 251 MH, F-VF, souvenir sheet,issued 1928, couple hinge remnants on gum side. F-VF. (HICL)(SCV $250) P 50

518 C  298, 307 First flight, October 27, 1936 from Warsaw to Palestine. Cover still on 1989 "Stampazine" auction 

page. Very attractive and VF. (HICL)(Est $30-50)

14

519 * Poland 7 Different Unused Souvenir Sheets in quantity  in mixed condition. Quantities up to 7, 

with a couple no gums, some wrinkles, hinge remnants, etc. Please examine. (HICL)(Est $100-150)

28

520 */o Poland and Areas Massive Mint/Used Accumulation in Glassines - several 1000 glassines holding 

tens of 1000's mint/used to the 1970's, in somewhat mixed condition, all identified in glassines by 

a very knowledgeable advanced collector. All in 8 smaller boxes the best being the first and last 

box as they contain the early issues, the back of the book, and much non-Scott, such as labels, 

revenues, town cancels. There is also value in the Danzig, General Govt, Eastern and Upper Silesia. 

Our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. Viewing recommended. (shipping wt. 

20#)(HICL)(Est $600-900)

300

521 C Poland Small Accumulation Of Better Early Covers And Post Cards - electic  grouping of 25 

different. Variety of usages including early Russia used in Poland, nice earlier post cards, plus 

more. Items also include material never removed from auction pages. A lot that would be fun to 

research further. FVF on average. (HICL)(Est $80-120)

38

522 C Poland Early Air Mail Cover Lot - 18 clean, VF covers with interesting cancels and markings. Most 

with franking from the 1925 set. Two covers with "Port Gdansk" overprinted stamps. Very nice 

grouping. (HICL)(Est $100-150)

50

523 C Poland Mostly Modern Cover Accumulation - medium box filled with several hundred covers 

from all eras but mostly modern. Includes a large envelope with a handful of mint and used 

stamps and some reference material as a bonus. Mixed condition but fun pickings. (HICL)(Est $80-

120)

40

524 ** Portugal Scott 824-827 MNH complete set, F-VF - JB Almeida Garrett (SCV $120.75) 22

Qatar

525 ** 26-36 MNH, F-VF, complete set issued 1961 (SCV $112.65) P 22

526 ** 42-46 MNH, F-VF, complete set, Kennedy overprints issued 1964 (SCV $59.25) 14

527 ** 111-111D MNH, F-VF, complete set, Kennedy surcharges (SCV $390) P 95

528 */o Rhodesia Scott 1//130 Collection - early Rhodesia collection of mint and used beginning with 

Scott 1 (total of 73 stamps). Singles and sets hinged to album pages. No gum stamps or revenue 

cancels identified. Stamps with faults not counted. Much useful material in generally F-VF 

condition. (Est $200-300)

100

Romania

529 o 21 Used, VF, very nice appearing stamp but Scott catalog states "counterfeit cancels exist". Please 

examine. Sold "As Is". (HICL)(SCV $100)

12

530 * 196-206 MHR, F-VF complete set, 1906 Exposition. Some minor gum disturbance. (HICL)(SCV $219.75) 28

531 * 384-399 F-VF complete sets (3), Scott 384-88, 389-395 and 396-99. Low value, 384 has a vertical crease, 

397 small thin and a couple with some minor gum disturbance. Please examine. (HICL)(SCV 

$179.75)

18
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Romania cont'd)

532 * 413-414 MHR, F-VF, Top 2 high values of the set, each with watermark 230. Natural gum skips and tiny 

POB on Scott 414. (HICL)(SCV $235)

30

533 * B292-303 Mint Complete Set And Listed Variety  - Complete mint sets with most panes of 4 separated in 

half for both white paper and the gray ungummed paper variety mentioned in Scott. Then there 

also a complete set of singles (white and gray papers) is also included. Centering is generally FVF. 

There is a mix of MNH, MH and MHR with a few faults seen. POB also noted. So in total there are 

5 complete sets of each paper color.  Please examine. (HICL)(SCV $1200) 

75

534 */o Romania 1862-1940 Collection  - 600+ stamp collection (including considerable BOB coverage). 

Hinged and mounted to album pages. Earlier in somewhat mixed condition with the later 

generally FVF. The first couple pages have several items in the $50-250 catalog range. Some nice 

cancels also seen. (Est $450-600)   

220

535 */o Romania Scott 12//2429 Accumulation In Glassines - massive mint and used accumulation of 

several 1000 sets and singles, all identified in glassines and cataloged in the 1980's. Set up in 7 

smaller boxes. Many with mint and used examples of each Scott number included. Box 7 also has 

a section of cancelled material identified by city. Older catalog value over $15000, and our 

estimate takes into account some mixed condition issues (especially early), and duplication. 

Please examine. (shipping wt. 19#)(HICL)(Est $1000-1500)

400

536 */o Romania Back Of The Book Accumulation - Mint and used, Back Of The Book accumulation. 

Three smaller boxes with a couple thousand all identified in glassines and cataloged in the 1980's. 

A very nice selection that includes Semi-Postals, Air Post, Air Post Semi-Postal, Postage Due, 

Official, Parcel Post, Postal Tax, Postal Tax Due, Occupation (Austrian, Bulgarian and German) and 

German Occupation Postal Tax stamps. Lot also includes a small section of revenues, postal 

savings, labels and other cinderella material. Estimate takes into account some condition issues 

and duplication. Please examine. (HICL)(Est $600-800)

220

537 C Romania Earlier Cover, Post Card And Postal Stationery Accumulation - a couple 100+, mint and 

used earlier material. Registered, censored, and interesting usages and markings seen. A few 

modern also scattered throughout. Mixed condition but many nice examples to add to your 

collection. (HICL)(Est $75-100)

34

Russia

538 * 546-550 MH, F-VF complete set, a few light wrinkles do not detract. - 1935 Anti Propaganda Issue (SCV 

$547 as MH) 

P 190

539 * 569-572 MH, F-VF complete set, light wrinkles on Scott 569. Couple hinge remnants.  (SCV $160 as MH) P 38

540 ** 628a MNH imperf, F-VF, some minor gum disturbance.  (SCV $150) P 30

541 o 1115 var Imperf between pair, used, F-VF, lower right corner crease, Rare - Zagorsky 1030Pa (€750) P 100

542 ** 1230-1233 MNH, F-VF complete set, gum bend on Scott 1231. (SCV $100.50) 24

543 * 1261-1264 MH, F-VF complete set. (SCV $290) P 70

544 * 1280-1283 MH, F-VF complete set. (SCV $210) P 44

545 * 1284-1288 MH, F-VF complete set, Scott 1285 has a facial scrape.   (SCV $247.50) P 26

546 * 1289-1294 MH, F-VF complete set, couple of hinge remnants (SCV $222.50) 46

547 ** 1584-1585 MNH, F-VF complete set, Russian Composers issued 1951 (SCV $100) 20

548 * 1598-1602 MH, F-VF complete set  (SCV $247.50) P 60

549 ** 1624-1627 MNH, F-VF complete set, minor gum disturbance on Scott 1624-5. (SCV $200) P 30

550 ** Russia MNH Complete Sets and Singles 1945-1957 - Over 3 dozen clean, F-VF singles and sets, all 

$20 and higher. All MNH, F-VF. (SCV $1617.85)

290

PLEASE CALL US IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO 

CONSIGN IN OUR NEXT AUCTION JUNE 16TH
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Russia (cont'd)

551 o Russia Offices In China Scott 24, 32 Used On Interesting Parcel Tag - Hankow Poste Russe, 

September 7, 1916 CDS's tie stamps to a "Tea Sample" canvas parcel tag. Also printed, "From 

Theodor & Ramling, Hankow, Via Siberia". A purple stamped marking has also been added front 

and back stating "Part of mail captured by Germans and delayed". Some wrinkles and soiling 

otherwise VF. (Est $150-250)

75

552 * Russia Offices in Turkish Empire Scott 232-235 MH, F-VF complete set - Vertically laid 

watermarked paper, perf 13-1/2, possible reprints. (HICL)(SCV $1000)

P 95

553 */o Russia Offices in Turkish Empire Accumulation - Several 100 glassines filled with likely a 1000 

mint and used, in sometimes mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable 

advanced collector. Many better items throughout like used Scott 18 (x4) then unused Scott 8 

(x5). The Wrangel issues consist of unused Scott 312, 331 (x2), 232, 233 (x2), 235 (x2), 237A (x5 

NH, x3 MH), 256 (x7), 260 (x4), 265 (x9), 268A (x5), 268B (x5), and more. Old catalog value 

exceeds $6500 but likely much higher in today's catalog. Our estimate takes into account 

condition and duplication. (HICL)(Est $700-900)

350

554 */o St. Helena Early Collection On Album Pages  - a nice selection of early singles and few complete 

sets to 1940. 86 stamps hinged neatly to album pages. Stamps with faults are identified and not 

counted in the catalog value. Many nice items in the $20-100 range. Most material is FVF. Stamps 

with faults, no gum, etc. noted. Please examine. (Owners SCV $933)

90

St Lucia

555 * 76-89 MH, complete set, couple hinge remnants. Mostly F-VF (SCV $144.70) P 26

556 * 95-106 MH, fine or better, complete set (SCV $105.70) 20

Saint Pierre & Miquelon

557 * St. Pierre and Miquelon Scott 165//898 Mint Collection - mostly MNH collection on Lindner 

hingeless album pages. Singles, sets, strips and souvenir sheets from 1937 to 2009. Includes  Semi-

Postals and Air Post. Nearly complete after 1985. Some MH early. Condition is VF overall. An 

outstanding start to a SP&M collection. Catalogs well over $1700. (Est $700-900)

350

558 ** C25 MNH, VF - Submarine "Surcouf" (SCV $130) P 24

559 * San Marino Scott 252-255 unused sheetlets of 10 (See note after Scott 256). Sheetlets have nice 

appearance and MNH, but gum is dry, toned, and blotchy. (SCV $395)

55

560 * Sarawak Scott 94-108 MH, mostly F-VF complete set (SCV $142.50) P 26

Saudi Arabia

561 ** 211-226 MNH, Fine to F-VF complete set, a couple stamps with offset on back. The 2 high values appear to 

have dull gum. Please examine.(SCV $312.10)

46

562 ** 227-242 MNH, Fine to F-VF complete set, some minor gum creases and a few trivial gum spots.(SCV 

$254.50)

38

563 ** 243-245 Complete set of mini-sheets of 4 were for presentation purposes. Tiny inclusions on two of the 3 

sheets, mentioned for accuracy. Otherwise VF, fresh. (SCV $425)

55

564 */o Saudi Arabia Hejaz & Nejd Collection - the majority of this small 77 stamp grouping is from Hejaz, 

(63 stamps). Mint and used singles and sets from 1916 to 1934 are hinged to clean album pages. 

Centering is mixed from average to VF. Interesting area to collect. (Est $100-200)   

48

565 * Seychelles Scott 125-148 MH, F-VF complete set, some with some gum toning. (SCV $367.90) 50
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566 * Sierra Leone Scott 77-88 Unused,  missing high value for completion. Noticeable toning on several 

values, some hinge remnants. Fine centering for issue. Examine. (SCV $218)

P 28

Singapore

567 * 1-20 MH, mostly F-VF complete set, KGVI complete set issued 1948, perf 14, some remnants. (SCV 

$130 as MH)

P 30

568 ** 141a MNH, F-VF souvenir sheet issued 1971. (SCV $130) P 36

569 * Somali Coast Scott 26 MHR VF, some toning and minor back faults. (SCV $550) P 80

Somaliland Protectorate

570 * 1903-1909 King Edward Issues - nice appearing unused lot mounted to an cut down album page. 

Scott 21-6, 27-39, 40-8, and 50, with some having hinge remnants and pencil marks on back. 

Mostly F-VF centering. (SCV $376)

50

571 * O1-O10 Complete sets (2), MH, mostly F-VF. Couple hinge remnants and/or pencil marks. (SCV $119.95) P 22

Sudan

572 * O29-O43 Complete set, MH, mostly F-VF, 1948 Officials (SCV $152.50) P 30

573 */o Sudan Accumulation in Glassines - several 100 different mint and used all identified in glassines 

by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. Of note unused is Scott 14-6 (x8 faults), 61-2, 98-114 

(x3), C35-42, CO1-8, and more. Also of interest in is the perf officials, overprinted officials, military 

officials, military telegraph pairs, and organized town cancels. Many French Sudan also included 

for your perusal. Some mixed condition throughout. Examine. (HICL)(Est $200-300)

100

574 C Sudan 1930's To 50's Cover Accumulation - small accumulation of about 150 items. A nice 

selection of single and multiple stamp usages. Many registered seen. Mostly private mailings with 

some duplication and a couple specialty philatelic items. FVF overall with a few faulty noted. 

(HICL)(Est $50-80) 

24

Sweden

575 */o Sweden 1940-1969 Collection in Schaubek Album - Majority used collection in a hingeless 

Schaubek album. Singles and sets, FVF and better. Lot also includes a stockbook with used 

material, with mild duplication. Several hundred stamps overall to review and add to your 

collection. (Est $100-150)

50

576 */o Sweden Accumulation On Stock Sheets - neatly organized sets, singles and booklets on 5 two 

sided black stock sheets. Earlier material (starts with Scott #2) is used with many sharp cancels 

seen and considerable catalog value. Much of the later material (Scott 310//1138) appears NH. 

Generally FVF and better. A clean, useful lot. (Owners 2016 SCV $2605)

375

Switzerland

577 * B229a MLH, VF, 1953 Pro Juventute sheet of 24, Butterflies and Beetles. LH in selvage and gum 

disturbance affecting 1 stamp. (HICL)(SCV $200)

28

578 */o Switzerland Scott 37//425 Accumulation In Glassines - mint and used accumulation of several 

100 sets and singles, all identified in glassines and cataloged many years ago. Many with mint and 

used examples of each Scott number included. A small  section of cancelled material identified by 

city also seen. Older catalog value over $2900, and our estimate takes into account some mixed 

condition issues and some considerable duplication. Please examine. (HICL)(Est $300-400)

140

579 o Switzerland Scott 298, 300-1, 304-5 used, mostly sound, small faults on 300-1. Others F-VF. 

(HICL)(SCV $649) 

P 50
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Switzerland (cont'd)

580 */o Switzerland 1940's-80's Accumulation  - many hundred mounted to album pages, on dealer sales 

pages and in 102 cards. A good selection of mostly used complete sets and singles, especially on 

the album pages. A clean collection well under way, in need of a binder and some sorting. FVF 

overall. Take a look. (Est $100-200)

50

581 C Switzerland Better Cover, Postal Card And Post Card Accumulation - medium box packed full 

with many hundred, mostly used, starting with late 1800's to modern items. A nice selection and 

variety of material including registered, censored, markings, cancels. Some non-traditional post 

cards noted. Mixed condition. Worth a look. (HICL)(Est $120-180)  

60

Syria

582 ** 253-261 Complete set of upper left corner blocks of 4, MNH, F-VF. (HICL)(SCV $130) 20

583 ** 282-285,C96-97 Complete set in blocks of 4, MNH, F-VF, issued 1942, President Hassani (HICL)(SCV $112) 18

584 * 288-292 Complete set, imperf, MH in selvage, slight toning. Supposedly only 500 sets issued. (HICL)(Est 

$75-125)

P 30

585 ** C145a MNH, VF souvenir sheet, tiny inclusion (HICL)(SCV $150) 28

586 ** C156a MNH, VF souvenir sheet (HICL)(SCV $175) 36

587 * C187-C189 var Dozen trial color proofs (12), original 1956 receipt states $45 original cost. F-VF. (HICL)(Est $100-

150)

30

588 ** M1-M10,           

MC1-4

Complete sets, MNH, F-VF, in blocks of 4. Couple short perfs on Scott MC3 affecting one stamp. 

(HICL)(SCV $306.40)

44

589 ** MC1-MC4 MNH blocks, complete set, F-VF. (HICL)(SCV $144) 20

590 */o Syria Accumulation to Early 1980's - couple 100 glassines holding likely a 1000 or so mint and 

used, sometimes in mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector. Nice representation of the French Occupation area like unused Scott 246-250 (x2), as 

well as stamps going in the Syrian Arab Rep timeframe. Old SCV is about $2100 (likely higher now) 

and our estimate takes into account condition and duplication, generally F-VF throughout. 

(HICL)(Est $250-350)

110

591 */o Syria BOB Accumulation in Glassines - couple 100 glassines holding likely a 1000 or so mint and 

used, sometimes in mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector. Included are airmails, postal tax, UAR labels, telegraph, and some city cancels which 

could likely fill many holes in your collection. Included are Scott C65-C66 (each mint and used), 

C67-71 and C72-9 (both in mint blocks of 4), C109-16, and several early postal tax. Also included is 

a group of Russia-Beyrouth and Hatay, with unused Scott 12-24, 25-37, J6-9. Old SCV is about 

$4000 (likely higher now) and our estimate takes into account condition and duplication, 

generally F-VF throughout. (HICL)(Est $400-600) (Est $400-600)

230

592 */o Syria Military Stamps Accumulation - couple dozen glassines holding likely a 100 or so mint and 

used, sometimes in mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector. Much of the country is represented with Scott M1-10, MC1-4, and more, sometimes in 

multiples. Mostly mint and F-VF throughout. (HICL)(Est $100-150)

50

593 C Syria Eclectic Cover, Post Card and Stamp Accumulation - a mixed group of 24 earlier to modern 

covers. Includes 4 interesting WWI German Feldpost post cards with views. Some loose stamps in 

glassines seen along with Syrian stamp reference material. A generally FVF lot. (HICL)(Est $40-75)

20

594 */o Tanna Tuva Scott 1//C18 Accumulation - a nice selection identified on stock sheet. Many in 

complete sets. Scott 45-52 both perf and imperf. Better includes Scott 15-28 MH, 54-60 MH, 61-

70 MH and C1-9 MH. FVF overall with a few small faults. (Owners 2016 SCV $572) 

85
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595 * Tokelau Mint Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 2016 - Several mint mostly hinged sets in the 

early years to the 1980's, then a bit of a gap after in the middle and missing pages. Then pages 

start up in 2001 with a few MNH sets, and then pretty much complete MNH from 2012-15. SCV 

well over $400. Very clean, generally F-VF. (Est $100-150)

60

Turkey

596 */o Turkey 1863 Tughra First Issues Accumulation - mint and used accumulation of 72 stamps from a 

very knowledgeable collector fills the front and back of a black stockpage. Scott 1-7 in very mixed 

condition but with many nice copies, very high catalog value, sometimes heavy duplication. 

Examine. (HICL)(Est $400-600)

200

597 */o Turkey Scott 8//73 Accumulation - several 100 glassines loaded with 1000s of mint and used, in 

very mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. Many 

cancel possibilities here along with some nice mint examples (some MNH, some NG) covering 

1865-1882. Better mint include Scott 20 (x20 with some NG), 21 (x2), 54 (x8), and more. Old 

catalog value exceeds $23,000 but much higher in today's catalog (especially the unused). Our 

estimate takes into account condition and duplication. (HICL)(Est $1500-2500)

550

598 */o 73 (x2) Both fine+ for issue, one is unused no gum perf 11-1/2 with one short perf at bottom, the 

other is used perf 13-1/2. (HICL)(SCV $725)

40

599 */o Turkey Scott 74//117 Accumulation - several 100 glassines loaded with 1000s of mint and used, 

in very mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. 

Many cancel possibilities here along with some nice mint examples (some MNH, some NG) 

covering 1886-1901. Better mint include Scott 89 (x35 with most NG), 97 (x45 with most NG), 108 

(x4), 109 (x2) and more. Old catalog value exceeds $13,000 but much higher in today's catalog 

(especially the unused). Our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. (HICL)(Est 

$600-900)

325

600 */o Turkey Scott 118//253 Accumulation - several 100 glassines loaded with 1000s of mint and used, 

in very mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. 

Many cancel possibilities here along with some nice mint examples (some MNH, some NG) 

covering 1865-1882. Better mint include Scott 127 (x8), 134 (x2), 138 (x10), 139 (x7), 141 (x3), 

171, 237-250 (x2) and more. Old catalog value exceeds $5700 but much higher in today's catalog 

(especially the unused). Our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. (HICL)(Est 

$400-600)

200

601 */o Turkey Scott 254//545 Accumulation - likely 1000 glassines loaded with 1000s of mint and used, 

in very mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very knowledgeable advanced collector. 

Many cancel possibilities here along with some nice mint examples (some MNH, some NG) 

covering 1914-8. Better mint include Scott 315A, 316 (x5), 458 (x2), 462 (X2), 463 (X2), 468, 470, 

485 (X2), 490 (X10), 412 (X5) and more. Old catalog value exceeds $6600 but much higher in 

today's catalog (especially the unused). Our estimate takes into account condition and 

duplication. (HICL)(Est $400-600)

200

602 */o Turkey 1917 Overprint Issues Accumulation - very knowledgeable collector's inventory of 

mint/used overprinted issues of 1917 (Scott 457//545. Mostly mid-range material, occasionally 

MNH, along with a few used and some varieties. Sold "AS IS" as forgeries exist. Mostly sound, F-

VF, with typical rough perfs. Examine. (HICL)(Est $100-150)

50

THERE IS A 15% BUYER'S PREMIUM

ONLINE BIDDING ENDS AT NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM
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Turkey (cont'd)

603 */o Turkey 1917-1982 Accumulation - six smaller boxes holding several 1000 glassines loaded with 

1000s of mint and used, in somewhat condition, all identified in glassines by a very 

knowledgeable advanced collector. Many cancel possibilities here along with some nice mint 

examples (some MNH, some NG) covering 1917-82. Some better items exist like unused Scott 697 

(x3) and 915A, and a couple mint souvenir sheets. This accumulation could fill many holes in a 

beginning collection, but expect duplication. Old catalog value exceeds $5500 but likely higher in 

today's catalog. Our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. (shipping wt. 

15#)(HICL)(Est $300-500)

180

604 */o Turkey Postage Dues, Scott J1-J4 Accumulation - advanced collector's unused/used accumulation 

of 25 postage dues issued 1863 (Scott J1-J4) presented on a black stocksheet. There are some nice 

presentable copies to add to your collection. Very high catalog, but very mixed condition along 

with the duplication are taken into account in our estimate. (HICL)(Est $150-200)

50

605 */o Turkey Postage Dues, Scott J6-J10 Accumulation - very knowledgeable collector's unused/used 

accumulation of 1865 postage dues between Scott J6-J10 presented on a black stocksheet. Couple 

sets of unused and used along with some multiples. Some mixed condition. Examine. (HICL)(Est 

$50-100)

30

606 */o Turkey Postage Dues, Scott J16-J20 Accumulation - very knowledgeable collector's unused/used 

accumulation of 1869 postage dues between Scott J16-J20 presented on a black stocksheet. Note 

border color varieties, multiples, and a couple of Scott J20 (one signed) that is unpriced in Scott 

and not counted in overall SCV $1000+. Some mixed condition, sold "AS IS". (HICL)(Est $100-200)

50

607 */o Turkey Group of Newspaper Stamps - IMPRIME Overprints - very knowledgeable collector's 

mostly used accumulation of higher catalog value stamps between Scott P10-P29 presented on 

both sides of a black stocksheet. Includes used Scott P10 (x14), P11 (x2), P12 (x2), P12a, P12b 

(x2), P13, P25 (x10), P26 (x18), P27 (x12), P28 (x12), and P29 (x2), along with unused P25 (thin). 

Nice selection of cancels along with a few inverted overprints noticed. Scott catalog value exceeds 

$19K, but offered at a fraction due to condition (although there are many sound stamps), 

centering and lack of certification. (HICL)(Est $750-1000)

375

608 o Turkey Group of 7 Different Used Newspaper Stamps - includes Scott P10-11, P13, P26-9, along 

with an extra Scott P26. Usual very rough condition and offered "AS IS". SCV $2752.50 (Est $100-

200)

26

609 */o Turkey  Back of Book Accumulation to Late 1970's - several 1000 glassines loaded with many 

1000s of mint and used in 4 smaller boxes, all identified by a very knowledgeable advanced 

collector. Many cancel possibilities here along with some nice mint examples (some MNH, some 

NG). Included are semi-postals, airmails, officials, newspaper, postal tax, and Turkey in Asia. Many 

betteer items spotted especially in the Newspaper and Turkey in Asia sections. Old catalog value 

exceeds $19,000 but much higher in today's catalog (especially the unused). Very mixed 

condition, and our estimate takes into account condition and duplication. (HICL)(Est $1000-2000)

500

610 */o Foreign Offices in Turkish Empire in Glassines - several dozen glassines holding 100's of stamps 

identified by a very knowledgeable collector. Included are French, German, Romania offices in 

Turkish Empire. Expect duplication, some mixed condition. Inspect. (HICL)(Est $100-200)

50

PLEASE CALL US IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO 

CONSIGN IN OUR NEXT AUCTION JUNE 16TH
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Turkey (cont'd)

611 */o Turkey Specialist Accumulation of Locals, Cancels, More - several 100 glassines loaded with likely 

1000 mostly used stamps, in somewhat mixed condition, all identified in glassines by a very 

knowledgeable advanced collector. In this lot you will find labels, local post stamps, revenues, 

with the majority being a cancel accumulation all set up by towns. Note the glassines with Turkish 

office cancels on Austria, Romania, Russian, Italian, French and British stamps. Expect some 

duplication but this should be of interest to a specialist or cancel collector. (HICL)(Est $200-300)

95

612 C Turkey Foreign Offices Postal Stationery Accumulation - small accumulation of about 75 mint 

and used from various postal administrations with Offices in Turkey. Offices include Cilicia, 

Austria, Germany, Russia and Eastern Rumelia. A grouping of Star and Crescent overprinted 

stamps on piece also included. Some mixed condition and minor duplication. Viewing 

recommended. (HICL)(Est $60-90)

28

613 C Turkey Mid Century To More Modern Cover Accumulation - A couple hundred covers with more 

modern franking. A nice mix of commercial and First Day covers. Good variety of stamps with 

some minor duplication. Mostly FVF. (HICL)(Est $50-80)

24

614 C Ukraine 1964-1972 Specialized Cover Accumulation - 160 covers in a large binder. The grouping 

are commemoratively cacheted covers mostly posted from the US or Canada. Many have 

Ukrainian postage related to the cachet. Mint cards and covers also seen. Attractively presented 

on Ukraine Philately quadrille pages. VF overall. (Est $240-300)

120

615 C Upper Silesia Small Cover And Postal Card Accumulation - a  small grouping of 35 mostly used 

covers and postal cards. Nice variety of usages and many of the postal cards with extra postage 

added. Clean, FVF lot with a few condition issues noted here and there. Worth a look. (HICL)(Est 

$50-80)

24

Vatican City

616 ** 47-54 MNH, F-VF complete set, minor gum disturbance and gum wrinkles. (SCV $495) P 75

617 * C16-C17 MH, F-VF complete set, minor gum toning. (SCV $440) P 75

618 ** C20-C21 MNH, F-VF complete set, tiny gum inclusions. (SCV $395) P 75

619 */o Vatican Advanced Collection In 3 Binders - mostly mint, with considerable NH, 1933-1994 

collection with scattered used as duplicates. Singles, sets, sheetlets and varieties are included. 

Many better items seen such as Scott 55-60 MNH, B1-4 MNH, J1-5 MNH, Q1-15 MNH, plus much, 

much more. A few First Day covers included. FVF on average. Well worth your time to review. 

(shipping wt. 20#)(Est $650-800)

325

620 C Vatican Cover And Postcard Accumulation In 2 Binders - over 150 earlier covers and picture 

postcards in 2 binders. Items include commemorative usages, First Day Covers, complete sets on 

cover plus more. Generally FVF and better with a few faults seen here and there. Nice variety for 

this popular collecting area. (Est $190-250)

95

621 C Vatican First Day Cover and Postcard Accumulation  - bankers box with several hundred earlier to 

more modern FDC's and postcards in shoe boxes. Generally FVF with some mild duplication. Many 

attractive cachets and cards. (shipping wt. 19#)(Est $80-120)

40

622 (*) North Vietnam Scott 28-31 unused complete set, typical rough perfs, no gum as issued, without 

hinge marks, F-VF (SCV $257.50)

P 40
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Worldwide Collections by Area

623 */o Asia Boxlot Mostly China, but Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, More! - Most of the value is in early 

ROC, but there are also pockets of value in the Hong Kong and Korea. Also included are stamps 

from Vietnam, Thailand, Ryukyu Islands, and Japan. A few covers also. Mixed condition, but 

mostly sound and mostly mint stamps. Examine. (Est $200-300)

100

British

624 * Old Time Mint British Collection/Accumulation - two mismatch books filled with British singles, 

part-sets, and complete sets all neatly hinged to quadrille pages to the KGVI era. Value lies in 

areas like Hong Kong, Canada, British Africa, British Asia, and many others. We spotted many 

$50+ stamps/sets. Although many sets are missing the high values, there is still plenty of value 

throughout, so take some time with this lot. Mostly F-VF, MH. (Est $1000-1500)

500

625 */o British Commonwealth Countries Accumulation In Album - mostly pre-1940 material separated 

by country in a 3 ring Scott Specialty album and dust cover. Most stamps are hinged to pages with 

a few mounted stamps seen. Countries include Aden, Basutoland, Bermuda, Cape of Good Hope, 

Dominica, Falkland Is., Gilbert and Ellice Is., Gold Coast, Grenada, Labuan, Lagos, Leeward Is., 

Nauru, New Guinea, New Hebrides, No. Rhodesia, Nyasaland Protectorate, Palestine, St. Lucia, So. 

Rhodesia, SW Africa Swaziland, Tonga, Trinidad, Trinidad & Tobago, Virgin Is., Rhodesia and St. 

Vincent. Many hundreds with better seen and catalog prices. Condition is generally FVF overall 

with an occasional fault. Album and dust cover shows some wear. (Est $800-1100)

400

626 */o British Colonies Collection on Scott Specialty Pages to 1950's - very nice accumulation of several 

100 mint/used hinge mounted to Scott 2-post pages. Best are Aden, Cyprus, Aitutaki, Norfolk 

Islands, and Cape of Good Hope (4 triangles). Mixed condition, great to add to or pick from. Take 

a look! Owner's SCV $5400. (Est $500-1000)

280

627 * British Colonies Unused Accumulation in a Stockbook - Many 100 unused, mostly different, many 

short sets, but still considerable value overall, all presented 10 pages of a 16 page stockbook. 

Note Malaya States, Sarawak, and others in the KGV1 and QE2 periods. Mostly sound throughout. 

Owner's SCV $2142 (Est $300-400)

150

628 */C British Newer Issue/Cover Lot - consists of many unused sets and singles from Cook Island, 

Penrhyn, Aitutaki, and Nuie in glassines, on stockpages, all identified and catalogued years ago. 

Many $5-30 range items. Also includes a couple dozen covers from these nations. Mostly F-VF, 

with much MNH. (Est $250-350)

100

629 */o British Folder Lots Mostly to the 1960's -  10 different country collection holding mint and used, 

some sets, mostly common with a few better scattered within. Falklands, Gibraltar, Malta, 

Newfoundland, Jamaica are just a couple of the countries represented. Owner's SCV over $1200, 

with some mixed condition, inspect. (Est $175-225)

90

630 * British Mint Accumulation on Stock Pages - over a dozen stock pages holding mostly lower values 

in blocks of four along with some singles. Spotted are Australia Scott 177 MNH, Great Britain-

Eritrea Scott J1-5, and much more. Spot checking revealed mostly MNH, throughout. Also 

included is a small approval book holding some additional issues that appear to be some perf or 

other varieties. Some minor issues such as occasional toning, but generally F-VF material. (Est 

$150-200)

80

631 ** Great Britain and British Commonwealth MNH Gutter Pairs - several 100 MNH different gutter 

pairs filling 15 pages of a 16 page stockbook. Many complete sets. Mostly F-VF. (Est $100-200)

60
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Worldwide Collections by Area (cont'd)

633 ** Massive Mint Europa Accumulation - several 100 sheets, sheetlets, booklets, and more from the 

likings of Yugoslavia, Cyprus, Greece, Romania, Slovenia, and several others. All identified on 

pages or in glassines, apparently all MNH dating into the late 2000's. F-VF or better. Lots here! 

(Est $600-900)

290

634 */o Latin America on Dealer Sales Cards - around 75 dealer 102 cards holding singles and sets, mint 

and used, mostly pre-1970. Most of the value is Brazil, and includes some Uruguay and Honduras. 

Good variety with very minor duplication, spotted values to $100. Some mixed condition, and 

viewing is recommended. Owner's overall SCV $978 with Brazil being $918. (Est $150-200)

75

Worldwide Collections/Boxlots

635 */o 4 Different Specialty Albums Canada, USA, Hungary, Belgium... 1. Minkus Canada & Provinces 

containing mostly used stamps with many better throughout, 2. USA Scott National starts in 1910 

with many mint stamps during 1940-1970 period and little back of book, 3. Minkus Hungary to 

1960 includes mostly CTO but some mint in the latter years along with pages only for back of 

book, and finally 4. Minkus Belgium and Colonies mint/used to 1969 with several better items and 

few colonies. The foreign albums are worth building on. They are not necessarily beginner albums 

due to the amount of stamps in each. Some mixed condition, so please examine. (shipping wt. 

21#)(Est $150-200)

75

636 */o 1936 Scott International Airpost Album - sparsely filled album in good condition with many 

unused desirable stamps but unfortunately many of stamps are stuck down. We spotted USA 

Scott C1, C4, several Australia, Canada Scott C1-5 and more, Canal Zone, India C1-6, New Guinea 

Scott C28-34, C46-55, Papua, and more. Again much of the afore-mentioned stamps are stuck 

down. So please examine. (Est $50-100)

24

637 */o Large Box Filled with Philatelic Stuff and More - several stockbooks, stockpages, approval pages, 

a US album, and an old Gibbons Strand album all with stamps, a first day cover album with about 

100, along with some non-philatelic stuff. Lots of USA and foreign stamps, mostly used, mostly 

common, but occasionally you'll see something more interesting. Some mixed condition so take a 

quick look. (shipping wt. 35#) (Est $100-200)

50

638 o Worldwide Collection in Harris Albums  - 3 Harris albums (two Deluxe and one Statesman) with 

several 1000 mostly used stamps all hinge mounted. USA and foreign, with a few better scattered 

throughout. There is also a envelope packed with several 100 more. Some mixed condition, but 

mostly F-VF neatly mounted stamps. (shipping wt. 24#)(Est $100-200) 

50

639 */o Consignment Remainder USA and Foreign - large box filled with odds and ends....a box filled with 

couple 1000 foreign stamps sorted by country, a Minkus All American album with maybe a couple 

100 common stamps, some US and foreign covers, and a box with about $100 mint postage. 

Some mixed condition throughout. Take a look! (shipping wt. 16#)(Est $100-200)

50

640 */o Worldwide A-Z Collection in 1954 Master Global - collection of likely a couple 1000 mint and 

used in a Minkus Master Global. Sparse in the USA area but there are foreign countries with many 

stamps with an occasional nugget of value. Please review as the foreign seems to be unpicked, 

some mixed condition throughout, and and binder has some wear and tear. (shipping wt 13#)(Est 

$200-300)

75

PICTURES and SCANS FOR ALL LOTS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR 

WEBSITE: STERLINGKINGBROOKAUCTIONS.COM
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Foreign Collections/Boxlots

641 */o Massive Foreign A-Z Collection in 15 Harris Standard Albums -One of the largest foreign 

collections we've handled - 15 fat Harris albums holding many 1000's of all different mostly mint 

stamps all mounted to pages. Most of the value is in the modern complete sets as the collector 

focused mostly on British, Disney, and many other topicals in complete sets. The earlier issues 

occasionally have some value also as we spotted 1935 Silver Jubilee sets (including Hong Kong), 

and couple Silver Wedding sets in the Malaya, and many other pockets of value. Some countries 

have been picked from as the collector started specialized country collections (also consigned in 

this auction). Take some time with this collection and uncover the nuggets of value everywhere. 

Regarding condition... remounting into a specialized foreign collection would do wonders as the 

collector added some pages throughout. Crystal mounts are not the most reliable long term 

storage but we notice no real issues. Mostly F-VF, with just an occasional fault as the collector 

focused on clean, F-VF stamps, with most of the modern being MNH. Enjoy viewing! (shipping wt. 

151#)(Est $4000-5000)  

1900

642 */o Massive Foreign Mostly Mint Extravaganza in Thousands of Glassines - 4 shoeboxes, a larger 

box, and two sets of stockpages loaded with 1950s-1960s mostly mint issues all in glassines or on 

stockpages. Spotted many singles, sets, and souvenir sheets with values up to $80 and maybe 

higher. 1000's of glassines with just slightest duplication. Mostly F-VF or better. Spend some time 

with this one. (shipping wt. 23#)(Est $1000-1500)

500

643 */o Foreign Singles and Sets in Stockbook Mostly Italian Area - an accumulation of foreign sets and 

singles in stockbook. There are areas of duplication. Majority is Italian areas like Italy, Rhodes, 

Italian Colonies, Libya, Somalia. Then there are some Greece and Greek Islands, other Europe 

including a selection on MNH Portugal along with a smattering of British Colonies. Nice variety of 

stamps all in a 16 page stockbook. Some mixed condition, but mostly sound. Owners SCV $5595. 

(Est $750-1000)

400

644 */o Worldwide A-Z Collection in Scott Internationals to 1980 - several thousand mint/used hinge 

mounted stamps in 8 Scott albums set up alphabetically. All binders in serviceable condition, with 

the first 7 being Internationals and the last binder is mismatched with T-Z countries. Unpicked and 

an excellent candidate to continue as the albums alone would be very expensive if purchased 

new. Mostly F-VF throughout. (shipping wt. 69#)(Est $750-1000) 

375

645 * A to Z Countries Accumulation of Small Souvenir Sheets, Sets and Booklets - mint, more modern 

accumulation in 4 small binders with material on dealer sales pages. Also noted were complete 

sets, strips and blocks. Spot checking showed much MNH. Most in the under $10 range (A few $20-

30). Lots of topics, too. FVF and better. (Est $525-700)

270

646 */o Consignment Remainder in a Small Box with Many Higher Value Items - a very diverse lot 

containing many $100+ stamps (and few covers). Spotted some Ceylon, Burma, US Trust, and 

Australian States to go along with mostly European nations. Sure to fill some spots in your 

collection or dealer stock. Owner's original SCV is well over $5000, but needs to be discounted 

some for questionable, some faults, and other issues. Examine as there are a few covers also. (Est 

$500-700)

250

647 */o A to Z Countries Accumulation of Souvenir Sheets, Year Sets And More - a clean accumulation of 

organized, mostly mint material on large dealers pages in 2 large binders. Much of the group is in 

the $5-30 range. Some better includes Belgium 1346 MNH $36, Germany B37 MNH $30, DDR 

B35a MNH $45, Russia 1360a Used $35, plus more. Condition appears to be FVF and better on 

average. Lots of catalog value! (Est $500-700)

240
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648 */o 19th Century Foreign Accumulation on a Stockpage - Couple dozen unused/used mostly different 

classics lined up on a stock page. Mixed condition and maybe a couple suspect items, but does 

include a Penny Black, a Cape Triangle, and Saxony Scott #1 in rough shape. Offered cheaply. 

Owner's SCV $13,500 (Est $400-600)

100

649 */o General Worldwide in Stockbook - with mostly foreign, some souvenir sheets, featuring 

groupings from French Andorra (MNH), Italian and french Colonies, and some nice early British. 

Mixed condition especially some of the classics, but there are several nice items. Mint/used. 

Examine. (Est $400-600)

200

650 */o Foreign Accumulation of Larger Items -  larger envelopes labeled by country holding likely 100+ 

larger items like souvenir sheets, larger multiples, and more. Spotted the following unused: 

Netherlands B144-5; Belgium 79//81 multiple full sheets of 25, B662a (x3 with a few faults), 2 sets 

of full sheets of 25 of Scott 516-25, C15-20: Romania B40; Lebanon C149a (X2 imperf); Turkey 

1492a (x4); Syria C88a (x2), C141a, C143a, C156a (crease), MC7-8; Hungary B94 (x2), B97; some 

Danzig; much more. Condition varies throughout due to storage, please examine. (HICL)(Est $200-

300)

80

651 */o Two Master Global Albums with 1000's, Mint/Used - A pair of albums each having value in some 

better unused complete sets in Bosnia, French Colonies, Germany, India, Indochina, Latvia, and 

others. Both albums are set up alphabetically A-Z but the countries do not seem to be duplicated 

between albums, and there are some countries missing (no Canada, China, and potentially more). 

Stamps mostly F-VF, albums themselves are in good condition. (shipping wt. 16#)(Est $200-300)

100

652 ** Newer Issue MNH Consignment Remainder - several hundred MNH newer issues. Most material 

seems to be from the 1990's up to 2016. Wide variety of countries with many former British 

colonies seen. Grouping in glassines, envelopes and stock cards. Careful sorting will reward. 

Worth a look. (Est $150-200)(Est $150-200)

70

653 */o Consignment Remainder in a Large Box - several foreign collections and accumulations in a 

bankers box with several picked over foreign collections and an accumulation of stamps in 

stockbook and on stamp club auction pages. Included is an Austria collection to 1976 in a 

Schaubek, a Canada and Provinces mostly used collection in a Scott Specialty to 2000, an Elbe 

stockbook with Germany, a binder with US Trust Territories (with the best items inside the front 

cover), and lastly several 100 stamps on album pages set up for or purchased in a club auction. 

Good variety of stamps, minor duplication, some mixed condition. All offered at a fair minimum. 

(shipping wt. 31#)(Est $100-200)

50

654 */o Consignment Remainder Mostly Foreign - ncludes two plastic bags filled with 1000's of on-paper 

cut close foreign stamps (almost 4 lbs.), a couple dozen mostly used Imperial China stamps in a 

reusable stockbook, some Hong Kong, Vietnam, Egypt, few FDC,s, and more creating a bit of 

value. Some mixed condition, but generally F-VF. (Est $50-100)

24

Topical Collections/Lots

655 * Lunar New Year Mostly Mint Accumulation  - stamps, souvenir sheets, sheets, booklets and 

covers in two 3 ring binders. Material is mostly on black stock pages, identified with older catalog 

values and from the 1990's. Earlier items seen from the 60's-80's (Korea). Nice selection of 

countries including Japan, Macau, Singapore, China, Thailand plus more. FVF and better. (Est $150-

250) 

75
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656 */o USA And Foreign US Bi-Centennial Collection - stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in 2 binders 

The first binder has 73 pages with several hundred stamps). Mostly mint with a nice variety of 

countries represented. Also includes a couple 1976 US $2 bills. Second album contains 85 covers, 

titled "International Tributes to America's Bi-Centennial. Overall condition FVF and better. (Est 

$100-150) 

48

657 ** Queen Elizabeth II 1953 Coronation  - a MNH collection on White Ace pages in a 3 ring Scott 

Specialty binder. All included pages complete with mounted stamps. FVF and better collection. All 

spot checking showed MNH. (Est $80-120)

40

Worldwide Cover Lots/Accumulations

658 C 2 Large Boxes Filled with Worldwide Covers - couple 1000 covers from many different countries, 

including USA. Spotted FDC's, commercial mail, some soldier's mail, and more all dating late 19th 

century to mid-20th century. Some mixed condition. Mostly $1 cover table stuff, but occasionally 

a better or more interesting item. (shipping wt. 31#)(Est $300-400)

170

659 C Foreign Mint Postal Stationery Accumulation - 124 Different including Hawaii. Nice variety of 

nations represented, mostly clean overall with some occasional toning or small faults. Some 

interesting pieces. (Est $200-300)

100

660 C Worldwide Cover Accumulation with Many Better  - around 500 worldwide covers in a large box, 

mostly foreign with perhaps 10% USA. Dealers marked retail exceeds $10,000 with a majority in 

the $10-25 range. Spotted several interesting items in this diverse accumulation. Good lot to pick 

from and add some spice to your collection, or just put out on your table and sell at a percent of 

marked retail. Some mixed condition, but mostly clean F-VF items. (shipping wt. 12#)(Est $1500-

2000)

700

661 C Worldwide Cover Lot with Many Interesting -  box with several different collections. The first 

being a large album with about 200 first days and first flights, mostly US but some better foreign 

to a variety of countries. Note a nice group of PanAm first flights from the 1940's. There is 

another binder with about 50 covers, again a mixture of US FDC (couple better cachets), a pair of 

UN 38 FDCs, and a couple better foreign noted. A box filled with several 100 covers, and lastly a 

bundle of about 100 worldwide PanAm FFC covers from variety of countries like India, Thailand, 

GB, Turkey and more. Condition mostly nice, but please review this diverse accumulation. 

(shipping wt. 18#)(Est $150-200)

75

662 C Worldwide Covers 3 Part Lot - First there is a group of about 400+ clean USA first days addressed 

and unaddressed. Mostly Artcraft and Artmaster cachets seen. Nice, complete set of State Birds 

(with State Flags attached) noted. Some duplication. All covers are in glassines and identified. 

Secondly, a Germany and areas cover  with about 275 covers consisting of Bundespost, Berlin, 

DDR. Mostly modern with some better spotted. Includes FDC's (some with cachets), some cards, 

censored, more, with some mixed condition. And lastly a Channel Islands 1970's-80's FDC 

accumulation of a couple hundred unaddressed about equally divided between Guernsey, Jersey 

and Isle of Man. So overall this is a diverse with much in VF condition. (shipping wt. 21#)(Est $200-

300)

75

Topical Cover Lots/Accumulations

663 C Philatelic Crusaders for Peace Topical Cover Group - 10 different covers or cards franked with 

worldwide stamps from the organization "Philatelic Crusaders for Peace" covers are franked with 

between 4 and 36 stamps. Most stamps from Egypt-UAR since this is where this organization is 

based, but include many others as countries represented as well. Interesting group is somewhat 

mixed condition. (Est $50-100)

26
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Topical Cover Lots/Accumulations (cont'd)

664 C Poland 1959-1965 Boy Scout Cover Collection  - interesting specialized collection of 124 clean, XF 

covers and postal stationery with commemorative stamps, cinderellas, cachets and specialty 

cancels. Covers attached to pages with photo corners. Unique grouping for this popular collecting 

area. (Est $250-350) 

120

Postcards

665 PC Post Card Accumulation of about 1700+  - very clean accumulation of over 1700 different sleeved 

and sorted by state or topic, mostly political history (presidents), and covered bridges. Mostly USA 

but includes a small handful of Canada. All in sleeves, mostly unaddressed, with some used. 

Worth consideration. (shipping wt. 19#)(Est #200-300)

100

Ephemera/Unlisted/Cinderellas

666 "Rise Of The Third Reich" Tobacco Cards Sets - original period, real photo items with card set 

envelopes. Appears to be 3 sets with a total of 161 cards and 3 envelopes. Pictures include 

military leaders, ships, tanks, rallies, propaganda plus many, many Hitler images. A very clean, VF 

lot. (Est $200-300)

100

667 Foreign Non-Scott in Stockbook - locals, revenues, strange stuff, inverted overprints, advertising 

pairs, labels, ATM stamps, "specimen" overprints, and more fill 13 pages of a 16 page stockbook. 

Lots of interesting stuff where, in some cases, original retail might have been quite high. Some 

mixed condition, but mostly sound. Take a look! (Est $150-200)

65

668 Poster Stamps, Cinderellas, Labels And Seals Accumulation  - Two volume, mostly US 

accumulation with hundreds organized on "International Poster Stamp Album" pages, (copyright 

1937). Appears to be much from the 1930's and 40's. Many subjects including aviation, 

advertising, military, expos, travel, political and much more. Overall the lot is FVF, however, most 

material is stuck down to pages, a few with faults and pages have some minor toning. (Est $400-

550)

200

Literature

669 L 2017 Scott Catalogs - 6 volume set (final year before going to 12)  used but in very good 

condition, there are a few pages that are loose and reinserted. (Est $250-300) (shipping wt. 44#)

150

670 L "Appletons' United States Postal Guide" 2001 Reprint - D. Appleton & Co was among the 

foremost directory publishers in the United States during the Civil War.  This is a reprint of one of 

their publications, with lots of period advertisements and information of interest to Postmasters.  

A great reference for students of Postal History and an interesting book in its own right.  2001, Jim 

Lee reprint, approx 225 pages, hardcover, B&W illustrations, new.  Size: 5¾" X 7½". (Est $40-75)

18

671 L "Bank And School Savings Stamps", James Drummond 2010 - "A detailed listing of the stamps 

issued by banks and schools, primarily in the early twentieth century, for those that wanted to 

save their money, a penny or two at a time." 188 pages, illustrated in color. Like new condition. 

(List price $50)

18

672 L "Canadian Postage Meter Stamps Exhibit" by David Crotty -  the 63rd volume in the BNAPS 

Exhibit Series, is the first to illustrate the wide variety of material that can be found in the often 

neglected field of the postal history of mail prepaid by postage meter impressions instead of by 

stamps." 125 pages in color, spiral bound, in like new condition. (List price $75)

24

673 L "Catalog Of United States Naval Postmarks" David Kent,1997 - a catalog of US Navy ship 

postmarks with illustrations of the types used at various time periods. Lists some 5,000 ships with 

perhaps 40,000 postmarks and about 3,000 of which are illustrated. Fifth edition, published by 

the Universal Ship Cancellation Society. Spiral bound, 386 pages, like new condition. (Est $60-90)

30
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674 L "Chicago Postal Markings and Postal History", Leonard Piszkiewicz 2006 - "A history of the 

operations of the U.S. Post Office department as reflected in the operation of the Chicago Post 

Office, from its inception in 1831 until the mid-1950s, and, the application of postal markings by 

the Chicago Post Office to the mail. Fully illustrated in color and black & white." Hardcover,573 

pages. New, still in plastic wrap. (List Price $95)

30

675 L "College And School Stamps", James Drummond 2007 - "A catalog and study of the primarily 

nineteenth century practice stamps used by colleges and schools all over the world, with a focus 

on those located in the United States. Illustrated in color and with accurate retail values." 236 

pages. Like new condition. (List price $60)

20

676 L "Confederate Patriotic Covers And Their Usages",  Benjamin Wishnietsky 1991 - Confederate 

States of America envelopes, wrappers and folded letters, illustrated in color. "The photographs 

and descriptions are intended to give a comprehensive picture of the various patriotic designs and 

the various postal usages. Many of the rarest covers are illustrated." Soft cover, 144 pages with 

some minor cover wear (corner crease) and soiling. (Est $30-50)

14

677 L "Essence of Polar Philately", Hal Vogel 2008  - Published by the American Society of Polar 

Philatelists. 206 pages , illustrated in color. Chapters include Basis, Nature and Classes of Polar 

material. Additionally, Issues, Acquisition and Valuation of Polar philatelic material. Also included 

are chapters on "Gems" of Polar philately and Exhibiting. Extensive appendices provide 

information on Expeditions, Aerophilately, Antarctic Bases, Vessels, Drift Stations, plus more. Like 

new condition. (Est $50-75) 

24

678 L "Federal Civil War Postal History", James Milgram, M.D. 2007 - "Civil War reference 

concentrating on how the Union troops sent and received their mail. The book covers all aspects 

of the laws and regulations pertaining to military mail and has endnotes following each chapter. 

Included in the book are 770 big colorful illustrations, 19 chapters on all aspects of postal usages 

and patriotic stationery, and excerpts from dozens of exciting original Civil War letters. Dr. 

Milgram has also included a detailed bibliography." Hardcover, 408 pages, in like new condition. 

(list price $100)

32

679 L "Field Guide To The Cinderella Stamps Of Canada", R.G. Lafreniere 2012 - A color stamp catalog 

that includes Event, Philatelic Exhibition, Corporate Advertising, Promotion & Propaganda, 

Fundraising & Charity, Private Courier & Strike, Fantasy, Essays & Reprints, Forgeries, Trading & 

Receipt College British Monarchy and Others. 234 pages, in color, with a spiral binding. Pricing 

information. 1st edition, signed by author. Like new condition. (List price $90)

30

680 L "Fines On Trans-Atlantic Mail Between British North America And The United Kingdom 1859-

1899", Malcolm Montgomery, 2012 - "Letters that accrued additional charges because they we 

underpaid for one or more of several reasons; in 'Fines Malcolm treats this aspect exclusively" 

Contains sections on rates and markings, color plates of covers with explanations and information 

regarding legislative acts and post office regulations governing trans-Atlantic mail. Like new 

condition, spiral bound with 218 pages. (List price $75)

26

681 L "From The Winged Heels Of Mercury", Zaven Seron, MD, 1984 - "Dr. Seron traces the evolution 

of the postage stamp from the Mesopotamia messenger tablets (2350-2150 BC) and Egyptian flat 

seal stamps (1778-1570 BC) to the first adhesive stamps of Great Britain (1840) and the early 

stamps of North America. In-between are Holland’s adhesive revenue stamps of 1579, India hand-

stamped seals of 1642 and 25 other categories showing the gradual evolution of the modern 

postage stamp." Hardcover, 196 pages, like new condition. (Est $40-60)

20
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682 L "Gold Fever", Kenneth Kutz 1987 - "Gold Fever by Kenneth J. Kutz combines the experiences of 

nearly a lifetime of the author's chosen profession - mining - and over 50 years of one of the 

author's favorite hobbies - philately. It presents a history of the gold rushes all over the world, 

including illustrations and photographs of covers, postcards, cancellations, postal markings, 

stamps and labels, postal stationery and letters pertaining to the gold rush." Hard cover, 400 

pages, in like new condition. (List price $75)

26

683 L "Indian Government Fiscal and Judicial Stamps and Stamp Papers", Blatt, Mollah & Heppell, 

2005 - Three hardcover books. Volume 1 in two parts, covering pre-independence issues 

(including provincial overprints) and all-India post-independence. Volume 2 (third book), covers 

post-independence Povincial Issues and New States. An illustrated and priced catalogue & 

handbook, crossed referenced to earlier catalogues. Excellent bibliography. Like new condition. 

532 pages. (Est $90-130)

46

684 L "Norddeutscher Lloyd Bremen 1857-1970", Volume I & II, Edwin Drechsel - "Volume I, 472 

pages, goes into valuable details as it relates the shift from sail to steam, seen as a way to speed 

the mails. It has some remarkable pictures never seen elsewhere. It goes through the war that 

ended Germany's rapid catching up on Britain's maritime supremacy. It includes unreported 

details of Germany's last ditch effort to keep trading with the U.S. by going under Britain's 

blockade in 1916 with unarmed merchant submarines. Volume II, 678 pages, begins with the 

years after World War I, starting from scratch to rebuild their steamship line. After the second 

world war, history repeated itself and once again German shipping assets were split up among the 

victorious allies, and again the company rebuilt it's world trading fleet with fine new ships, but 

passenger carrying was never to be the same again." Hardcover with dust covers in like new 

condition. (Est $100-150)

50

685 L "North Atlantic Packets Departures & Arrivals 1818-1840",  James Pullin  2009 - "These were the 

American packet ships of the six lines that pioneered regular service between New York-Liverpool 

and New York-London before the coming of steam." Research and detailed history of the Black 

Ball, Red Star, Blue Swallowtail, Dramatic, Black X and the Red swallowtail packet lines. New, still 

in plastic cover, hard cover, 302 pages. (Est $75-100)

36

686 L "Ocean Steam Navigation And The Ocean Post", Thomas Rainey 1857  - "1977 Eastern Press 

reprint of 1857. A small volume on early ocean steam navigation and ocean posts, a subject which 

engaged the most gifted statesmen and economists of Great Britain and Europe.  The book makes 

a strong argument that steam mails upon the ocean controlled the commerce and diplomacy of 

the world, and that fast ocean mails were desirable for this purpose.  Describes the mail lines of 

the world including lists of American ocean steamers, British steam mail service, steam lines 

between Europe and America, and much additional detail pertaining to ocean posts." Card cover, 

224 pages, minor edge wear and toning. ($30-60)

14

687 L "Paquebot Cancellations Of The World"  - Two separate books, "Paquebot and Ship Letter 

Cancellations of the World 1894-1951", M.A. Studd, 1953, 85 pages, hardcover with spine wear 

and cover fading. Also, "Paquebot Cancellations of the World", Roger Hosking, 1977, 190 pages, 

soft cover with minor edge wear and soiling. Cancellation illustrations and rarity and valuation 

listings. (Est $40-70)

20

688 L "Russia Revenues", J. Barefoot Ltd., 2004  - Catalogue listing the revenue stamps of Russia and 

associated territories, from Imperial period to 1980s. 108 pages, bound with card covers and 

black and white illustrations. Size: 8½" x 11½". Like new condition. (List Price $45)

16
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689 L "Ship Sailing Cards" Literature, Allan Forbes - Four soft cover volumes that explore the 

competition between early steamship merchants and owners and the use of colorful cards to 

advertise the sailings of their vessels. The 4 books include "Yankee Ship Sailing Cards" 1948, 76 

pages, "Other Yankee Ship Sailing Cards" 1949, 106 pages, "Yankee Ship Sailing Cards Volume III", 

1952, 99 pages and "The Story of Clipper Ship Sailing Cards", 1949. Great research and beautiful 

color plates. Some edge wear and minor soiling. (Est $40-75)

20

690 L "Ships On Stamps", Part 1-10 of Series, E. W. Argyle - Ten paperback volumes each with a 

different ship stamp subject. Subjects include Royal Navy, Passenger Liners, Sailing Ships, Local 

Craft, Cargo, Oil Tankers, Paddle and more. Early 1970's copyrights. Each with a "Surplus-5 Library 

of Congress Duplicate" handstamp on the cover.  Minor wear and soiling. (Est $50-75)

24

691 L "State Bank Notes Of Michigan", Harold Bowen, 1956 - Well researched reference with extensive 

detail concerning all aspects of MI State Bank Notes collecting. Includes many illustrations and 

rarity listings. Author signed, hardcover, 196 pages. Cloth covering has some fading. (Est $30-50)

14

692 L "Steam And The North Atlantic Mails", J.C. Arnell 1986 - "This book deals with the impact of the 

Cunard line and subsequent Steamship Companies on the Carriage of Transatlantic mails. It deals 

with the Trans-Atlantic communication between Great Britain and her colonies in North America 

during the period of transition from sail to steam. Dr. Arnell's research provides information 

about establishing regular packet services and overland transport to the various colonial post 

offices as revealed by letters and writings of the day. Hardcover, 295 pages with illustrations, in 

like new condition. (Est $30-60)

16

693 L "The 1947 U.S. Postage Stamp Centenary Commemorative Exhibit",  Andrew McFarlane  - "A 

Traditional Exhibit Of The First Day Covers Of A 1940's Classic." A spiral bound, 112 page book 

displaying the multiple award winning exhibit. 2006 first edition. Full color in like new condition. 

(Est $30-60)

14

694 L "The Battleship Desk Reference", Mustacich & Giacomelli 1999 - A Study of Proprietary 

Battleship Revenue Stamp and Their Cancellations by Robert Mustacich, and Anthony Giacomelli. 

The Battleship Desk Reference: A Study of Proprietary Battleship Revenue Stamp and Their 

Cancellations. Illustrated study of Battleship revenue handstamp cancellations with tables listing 

over 18,000 cancels." Hard cover, 338 pages in like new condition. (Est $50-80)

26

695 L "The Birth And Development Of American Postcards", Dr. Dan Friedman 2003 - "A History, 

Catalog, and Price Guide to U.S. Pioneer Postcards." Extensively researched, 380 pages, illustrated 

in black and white. Covers the time period 1861-1898. Like new condition. (List Price $75)  

24

696 L "The Cachet Catalog Of Staehle & Knapp", Douglas Parks 1981 - A cachet catalog for Ludwig W. 

Staehle and Dorothy Knapp. Soft cover, 250 pages with black and white photos. A separate 

section for each artist. By date within topic, each cachet shown & described. Minor wear and a 

small tear in the cover.  (Est $40-75)

20

697 L "The Paquebot Marks Of The Americas", Gustav Lund 1984  - "A catalog of all the PAQUEBOT 

marks and their equivalents used by post offices in the Americas (North, South, Central and the 

Caribbean) and the U.S. Possessions in the Pacific. Also included are the PAQUEBOT marks used 

on board ships, and other markings oftentimes substituted for PAQUEBOT marks." Black and 

white illustrations, like new condition, spiral bound, 193 pages. (List price $50)

18

698 L "The Pioneer Airplane Mails Of The United States",  Thomas O'Sullivan 1985  - "This book is the 

study of the mails carried by airplanes in the United States in the 1910-1916 period. Chapters 

cover the Pre Pioneer and Pioneer periods, Individual Pioneers, The Pioneer Experience, 

Anniversary Mail, Pilots and more. Hardcover, 338 pages with illustrations, in like new condition. 

(Est $30-50) 

14
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699 L "The Pony Express, A Postal History", Frajola, Kramer & Walske 2005  - "Postal history including 

an examination of the markings and usages. Operational phases and rate periods accurately 

delineated for the first time. Historical perspective on the management of the Pony Express. 

Detailed route maps. Photo census of the 250 known Pony Express covers. List of all Pony Express 

trips with departure and arrival dates. 176 pages, hard bound, full color." Like new condition. (Est 

$40-70)

20

700 L "The Stamp Specialist", 1939-48, 20 Volume Set, Published By H.L. Feldman - "The Stamp 

Specialist is the title of a series of books on philatelic research written and edited for the 

advanced collector of postage stamps. Each book contains six or more studies of research by 

eminent philatelic experts, each related to a particular detailed philatelic subject." Incredible 

diversity and depth of research and information. Seldom offered as a complete set. Some toning 

and edge wear. A great addition to any collector's library. Take a look! (shipping wt 25#)(Est $100-

150)

50

701 L "The Transatlantic Mail", Frank Staff 1956 -  "Against the romantic background of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it presents the story of the development of the 

transatlantic mail services." The book examines the beginnings of the pioneer steamship services 

and the struggle for the much coveted mail contracts. Information on mail carrying ships (1702-

late 1800's), rates of postage, plus more. A standard reference for students of postal history. 

Hardcover with dust cover, 191 pages, 1980 edition, minor wear. (Est $30-60)

14

702 L "The Travers Papers, Official Records", Alexander, Mueller, Brett & Hulme - United States Postal 

History & Postage Stamps 1834-1851. The complete story of the advent of our first postage 

stamps in 1847. With original previously-unpublished documents and unprecedented 

commentary by legendary experts in American postal history. It is certainly one of the most 

important references ever published in United States philately. Hardcover, two volume set with 

slipcase. James E. Lee Publisher. New, still in plastic wrap. (List price $275)

95

703 L "Trans-Atlantic Mail Between British North America And The United Kingdom 1759-1851", 

Malcolm Montgomery, 2013 - "This text provides the framework surrounding the passage of 

mails between the United Kingdom and her colonies in North America with separate sections on 

rates and markings, 250 plates showing covers with full explanations and text of legislative acts 

and post office regulations governing trans-Atlantic mail". Like new condition, spiral bound with 

413 pages. (Est $75-100)

36

704 L "U.S. Contract Mail Routes By Water (Star Routes 1824-1875)", Hugh Feldman 2008 - "A history 

of the U.S. Post Office Department's contracts made with independent contractors for the 

carriage of the mails by water within the United States from the inception of such contracts in 

1824 to 1875." Hardcover, 396 pages. New, still in plastic wrap. (List Price $65)

20

705 L "U.S. Domestic Postal Card Regulatios 1874 to 1885", Robert Stendel 2010 - "This handbook is 

intended to help understand some of the markings, rates and usages occurring on postal cards. It 

will serve as a valuable aid deciphering markings and travels of early postal cards."  90 pages, with 

color illustrations. Published by the United Postal Stationery Society. Like new condition. (Est. $40-

75)

20

706 L "Understanding Transatlantic Mail", Volume I & II, Richard Winter - Two volume, exhaustively 

researched study of transatlantic mail. Detailed analysis and evaluation of markings and covers.  

Volume I, (482 pages), chapters examine Bremen, British, Prussian and French mail. Volume II ( 

pages 483-10560), chapters examine Hamburg, Belgium, Netherlands, North German Union and 

Switzerland mail. Each volume includes a DVD of full color illustrations. Outstanding reference. 

Hardcover with dust covers in like new condition. (Est $100-150)   

50
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Literature (cont'd)

707 L "United States Incoming Steamship Mail, 1847-1875", Theron Wierenga, 2000  -Extensively 

researched reference that covers markings, early ship rates, steamship rates and routes, sailing 

tables, Agent markings and much, much more. Hardcover with dust cover, 463 pages, in like new 

condition. (Est $50-80)

24

708 L "United States Patriotic Envelopes Of World War II", Lawrence Sherman 2006 -  "This is the 

most comprehensive work ever done on this subject. This book includes brief biographies of the 

cachetmakers, and a complete pricing guide. Beautifully illustrated in full color. September 1939-

September 1945 By Lawrence Sherman Publisher: James E. Lee Publishing (2006) Hardcover, 430 

pages." New, still in plastic wrap.(List Price $78.75)

24

709 L "United States Supplementary Mail", Leonard Piszkiewicz 2009 - Supplementary mail is defined 

as "late mail dispatches on ships from US ports for which double postage is required." This volume 

examines early beginnings and operations in New York and ten other cities. Color illustrations and 

examples of mail markings. City specific reviews. Hardcover with dust cover, 133 pages, in like 

new condition. (Est $30-60)

14

710 L "Untold Wealth, Canada's Mineral Heritage", Gold Medal Exhibit By Ken Kutz - 1999 B.N.A.P.S. 

Exhibits Series No. 13. "An exhibit of covers and stamps illustrating the importance Mineral 

Exploration has had on Canada's growth. Klondike Gold Rush to modern mining. The photocopies 

in this volume show the covers as exhibited. There are many world class rarities in this collection 

with rarity and value far beyond their significance within the mineral theme." Like new condition, 

spiral bound, 160 pages.(Est $30-60)

14

711 L Better Auction Catalogs As Reference Lot - Ten auction catalogs specifically for outstanding 

individual collections (6 hardcover). Auction Houses include H.R. Harmer, Schuyler Rumsey, 

Siegel, Cherrystone and Spink Shreves. High end collections of advertising covers, inverted centers 

of the world, US revenues, The Pony Express, Special Civil War Mail Routes and powerful early US 

stamps and covers. Some catalogs with prices realized sheets included. All in VF condition. Mostly 

from 2007-20012. (shipping wt 23#)(Est $50-75)

24

712 L Eclectic Assortment of Reference Material - a heavy Bankers Box filled with an interesting, mixed 

group of reference material. Some highlights include a reprint of German and States Revenues by 

Erler, 1925 Scott catalog, multiple specialty Israel and UN items, plus many more. 30 items total. 

Good condition overall. (shipping wt. 39#)(Est $30-50)

14

713 L Higgins And Gage Postal Stationery Catalogs, 1984 - Ten Higgins and Gage black binders holding 

19 sections, (A-Z countries). This is the second edition with the original copyright in 1977. Appears 

complete and with some supplements. Excellent reference material. (shipping wt. 19#)(Est $100-

150)

50

714 L Mellone's First Day Cover Photo Encyclopedia Of First Cachets Revealed 1923-2005 - 

Professional Reference Edition. First cachets, illustrations, market values, identifications, unique 

catalog numbers and inventory checklist. Spiral bound, 707 pages in like new condition. (Est $30-

60)

14

715 L Mostly Cover Related Consignment Remainder Reference Lot - Eclectic mix of 6 helpful and 

interesting reference items. Titles and subjects include United States Postal History Sampler, 

American Stampless Cover Catalog, Crosby Cachet Specialist, American Illustrated Cover Catalog, 

Collecting Postal History and Classic Americana covers. Also included is a Potter and Vale, 

Machine Cancel Society Specialized Study and a 2010 Brookman catalog. Several hardcover. Most 

are in great condition, some with a little wear. Take a look. (shipping wt 15#)(Est $30-60)

14

Philatelic Supplies

716 S Medium Size Box Loaded with Black Mounts - Likely over 150 packages of black mounts (Scott 

and Showgard). All in strips from small to large. Some are opened, most are not. Very high retail. 

(shipping wt. 19#)(Est $350-500)

150
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Philatelic Supplies

717 S Lighthouse Binders With Dust Covers And Clean Stock Sheets - Qty 4 in good condition. Each 

binder with approximately 25 Vario type black stock pages (mostly 6 and 7 row). Clean and ready 

for stamps. (shipping wt. 16#) (Est $40-60)

20

END OF AUCTION

THANK YOU FOR BIDDING!

NOTES
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Our next auction is June 16, 2018

Consignment deadline is March 1st

Boxborough Philatelic Show

Boxborough Regency Hotel & Conference Center, 242 Adams Place, Boxborough, MA

or call Mark at 810-220-6000 or Bob at 989-600-5728

April 28 & 29

KAZOOPEX, Kalamazoo Stamp Club Show

Kalamazoo County Expo Center, 2900 Lake Road, Kalamazoo, Michigan

May 4 through 6

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CONSIGNING IN ONE OF OUR NEXT AUCTIONS, STERLING 

KINGBROOK AUCTIONS WILL HAVE A PRESENCE AT THE FOLLOWING 2018 SHOWS:

January 26 - 28

Hilton Atlanta Northeast, 5993 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross, Georgia

Southeastern Stamp Expo

February 17 & 18

MSDA Cincinnati Area Show

Four Points by Sheraton, 7500 Tylers Place Blvd., Westchester, Ohio

February 23 & 24 (Friday & Saturday)

Toledo Stamp Expo

Holland Gardens Banquet Hall, 6530 Angola Road, Holland, Ohio

March 3 & 4

MICHIPEX Michigan Stamp Club Show

Sokol Cultural Center, 23600 West Warren Ave., Dearborn Heights, Michigan

March 22 - 24 (Thursday through Saturday)

Garfield-Perry Stamp Club March Party

LaVilla Conference and Banquet Center, 11500 Brookpark Road, Cleveland, Ohio

April 21 & 22

The Plymouth Show, West Suburban Stamp Club

Hellenic Cultural Center, 36375 Joy Road, Westland, Michigan
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